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roteins are the molecular nanomachines in biological cells. They are vital to all known
forms of life, ranging from single-cell organisms to complex beings like humans, and
fulfill various functions, such as transporting oxygen and building hair. However, pro-
tein malfunction is associated with severe diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s. The
development of e↵ective treatments requires a comprehensive understanding of their biological
function and structural dynamics, which we still lack despite massive advancements of molecular
imaging and structure prediction.
Experimentally, proteins can only be observed indirectly and the measured data is often in-
complete or ambiguous. Here, physics-based modeling of biomolecular dynamics can fill the gap.
Data-assisted molecular dynamics simulations have emerged as a new paradigm to combine the
structural puzzle pieces from various sources in silico and obtain a complete picture of protein
structure and dynamics in atomic detail. Such simulations incorporate the experimental data
as an integral component in a biased physical model, thereby eliminating ambiguities with their
complementary theoretical knowledge.
In this thesis, I explore the capabilities and limits of structure-based models as a tool to ac-
cess the sparse information content of structural protein data. These models e ciently describe
the behavior emerging from a protein’s evolutionarily optimized native topology. I introduce
XSBM, a structure-based simulation framework for systematically deriving protein structures in
accordance with the data from small-angle X-ray scattering experiments with a focus on mini-
mizing computational demands. As a data-assisted method, its performance crucially depends
on simulation parameters, where the key challenge is balancing experimental information and
physical knowledge. I show how computational intelligence can be used to e ciently explore
such parameter spaces, determine functional parameter sets, and optimize the performance of
complex physics-based simulation techniques. To this end, I introduce FLAPS, a data-driven
solution for fully automated and reproducible parameter searches for biomolecular simulations.
Inspired by the emergent behavior of natural bird flocks and fish schools, FLAPS is a self-adapting
particle-swarm based optimizer that solves the problem of weighting various quality features in
multi-response optimization in a more general context.
Together with recent advances in structure prediction through artificial intelligence, perfor-
mance-optimized data-assisted simulations as presented in this thesis can help push our under-
standing of the intricate relation between protein structure and function. Such computational
methods can contextualize and fit the available puzzle pieces of structural information together,





roteine sind molekulare Nanomaschinen in biologischen Zellen. Sie sind wesentliche
Bausteine aller bekannten Lebensformen, von Einzellern bis hin zu Menschen, und
erfüllen vielfältige Funktionen, wie beispielsweise den Sauersto↵transport im Blut oder
als Bestandteil von Haaren. Störungen ihrer physiologischen Funktion können jedoch schwere de-
generative Krankheiten wie Alzheimer und Parkinson verursachen. Die Entwicklung wirksamer
Therapien für solche Proteinfehlfaltungserkrankungen erfordert ein tiefgreifendes Verständnis
der molekularen Struktur und Dynamik von Proteinen. Da Proteine aufgrund ihrer lichtmikros-
kopisch nicht mehr auflösbaren Größe nur indirekt beobachtet werden können, sind experimen-
telle Strukturdaten meist uneindeutig. Dieses Problem lässt sich in silico mittels physikalischer
Modellierung biomolekularer Dynamik lösen. In diesem Feld haben sich datengestützte Moleku-
lardynamiksimulationen als neues Paradigma für das Zusammenfügen der einzelnen Datenbau-
steine zu einem schlüssigen Gesamtbild der enkodierten Proteinstruktur etabliert. Die Struktur-
daten werden dabei als integraler Bestandteil in ein physikbasiertes Modell eingebunden.
In dieser Arbeit untersuche ich, wie sogenannte strukturbasierte Modelle verwendet werden
können, um mehrdeutige Strukturdaten zu komplementieren und die enthaltenen Informatio-
nen zu extrahieren. Diese Modelle liefern eine e ziente Beschreibung der aus der evolutionär
optimierten nativen Struktur eines Proteins resultierenden Dynamik. Mithilfe meiner systemati-
schen Simulationsmethode XSBM können biologische Kleinwinkelröntgenstreudaten mit möglichst
geringem Rechenaufwand als physikalische Proteinstrukturen interpretiert werden. Die Funktio-
nalität solcher datengestützten Methoden hängt stark von den verwendeten Simulationsparame-
tern ab. Eine große Herausforderung besteht darin, experimentelle Informationen und theoreti-
sches Wissen in geeigneter Weise relativ zueinander zu gewichten. In dieser Arbeit zeige ich, wie
die entsprechenden Simulationsparameterräume mit Computational-Intelligence-Verfahren e -
zient erkundet und funktionale Parameter ausgewählt werden können, um die Leistungsfähigkeit
komplexer physikbasierter Simulationstechniken zu optimieren. Ich präsentiere FLAPS, eine da-
tengetriebene metaheuristische Optimierungsmethode zur vollautomatischen, reproduzierbaren
Parametersuche für biomolekulare Simulationen. FLAPS ist ein adaptiver partikelschwarmbasier-
ter Algorithmus inspiriert vom Verhalten natürlicher Vogel- und Fischschwärme, der das Problem
der relativen Gewichtung verschiedener Kriterien in der multivariaten Optimierung generell lösen
kann.
Neben massiven Fortschritten in der Verwendung von künstlichen Intelligenzen zur Pro-
teinstrukturvorhersage ermöglichen leistungsoptimierte datengestützte Simulationen detaillierte
Einblicke in die komplexe Beziehung von biomolekularer Struktur, Dynamik und Funktion. Sol-
che computergestützten Methoden können Zusammenhänge zwischen den einzelnen Puzzleteilen
experimenteller Strukturinformationen herstellen und so unser Verständnis von Proteinen als
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This work is on deriving realistic protein structures in silico by integrating experimental data into
biomolecular simulations. In the first chapter, I will explain why I worked on this topic. I will paint a
picture of proteins and their functional roles in our bodies as seen through the eyes of a physicist. In
particular, I want to answer the following questions: What are proteins and what do they do? Why is
understanding proteins on a molecular level so important and so di cult? To provide context for the
questions I address in this work, I will first review our current knowledge about the physical description
as well as the experimental and computational study of proteins, along with arising problems and pos-
sible solutions. I will close this chapter by defining the objectives of my work and providing an outline
of its structure and scope.
I
nside every cell of our bodies, myriads of molecular nanomachines are busy working. They are
what enable our eyes to detect light, our neurons to fire, and the instructions in our genome to be
read. These ubiquitous nanomachines are proteins. Proteins drive life forward. They are complex
biomolecules made of linear chains of amino acids. Their various functions include transportation,
cellular communication, structural support, cell motion, and energy balance. Currently, we know of
about 200 million proteins, with another 30 million discovered every year. What a protein does and how
it works largely depends on its three-dimensional (3D) structure. Determining what structure a protein
folds into is known as the “protein folding problem”. From an evolutionary perspective, this structure
emerges from a “form follows function” principle. This indicates that, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1, a protein’s
biological function is inextricably linked to its structure and dynamics. A detailed understanding of this
function consequently requires resolving the protein’s 3D shape. The strong link between structure,






Figure 1.1. The “paper clip” analog. Functional protein structure has emerged as the result of
evolutionary processes according to a “form follows function” principle. Similar to a paper clip, a
protein is only functional when folded properly.
Why is this important? Proteins enable the complex biochemistry within cells via enzymatic activity
and signaling processes, however their malfunction can lead to severe diseases. When healthy proteins
lose their normal structure, they can form pathogenic amyloids that deposit around cells as fibrous
plaques. These plaques interfere with the physiological function of tissues and organs and have been
associated with more than 50 diseases, including Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s2,3, type-2 diabetes4, and
Creutzfeld-Jakob disease5. The ability to predict a protein’s structure from its sequence is invaluable
for understanding how abnormal molecular interactions cause human diseases. Recently, such e↵orts
have proven to be instrumental in fighting the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Deciphering the structure-
function paradigm unlocks the door to solving many of our biggest challenges, such as developing e↵ective
medical treatments, finding enzymes to break down industrial waste, and perhaps to eventually unravel-
ing the mysteries of life. As the biophysicist and Nobel laureate Francis Crick put it, “almost all aspects
of life are engineered at the molecular level, and without understanding molecules we can only have a
very sketchy understanding of life itself”1.
How can we observe proteins? Protein structure determination has been researched extensively. To
date, more than 177 000 experimentally resolved structures are deposited in the Protein Data Bank6
(PDB)2. Because proteins are nanoscale, their structures cannot be observed directly using an optical
microscope. Yet, pictures are a key to understanding and scientific breakthroughs often triggered by
visualizing systems invisible to the naked eye. Studying proteins requires indirect imaging techniques
that capture not only their static structures but also their function-related conformational dynamics.
Various complementary methods exist, including X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and biological solution scattering. The increasing significance
of advanced molecular imaging is highlighted by the 2017 Nobel Prize in Chemistry, awarded to the
three physicists Jacques Dubochet, Joachim Frank, and Richard Henderson “for developing cryo-electron
microscopy for the high-resolution structure determination of biomolecules in solution”7. Experimentally
determined structures have allowed deep insights into protein function and recent literature is filled with
illustrations of molecular systems, ranging from proteins causing antibiotic resistance to the spiky coat
of the coronavirus shown in Fig. 1.2.
1
From Francis Crick, What Mad Pursuit: A Personal View of Scientific Discovery (1988), 61.
2https://www.rcsb.org
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Figure 1.2. The coronavirus. Alissa Eckert and Dan Higgins, medical illustrators with the United
States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, created a “beauty shot” of the coronavirus to
bring it to the public’s attention. Red: spike proteins, gray: lipid bilayer envelope, yellow: envelope
proteins, orange: membrane proteins. Cara Giaimo (2020-04-01). “The Spiky Blob Seen Around
the World”. The New York Times. Retrieved 2020-04-19.
Why is this insu cient? Experimental protein structure determination typically requires costly equip-
ment and involves extensive trial and error such that resolving a single structure can take years of work.
However, the sequential brute-force sampling of all conformations of a protein would take longer than
the age of the universe, even at a picosecond rate. Therefore, we only know the exact 3D structures
for a tiny fraction of all known proteins. In his famous acceptance speech for the 1972 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry, Christian Anfinsen postulated that a protein’s shape should be fully determined by its amino
acid sequence. This sparked a half-century quest for predicting a protein’s 3D structure from only its
1D sequence. Di↵erent methods for in silico structure prediction have been proposed, including physics-
based, knowledge-based, and data-driven approaches. In 1994, scientists working on the protein folding
problem founded the CASP (Critical Assessment of Protein Structure Prediction3) community forum.
Their biennial contest for blind structure prediction provides researchers the opportunity to validate their
computational predictions against ground-truth experimental data and thus serves as an independent
assessor of the state of the art. In 2016, the Google a liate DeepMind turned its AI expertise towards
the protein folding problem and for the first time dedicated enormous resources to a real-world research
question. In the 2020 CASP competition, their deep-learning based system AlphaFold8 consistently
predicted highly accurate molecular models considered as comparable with experimentally determined
structures. Andriy Kryshtafovych, a scientific adjudicator in CASP, described the achievement as “truly
remarkable” and claimed the protein folding problem to be “largely solved”.
Why do we still need experiments? AlphaFold can only predict static structures of single-chain peptides.
Even though proteins are generally thought to adopt unique structures determined by their sequences,
they are by no means strictly static. Dynamic conformational transitions occur over a wide range
of time and length scales and are tightly coupled to a protein’s physiological function. In addition,
many proteins function in the form of composite complexes. Important open questions in the field
are how multiple peptide chains associate into protein complexes and how proteins interact with each
other as well as with DNA, RNA, and other small molecules. Experiments are an irreplaceable tool
to not only form a link to real-world observations and validate computational structure prediction
techniques, but also to observe a protein’s functional dynamics. However, traditional methods such as




Figure 1.3. The “shadow theater” analog. Indirect methods for structural analysis typically
involve an inevitable loss of information during the measurement process. Similar to reconstruct-
ing a unique 3D molecular structure from low-information experimental data, recovering a 3D
geometrical body from its 2D shadow only is inherently ambiguous.
involves elaborate preparation of protein crystals and NMR spectroscopy is only suited for relatively
small proteins. A practical and increasingly popular alternative is biological solution scattering, where
dissolved proteins are irradiated by X-rays and the scattering intensity is recorded. Such studies can be
conducted under various conditions and provide time-resolved information on structural dynamics9,10.
What is the primary obstacle for the usage of experimental data? As protein structures are not
directly observable, experimental data are often ambiguous, incomplete, or poorly resolved. The sparse
information in the data is insu cient to determine a molecular structure’s degrees of freedom exhaus-
tively. In biological solution scattering, the desired molecular electron density is the Fourier transform
of the experimentally inaccessible, complex-valued scattering amplitude. Recovering a 3D structural
model from the measured 1D scattering intensity, that is the absolute amplitude squared, is an ill-posed
inverse problem. Simply speaking, this can be thought of as reconstructing a 3D geometrical body from
its 2D shadow only, an inherently ambiguous task as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. This implies that the accu-
rate interpretation of indirect experimental data hinges on complementary physical, stereo-chemical, or
structural knowledge.
How can we resolve this ambiguity? The potentially most powerful approach is to complement the data
with molecular dynamics (MD)11–15. Resting on the physical theory of classical mechanics, computa-
tional MD simulations provide a time-dependent description of a protein’s motions on the atomic level.
Static protein structures from, e.g., AlphaFold or experimental methods can be extended by a view
of the protein’s function-related dynamics. Data-assisted MD incorporates the structural information
from experimental data as an integral component into a biased physical model, where the experimen-
tally derived information must be properly balanced with the theoretical knowledge. This balance is
determined by the degree of confidence in the measured data versus the physics-based model. Data-
assisted approaches have emerged as a new paradigm to interpret structural data on proteins in the
form of molecular models, and various applications highlight the potential of combining experimental
expertise and physics-based modeling12,16–18. As classical MD primarily aims to describe a system’s
dynamics accurately, such simulations are considerably complex. Their computational costs make them
infeasible for simulating function-related slow or large-scale motions and limit their application to small
systems. While simulated times are in the order of microseconds with a femtosecond time step, biologi-
cally relevant time scales are in the order of milliseconds to seconds, exceeding the capacity of available
multipurpose high-performance computing systems.
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How can we overcome the time-scale challenge in MD? A brute-force approach to tackle this is the
usage of highly specialized supercomputers. In 2008, D. E. Shaw Research launched Anton, a massively
parallel special-purpose system for explicit-solvent MD, where they could simulate folding and unfolding
transitions of small proteins on a millisecond time scale for the first time. A more e cient and elegant
alternative is reducing a molecular system’s degrees of freedom by simplifying its interactions in the
physical model. To minimize the computational demands and access biological time scales, I focus
on so-called structure-based models (SBMs)19–23. SBMs probe the dynamics arising from a folded
protein’s unique geometry realistically. Originally developed to study protein folding, they provide
rich information about function-related processes involving major structural changes. Based on energy
landscape theory24,25 and the principle of minimal frustration26, SBMs can sample large conformational
ensembles at considerably lower computational costs without loss of information on the system’s essential
characteristics. While maintaining full molecular flexibility, they provide a more e cient yet rougher
description of a protein’s dynamics with fewer parameters than the more fine-grained force fields in
classical MD.
My contributions. In this work, I use physico-empirical SBMs as an e cient tool to access and comple-
ment the limited structural information in indirect experimental data. My research goal is to provide
a self-contained pipeline for systematically deriving realistic protein structures with due consideration
of the data. Using the example of biological solution scattering, I explore how such data can be best
incorporated into SBMs. As my first main contribution, I present XSBM, a data-assisted structure-based
framework for rapid interpretation of scattering intensities. I demonstrate my method’s e cacy by
refining structures towards scattering data for three well-characterized proteins using minimal compu-
tational resources and time27. An inherent problem of such simulations is their dependence on the
non-trivial choice of MD parameters16,17,27, where simple yet ine cient grid search or accurate yet labo-
rious Bayesian inference is typically used. Targeting a fully automated parameter search for biomolecular
simulations, I propose a fundamentally di↵erent approach. Inspired by the emergent behavior of natural
bird flocks and fish schools, I introduce FLAPS, a self-learning swarm-based optimizer, as my second main
contribution. To evaluate a data-assisted simulation’s quality in terms of physical structures matching
the data, I present a new type of flexible and robust objective function. As a showcase example, I
successfully apply FLAPS to find functional parameters for my XSBM simulations, where I present results
for two well-characterized proteins.
The structure of my thesis is outlined below. To create a consistent logical flow throughout, I present
my own contributions and results not en bloc but embed them within their respective content-related
contexts. To provide a clear overview of my work, I refer to my own contributions explicitly as “projects”.
PART I - BACKGROUND AND FUNDAMENTALS
In the first part, I provide the required biophysical background knowledge.
• Chapter 2 gives an introduction to proteins with a special focus on the biomolecular structure-
function paradigm and the energy landscape theory of protein folding.
• Chapter 3 covers experimental methods for protein structure analysis relevant in the context of
this work.
PART II - COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND METHOD DEVELOPMENT
In the second part, I introduce common methodologies used in computational biophysics which serve as
a basis for the methods I developed in this work. At this point, I present the key concepts of my two
main projects, i.e., XSBM and FLAPS, along with exemplary applications and corresponding results.
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• Chapter 4 gives an overview of the computational methods used in this work. I introduce
the basics of MD and the theoretical concepts underlying minimalist SBMs. To underpin the
explanatory power of the latter, I present two of my auxiliary projects as application examples.
I show results from my structure-based simulations of the Mavirus virophage’s capsomer28 and a
computational study on the mutual influence of solution scattering and Förster resonance energy
transfer29 measurements in combined applications.
• Chapter 5 introduces the general concept of data-assisted biomolecular simulations. At this point,
I present my first main project: XSBM, an e cient structure-based method to interpret solution
scattering data within biomolecular simulations. I show results from an exemplary application of
my XSBM method to three well-characterized protein systems.
• Chapter 6 presents my second main project: FLAPS, a bio-inspired method for optimizing MD
parameters of data-assisted biomolecular simulations using computational intelligence. I show
my method’s capability by applying it to my XSBM simulations and present results for two well-
characterized protein systems.
PART III - CONCLUSIONS
In the third part, I recapitulate the outcomes of my work.






“Let’s Unzip And Let’s Unfold.”
Red Hot Chili Peppers
2
Proteins or “Form Follows Function”
This chapter covers the biological and theoretical basics of this work. Sec. 2.1 gives a biophysical in-
troduction to proteins with a special focus on the “structure-function paradigm”. Energy landscape
theory, a statistical framework for protein folding, is explained in Sec. 2.2 along with the principle of
minimal frustration. These concepts are the foundation of structure-based models, a coarse-grained type
of interaction potential used for the simulations in my work.
P
roteins are the macromolecular workhorses of biological cells and the main functional compo-
nents of living organisms. Their various tasks include oxygen transport, DNA replication, signal
transduction, enzymatic catalysis, force generation, structural stability, and energy balance. A
protein’s function is inextricably linked to its structure and dynamics. Therefore, understanding this
function requires resolving the protein’s 3D fold on the atomic level.
2.1 Protein Structure
A protein is one or multiple polypeptide chain(s) of linearly linked ↵-amino acids. An amino acid is
an organic compound that contains a carboxyl functional group, COOH, an amino functional group,
NH2, and a side chain, R, defining its individual characteristics. ↵-amino acids have the amino group
attached to the C↵ atom next to the carboxyl group. In the protein backbone, neighboring amino
acids are connected by peptide bonds between their carboxyl and amino groups (see Fig. 2.1). 21
di↵erent amino acids, classified into charged, polar, and hydrophobic, are specified in the genetic code
of eukaryotes (see Fig. 2.2).
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Figure 2.1. The peptide bond. A peptide bond is an amide-type covalent chemical bond that
links two consecutive amino acids with side chains R1 and R2 in the protein backbone. The first
amino acid’s carboxyl group reacts with the second amino acid’s amino group to form a peptide
bond under the release of water, H2O. Adapted from “Peptidbindung” created by Ulrich Helmich
licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.
Protein structure is organized in four hierarchical levels. A protein’s specific amino acid sequence
is known as its primary structure. It is dictated by the nucleotide sequence of the protein’s genes
and uniquely encodes its 3D fold. Secondary structure refers to the local structural motifs defined by
regularly repeating patterns of backbone bonding, which are normally stabilized by hydrogen bonds.
Most common are the alpha helix and the beta sheet (see Fig. 2.3 c for cartoon representation). Tertiary
structure is the entire protein’s 3D fold. It is a↵ected by nonlocal interactions such as the formation of a
hydrophobic core and stabilized by salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, and disulfide bonds between cysteine
residues. A protein’s natural fold is also known as its native state. Quaternary structure is the spatial
arrangement of multiple polypeptide chains within a functional protein complex.
In 1986, the famous physical chemist and Nobel laureate Linus Pauling said: “Much of what is understood
in the field [of biology] is based on the structure of molecules and the properties of molecules in relation
to their structure. If you have that basis, then biology isn’t just a collection of disconnected facts.”1
This structure-function paradigm is a basic principle in biophysics: A protein’s native 3D structure
determines its biological function. Proteins are intrinsically dynamic. During their functional cycles,
they perform structural changes and traverse between distinct conformational states. These structural
rearrangements are tied to their physiological function and bioactivity. Resolving protein structures and
dynamics and understanding protein folding from a random coil thus is very important to gain detailed
insight into protein function.
1
From an interview with Neil A. Campbell, in Crossing the Boundaries of Science, BioScience (Dec 1986), 36,
No. 11, 737.
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Figure 2.2. Classification of the 21 proteinogenic amino acids in eukaryotes. 21 proteinogenic
amino acids are directly encoded in the eukaryotic genetic code. Both 1-letter and 3-letter codes
are given. “Molecular structures of the 21 proteinogenic amino acids” by Dan Cojohari used under
CC BY-SA 3.0 license, via Wikimedia Commons.
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a b c 
Figure 2.3. Di↵erent representations of protein structure. a. Sphere representation of all atoms.
b. Sphere representation of C↵ atoms. c. Cartoon representation of secondary structure with alpha
helix (blue) and beta sheets (yellow and white). Visualized in PyMOL 1.
Anfinsen’s dogma states that a protein’s native fold is exclusively determined by its sequence, at least for
small globular proteins in their usual physiological environment. The native fold then is a unique, stable,
and kinetically accessible conformation with minimum free energy30. Di↵erent theories on actual folding
mechanisms exist. In 1969, Levinthal observed that a polypeptide chain of length N with   degrees of
freedom per residue has an astronomic number of  N possible conformations31. Assuming   = 3, one
would obtain approximately 1048 conformations for a small protein with N = 100 residues. If a protein
were to acquire its native structure by consecutively sampling its conformational space, the time span
needed to find the energetic minimum would exceed the age of the universe. Most proteins, however,
spontaneously fold on time scales of milliseconds to seconds32. To resolve Levinthal’s apparent paradox,
folding can alternatively be explained by the rapid formation of local interactions. This leads to an
unambiguous pathway with well-defined intermediates between folded and unfolded states that guides the
random-coil protein to its native conformation and thereby accelerates the folding process (see Fig. 2.4 b).
In fact, such partially unfolded transition states could be observed experimentally. Further development
of this approach based on kinetic evidence for the existence of several di↵erent folding pathways33 yields
the so-called energy landscape theory. This enhanced model takes into account various folding routes
and the ensemble character of conformations. It allows for facilitated folding via an ensemble of multiple
converging pathways, which as a whole are known as the transition state ensemble. This theory builds
the foundation of the computational model used in this work.
2.2 Energy Landscape Theory
“There is no such thing as free energy.
Anyone who advocates it does not know
what he is talking about.”
Alireza Haghighat
The energy landscape theory of protein folding gives a statistical description of a protein’s potential
surface34. This surface is a mapping of all possible conformations, or rather their degrees of freedom,
to the respective Gibbs free energies35. It is also known as the protein’s energy landscape and can be
understood as a hypersurface in a multidimensional space, where each conformation is represented by a
particular point on this surface.
Random amino acid sequences likely have conflicting interaction energies that cannot be minimized
simultaneously. Such systems are referred to as geometrically frustrated. Small conformational changes
can result in kinetic entrapment within local minima of their rugged energy landscape. This prohibits
proper folding and thus, according to the structure-function paradigm, physiological function: The
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Figure 2.4. Protein folding energy landscapes. a. Levinthal’s folding “golf court” with one
global minimum, i.e., the native state, in an otherwise flat surface of energetically degenerate
random-coil structures. b. Energy landscape with a single unambiguous folding pathway with
N defined intermediate states between unfolded and folded conformation. c. Perfectly funneled
folding landscape of a protein with fully unfrustrated interactions as used in structure-based models.
d. Realistically rugged folding funnel with energetic roughness as used in energy landscape theory.
Redrawn from Chemgapedia. © 1999 - 2016 Wiley Information Services GmbH.
sequence would be strongly disfavored by natural selection25. The principle of minimal frustration
states that the energetic frustration in naturally evolving amino acid sequences is as small as possible
to achieve robust folding and stable conformations19,20,25,26. Accordingly, the energy landscape theory
suggests that the most realistic model of a protein is a minimally frustrated heteropolymer with a
rugged funnel-shaped potential surface biased towards the native state (see Fig. 2.4 d). The central
assumption is that a protein folds through organizing an ensemble of structures rather than through a
few defined intermediate states34. Folding is described as a di↵usive exploration of the energy funnel
with an overall drift from higher to lower energies until the protein finally arrives at its native state19. In
this depiction, energy gains are directly connected to a loss in conformational entropy as, e.g., stabilizing
bonds narrow the accessible conformational space (see Fig. 2.5). Mathematically, the funnel shape of a
protein’s potential surface can be derived from the statistical mechanics of spin glasses20,26. With the
extreme example of a perfectly funneled downhill landscape (see Fig. 2.4 c), a fully unfrustrated protein
can exhaustively be described by its native interactions23,25. This simplistic but powerful approach is
employed in so-called native structure-based models (see Sec. 4.4), where a distinct funneling of the
energy landscape without kinetic traps enables structure formation on short time scales.
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Figure 2.5. Schematic of an energy funnel in protein folding to illustrate the underlying
principle of minimal frustration. High-energy unfolded conformations are located at the funnel’s
upper part. The native state corresponds to the global energetic minimum at the very bottom.
With the protein approaching its native fold, the accessible conformational entropy, i.e., the funnel’s
width, decreases and the system is energetically stabilized by formation of native interactions.
Redrawn from Ref. 23. Protein structures visualized in PyMOL 1.





This chapter covers experimental methods for protein structure determination that are relevant in the
context of this work. Special focus is put on small-angle X-ray scattering, a practical low-resolution
technique for structural analysis of biomolecules which is explained in Sec. 3.1. In Secs. 3.2 to 3.5, I
introduce the experimental methods applied in a joint research project by my collaborators Alexander
Christiansen and Jochen Reinstein from the Max Planck Institute for Medical Research in Heidelberg
and Andreas Winkler from the Institute of Biochemistry at the Graz University of Technology. As ex-
plained in Sec. 4.6, we used fluorescence spectroscopy, circular dichroism spectroscopy, Förster resonance
energy transfer spectroscopy, and hydrogen-deuterium exchange coupled to mass spectrometry to study
the energetics and dynamics of a viral capsid protein in vitro.
E
xperimental structure determination is the procedure by which the 3D atomic coordinates of a
protein are solved with an analytical technique. Many di↵erent techniques exist. Most common
are X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy, electron microscopy, and small-angle solution
scattering. Naturally, each method has its advantages and limitations. X-ray crystallography provides
(near) atomic resolution and has made the largest contribution to our understanding of protein structure.
Protein crystallization, however, is often arduous and di cult and may produce artifacts in the molecular
structure. Although NMR spectroscopy cannot provide such a high resolution, it has proven to be a
valuable tool when crystallization is impossible or protein dynamics need to be studied. NMR requires
the protein to be stable at room temperature for a comparably long time of data acquisition. The
fast relaxing magnetization in large proteins thus limits NMR to smaller systems. Cryogenic electron
microscopy (cryo EM) can be applied to study relatively large systems, such as protein complexes or even
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cellular organelles. In comparison to crystallography and NMR, it requires less material and has a lower
resolution. Solution scattering techniques, like small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS), also provide structural information of limited resolution and are becoming
increasingly popular. SAXS is easy to apply and suited for a wide variety of systems. Like in NMR,
the measurements are performed in solution, which allows direct control of the experimental conditions.
While NMR is only applicable to small proteins, SAXS has practically no size limitations36. In contrast
to X-ray crystallography, which determines a single static structure only, SAXS provides information
about steady-state structure as well as about kinetics on fast time scales10,37. The data can be used to
create 3D low-resolution models or to fit high-resolution structures of separate domains into the SAXS
envelope. Other methods for obtaining (local) structural information include mass spectrometry and
various spectroscopic methods, such as fluorescence spectroscopy, circular dichroism spectroscopy, and
Förster resonance energy transfer spectroscopy.
3.1 Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering
“X-rays will prove to be a hoax.”
Lord Kelvin
My first main project was integrating SAXS data into structure-based protein simulations to obtain
molecular models (see Sec. 5.2). Such scattering-guided simulations are an e cient tool to interpret
the experimentally measured 1D data in terms of 3D structures. To provide the required experimental
background knowledge, I thoroughly introduce biological SAXS below.
Small-angle X-ray scattering is an e cient tool for investigating nanostructures in matter. It is par-
ticularly suited for low-resolution characterization of disordered systems such as biomolecules in dilute
solution9,10,38. Typically, the integrated intensity from elastic scattering of monochromatic X-rays by
dissolved molecules is measured for small scattering angles (see Fig. 3.1). This yields information on
the molecules’ size, shape, and characteristic distances9. SAXS records the averaged solution scattering
intensity over the entire conformational ensemble and all possible orientations of the dissolved molecules.
To obtain the pure solute scattering, the intensity of the solvent is subtracted from that of the solu-
tion9. The net solute scattering intensity is related to the electron density di↵erence between solute and
solvent. Ideally, it is proportional to the spherically averaged scattering intensity from a single solute
particle, I. Modeling a molecule as a collection of elementary scatterers, e.g., atoms or amino acids, I








rij is the distance between two scatterers i and j with respective form factors fi and fj . q = 4⇡ sin ✓/ 
is the momentum transfer, where   is the X-ray wavelength and 2✓ the scattering angle. Each distance
contributes a sinc-like term. Large distances correspond to high spatial frequencies. They contribute
at small q, i.e., low resolution, where the solute’s average molecular shape can be extracted. Short
distances correspond to low frequencies and dominate the pattern at high q. Di↵erent parts of a SAXS
intensity pattern thus contain information about di↵erent structural features of the solute molecules. An
exemplary intensity pattern is shown in Fig. 3.2 along with q regions and their structural information
contents. The Debye equation’s derivation is presented in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 3.1. Experimental SAXS setup. The monochromatic X-ray beam illuminates a dilute
solution of proteins, from which some of the X-ray photons scatter whereas the majority just
passes through. Structural analyses use X-rays with an energy of approximately 10 keV 9. The
scattered intensity in the angular range between 0.1 and 5  is recorded with a flat X-ray detector
placed behind the sample perpendicularly to the primary beam axis 10,36. As biomolecules in dilute
solution typically scatter weakly, biological SAXS is often conducted at high-intensity synchrotrons.
Smaller laboratory systems also exist 9.
The signal-to-noise ratio of experimentally measured intensities decreases rapidly with increasing mo-
mentum transfer q. For small q, the intensity can be described by the Guinier approximation40,
lim
q!0











Rg is the solute’s radius of gyration, a measure of overall molecular size, which can be extracted from
the curve slope in a logarithmic Guinier plot. The Guinier approximation is only valid for qRg < 1.3 for
globular proteins38 and in an even smaller range for elongated structures.
Dividing out the decay of the scattering intensity in a so-called Kratky plot, q2I (q) versus q, yields a
tool to qualitatively assess the flexibility and/or degree of unfolding in a protein sample. It serves as an
indicator of the protein’s conformation, where a distinct bell-shaped peak points to compact, globular
structures, or the folded ensemble, and a plateau at high q to highly flexible structures, or the unfolded
ensemble. A combination of bell shape and plateau or a slowly decreasing plateau typically points to
partially unfolded structures.
Solvent Contribution
SAXS is a contrast method, where the scattering signal is generated from a di↵erence in the average
electron densities of solute and solvent36. This is why solvent contributions to the scattering intensity in
principle need to be taken into account. The net solute scattering depends on the excess electron density,
or contrast, of solution and solvent,  ⇢ (r). For a single dissolved molecule, scattering amplitude and
intensity read
A (q) = f (q) F [ ⇢ (r)] = f (q)
Z
V
 ⇢ (r) exp (iq · r) dr ,











where f (q) is the form factor. I (q) is proportional to the Fourier transform of the electron density’s
correlation function, which is a measure of the probability of finding a scatterer at position r with another
scatterer at position r0 = 0. The excess scattering of the solution with respect to the solvent thus provides
information about fluctuations of the electron density and spatial correlations in the sample.
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Figure 3.2. Typical X-ray solution scattering curve. Whereas low-resolution information about
the particle’s shape is encoded in the small-angle regime, i.e., at low q, details on the fold or even
atomic structure are contained at wider angles.
In principle, the intensity has to be corrected for displaced-solvent e↵ects. This can be done approx-
imately by, e.g., suitably adapted form factors. Furthermore, the solvent density in the molecular
solvation shell generally di↵ers from the bulk value, which results in additional scattering terms18. A
biomolecule in solution can be modeled as a particle with electron density ⇢ (r) surrounded by a solvent
with an average scattering density ⇢0. The solvation shell is represented by a border layer of thickness
  and density ⇢b that may di↵er from ⇢0. The integrated SAXS intensity from such particles in dilute








with the scattering amplitude of the particle in vacuum, A (q), the scattering amplitude from excluded
volume, Aex (q), and the scattering amplitude from the solvation shell, Ab (q), with  ⇢ = ⇢b   ⇢0. h · i⌦
represents the average over all particle orientations with the solid angle in reciprocal space q = (q, ⌦).
I refer the interested reader to Ref.41 for a detailed explanation.
To sum up, I (q) is proportional to the spatially averaged single-particle scattering for identical non-
interacting particles as in ideal disordered systems such as monodisperse dilute solutions of purified
biomolecules9. Information about the solute molecules’ overall shape and internal structures can be
extracted at a resolution of 50 Å down to 10 Å38. The number of independent data points in a SAXS
curve is equal to the number of independent Shannon channels38,42. As a measured scattering intensity
typically contains only tens of such points, its information content is insu cient to determine all degrees
of freedom in a 3D molecular structure. The spatial averaging in SAXS due to the random orientations of
the solute molecules results in an inherent loss of information. Various approaches have been developed
to analyze 1D or 2D scattering data in terms of 3D models, with one of the most promising being
scattering-data assisted molecular dynamics simulations. This concept is introduced in Chapter 5.
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The experimental methods introduced below were used in a joint research project together with Alexan-
der Christiansen and Jochen Reinstein from the Max Planck Institute for Medical Research in Heidelberg
and Andreas Winkler from the Institute of Biochemistry at the Graz University of Technology to inves-
tigate the hexavalent capsomer of the Mavirus virophage (see Sec. 4.6).
3.2 Fluorescence Spectroscopy
Fluorescence spectroscopy is a type of electromagnetic spectroscopy and a powerful method to study
biomolecular systems by analyzing their fluorescence. Fluorescence is the emission of light by a substance
that has absorbed light or other electromagnetic radiation. In general, all systems have an electronic
ground state with minimal energy and excited electronic states with higher energy. Electrons in certain
molecular parts are excited by absorbing electromagnetic radiation, typically ultraviolet (UV) light,
which causes them to emit photons, typically in the visible spectrum, while lowering their energy down
to the ground state. Fluorescence spectroscopy analyzes the frequencies and relative intensities of the
emitted light to, e.g., determine the structure of the system’s energetic levels.
Biophysical studies of macromolecules use fluorescent molecules, or so-called fluorophores, as physical
markers. Fluorophores can be either extrinsic, e.g., radioactive probes or dyes, or intrinsic, such as
specific amino acids in proteins. Three proteinogenic amino acids are intrinsically fluorescent, i.e.,
phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan (Trp). A folded protein’s fluorescence is a mixture of these
aromatic amino acids’ fluorescence, where Trp is dominating. Fluorescent amino acids are rare and
a protein may have just one or a few Trp residues, which greatly facilitates the interpretation of the
measured spectra. The intrinsic fluorescence of a protein is highly sensitive to the local Trp environment,
in particular to its polarity. For example, denaturing a protein containing a single Trp in its hydrophobic
core yields a red-shifted emission spectrum due to the exposure to an aqueous environment as opposed
to a hydrophobic protein interior. Furthermore, the proximity of other residues strongly influences
Trp fluorescence, e.g., spatially close protonated groups such as aspartic or glutamic acid may cause
quenching. Energy transfer between Trp and other fluorescent amino acids is also possible. As Trp
emission spectra often change in response to conformational transitions, subunit association, substrate
binding, or denaturation, intrinsic fluorescence can be used as a diagnostic of a protein’s conformational
state without influencing the protein itself.
Figure 3.3. Tryptophan as the dominant intrinsic fluorophore in proteins. Trp is a non-polar
aromatic amino acid with a side chain indole, which consists of a benzene six-ring fused to a
pyrrole five-ring. a. Skeletal formula visualized in ChemDraw. b. Stick representation with overlaid
transparent space-filling representation visualized in PyMOL 1.
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3.3 Förster Resonance Energy Transfer
Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET)43 is a non-radiative energy transfer between two light-sensitive
molecules, where an electronically excited donor transfers energy to an acceptor via a non-radiative
dipole-dipole coupling. The transfer e ciency depends on the sixth power of the donor-acceptor dis-
tance. That is why FRET is extremely sensitive to nanometer distance changes and also known as a
“spectroscopic ruler”44. By labeling particular protein residues with appropriate dyes, di↵erent confor-
mations become distinguishable (see Fig. 3.4). Structural transitions can be observed based on changes
of the inter-dye distance. In this way, FRET provides access to time-resolved distance information on,
e.g., folding dynamics32, intermediate structures45,46, and function-related conformational transitions47.
Experimentally, the FRET e ciency E is measured. E is the quantum yield of the FRET transition,
that is the occurrence probability of a FRET event per donor excitation event. It depends on the










The Förster radius R0 is the donor-acceptor distance with E = 0.5. It depends on (i) the spectral
overlap of donor emission and acceptor absorption and (ii) the relative orientation of donor emission
dipole moment and acceptor absorption dipole moment represented by the dipole orientation factor 2,
where R60 / 
2 48. Usually, rotational dye di↵usion is fast with respect to the lifetime of the excited
state, yielding a constant value of 2 = 2/3 in the “isotropic averaging regime”48.
3.4 Circular Dichroism
Circular polarization of an electromagnetic wave is a polarization state where the electromagnetic field
has a constant magnitude and rotates at a constant rate in a plane orthogonal to the wave’s traveling
direction (see Fig. 3.5). Circular dichroism (CD) is a di↵erence in the absorption of left-handed and right-
handed circularly polarized light. Because of their dextrorotary and levorotary components, asymmetric
biomolecules may absorb these lights to di↵erent extents and also have distinct refractive indices. This
results in a rotation of the light wave’s plane. CD spectroscopy is suited to study protein structure
and folding49 and measured in or near their molecular absorption bands. While the near-UV spectrum
(> 250 nm) provides information about a protein’s tertiary structure, the far-UV spectrum can reveal
information about its secondary structure. Secondary structural elements such as alpha helices generate
a distinct CD and have characteristic spectral signatures. Based on this, the molecular fractions in
the alpha-helix conformation, the beta-sheet conformation, or the beta-turn conformation49,50 can be
estimated, which places informative constraints on a protein’s secondary structure. In contrast to near-
UV CD, the far-UV CD spectrum can be assigned to particular parts of a 3D molecular structure.
It however is impossible to infer where the detected alpha helices are located in the protein or to
predict how many there are. Although providing less specific information than X-ray crystallography
or NMR spectroscopy, CD is a valuable tool for analyzing conformational changes or verifying that a
protein is natively folded. It can be used to study how the secondary structure is influenced by various
environmental factors, e.g., the temperature or the concentration of denaturants such as guanidinium
chloride or urea. As a quick method that does not require large amounts of proteins or extensive
data processing, CD can be used to probe proteins in solution under di↵erent solvent conditions, at
varying temperature, pH, salinity, and in the presence of various cofactors. Furthermore, it can reveal

























































Figure 3.4. The functional principle of FRET spectroscopy. FRET can be used to measure
distances within a protein by labeling specific molecular sites with fluorescent dyes, measuring their
emission, and determining the distance-dependent energy transfer e ciency. The dyes must have
overlapping emission spectra. Derived from “Concept of FRET” by Curtis Neveu, used under CC
BY-SA 3.0, via Wikimedia Commons. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 by Marie Weiel-Potyagaylo.
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Figure 3.5. Circularly polarized light. Right-handed circularly polarized light (as defined from
the receiver’s perspective) illustrated without and with the use of components. a. The helix traced
out by the light wave’s electric field vector forms a right-handed screw. While its direction steadily
changes in a circling manner, the electric field has a constant magnitude along its direction of prop-
agation. The related magnetic field orthogonal to the electric field is proportional in its magnitude
and not illustrated. Created by Dave3457, public domain. Retrieved from Wikimedia Commons.
b. The phenomenon of polarization arises from the fact that light can be modeled as a 2D transverse
wave. The two orthogonal electric-field component vectors of circularly polarized light are of equal
magnitude and out of phase by exactly ⇡/2. The horizontal and vertical components are illustrated
in green and blue, respectively. The relative to the direction of propagation rightward horizontal
component leads the vertical component by one-quarter wavelength. Created by Dave3457, public
domain. Retrieved from Wikimedia Commons.
information on thermodynamic quantities that are not readily accessible otherwise, such as a molecule’s
enthalpy or its Gibbs free energy of denaturation.
3.5 Hydrogen-Deuterium Exchange Coupled to Mass Spec-
trometry
Hydrogen-deuterium exchange coupled to mass spectrometry (HDX-MS) is a versatile technique to
monitor the structure and dynamics of proteins in solution51. Natively folded proteins are diluted into
heavy water, allowing accessible amide hydrogens in the protein backbone to exchange for deuterium.
This exchange can only occur for amides not engaged in hydrogen bonds, and how rapidly an amide
exchanges reflects its solvent accessibility. For example, protein unfolding can expose natively buried
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amide protons to the solvent and allow for exchange. With deuterium being a heavier isotope of hydrogen,
such reactions can be monitored by measuring mass changes associated with the isotopic exchange. The
exchange rates act as a proxy for protein structure and stability, with a more stable structure experiencing
a slower rate of and hence greater protection from exchange than a less stable structure. Diverse factors
can play a role, e.g., secondary structure, molecular contacts, and protein compaction or relaxation.
Therefore, while HDX cannot analyze protein structures directly, it can provide localized information







“I try to identify myself with the
atoms. . . I ask what I would do if I were




This chapter covers the computational methods underlying this work. My simulations are built on molec-
ular dynamics (MD). MD provides a classical-physics based description of molecular motion and gives
in-depth insight into biomolecular function. In Sec. 4.4, I introduce so-called structure-based models
(SBMs). Minimalist SBMs have been shown to be extremely e↵ective in explaining fundamental ques-
tions of protein folding and function. At the same time, they are su ciently e cient to run complex
simulations on small computing systems or even laptops. In Sec. 4.6, I present my simulation study on
the Mavirus virophage’s capsomer protein as a fitting example of the explanatory power of SBMs. The
capsomers self-assemble with high fidelity to a protective protein shell known as the virus’ capsid. To
better understand this process, I investigated the capsomer’s dynamics and stability in structure-based
simulations as a complement to experimental studies conducted at the Max Planck Institute for Medical
Research in Heidelberg. Finally, I show another practical example of how SBMs can support and explain
experimental data from combined applications of SAXS and FRET in Sec. 4.7.
M
olecular dynamics (MD) is a computational simulation technique for studying the physical
motions of nano- to microscale systems. Atomically resolved trajectories are derived from
Newton’s equations of motion for a system of interacting particles, thus providing insight into
the system’s dynamic evolution. The required forces are calculated from empirical interatomic potentials,
or force fields. The system’s coordinates are computed within successive femtosecond time steps, where
the dynamics is determined via numerical integration over time. Assuming ergodicity, macroscopic
properties can be extracted from MD simulations by averaging over a representative statistical ensemble
in equilibrium or, strictly speaking, the corresponding time interval.
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For a system of N atoms with masses mi at positions {ri}, i = 1, . . . , N , a force field can be expressed via
a potential V ({ri}). At each simulated time step, conservative forces F are calculated as the potential’s
negative gradient with respect to the atomic positions:
F =  rV ({ri}) (4.1)






is solved simultaneously. The obtained positions are appended to a trajectory file, comprising individual
frames for each discrete point in time.
Before an actual MD simulation, initial atomic positions {ri} and velocities {vi} have to be specified.
The positions are usually taken from an experimentally resolved molecular structure. If initial velocities
are unavailable, they are set randomly according to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution p (vi) at an














kB is the Boltzmann constant. In an N -particle system with NDoF degrees of freedom, T is defined by













In its simplest form, MD generates a microcanonical NV E ensemble with a fixed number of particles
N , a constant volume V , and defined total energy E. In such isolated systems, there is no exchange of
energy or particles with the environment. Quantities of interest typically arise from a canonical NV T
ensemble with a constant temperature controlled via weak temperature coupling. A direct comparison
with experiments requires a constant pressure P as in the isothermal-isobaric NPT ensemble. This
is accomplished by additional pressure coupling. Detailed explanations of temperature and pressure
coupling can be found in Ref.53.
Throughout my work, I used the versatile MD engine GROMACS52,54–62 to simulate Newton’s equations
of motion for biomolecular systems with hundreds to millions of particles. It is primarily designed for
biomolecules such as proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids that have many complicated bonded interactions.
It is important to note that MD has some limitations52. The simulations are based on Newton’s equations
of motion, i.e., quantum mechanical behavior is not accounted for. Electrons are assumed to be in
their ground state and electronic motions are not considered. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation
is applied, i.e., it is assumed that the motion of atomic nuclei and electrons can be treated separately
because the nuclei are much heavier than the electrons. Force fields are models and only approximate.
Their parameters are derived from quantum mechanical calculations and modified to fit empirical data.
Due to limited computational resources, long-range interactions are neglected above some predefined
cuto↵. To avoid undesirable real phase boundaries of a system with its environment, unnatural periodic
boundary conditions are applied. In particular for small systems, this may provoke unphysical behavior.
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4.1 Leap-Frog Integrator
An integrator is an algorithm for numerically solving di↵erential equations. In MD, this task consists
in calculating a trajectory from forces using Newton’s equations of motion evaluated at discrete time
steps. The leap-frog integrator is the GROMACS default method. It uses positions ri at time t, forces
Fi determined by the positions at time t, and velocities vi at time t   12 t to update positions and
velocities via:


























 t is the time step. The name “leap frog” is due to the fact that positions and velocities are updated
at alternate time points.
4.2 Stochastic Dynamics
Realistic molecular systems are unlikely to exist in vacuum. Collisions with solvent or air molecules
cause friction and perturb the system. Stochastic dynamics extends MD for these e↵ects by mimicking
the viscous aspect of a solvent. However, it does not fully model an implicit solvent as electrostatic
screening and the hydrophobic e↵ect are not considered. It uses a simplified model while accounting for









 i is a friction constant with [ i] = ps
 1. Ri (t) is a noise process with
hRi (t) Rj (t+  t)i = 2mi i kBT  ij  ( t) . (4.7)
 ij and  ( t) are Kronecker and Dirac delta, respectively. The random force Ri (t) is modeled by a
stationary Gaussian noise with zero mean. With 1/ i being much greater than the system’s time scale,
stochastic dynamics can be considered as MD with stochastic temperature coupling. The noise term
inherently controls the system’s temperature, thus approximating a canonical ensemble. In fact,  i is
fixed by the temperature coupling time constant ⌧T = mi/ i. For integration of Eq. 4.6, a third-order
leap-frog algorithm is used63.
4.3 Force Fields
“A protein is a set of coordinates.”
A.P. Heiner
A force field is a computational model to estimate the forces between atoms in molecular systems. It is




















Figure 4.1. Bonded interactions. Atoms are depicted as black dots. a. Linear bond between two
atoms with native distance r 0. b. Angle defined by three atoms with native value ✓ 0. c. Proper
dihedral angle with native value  0 between planes defined by atoms (i, j, k ) and ( j, k, l ). d. Im-
proper dihedral angle with native value  0 between planes defined by atoms (i, j, k ) and ( j, k, l ),
e.g., to restrain atoms to a particular plane in aromatic rings.
parameters are derived from experiments in physics and chemistry and/or quantum mechanical calcu-
lations. Molecular force fields use the same concept as classical-physics force fields, with the di↵erence
that their parameters characterize the biomolecular energy landscape. The acting forces on every atom
are computed as the potential’s gradient with respect to the atom’s positions64.
The functional form of any MD potential comprises bonded terms for interactions of covalently bonded
atoms and non-bonded terms modeling long-range electrostatic and van-der-Waals interactions:
Vtotal = Vbonded + Vnon-bonded
Vbonded = Vbond + Vangle + Vdihedral
Vnon-bonded = Velectrostatic + Vvan-der-Waals
(4.8)
Bonded interactions include bond-stretching (2-body), bond-angle (3-body), and dihedral-angle (4-body)
potentials (see Fig. 4.1). They are modeled by harmonic oscillators and do not allow bond breaking.
With native bond length r0ij , native angle ✓
0
ijk, and native dihedral angle  
0
ijkl between two, three, and












































ijkl are parameters provided by the force field. Additionally, improper dihedral interactions
are introduced to force atoms into a particular plane, e.g., in aromatic rings, or prevent undesirable

















The two types of dihedral angles are illustrated in Figs. 4.1 c and d.
Non-bonded terms a↵ect atoms of greater sequence distance and are computationally most intensive.
Very often, the interactions are limited to pairwise energies within predefined cuto↵s. They cover a
Lennard-Jones term




















for the electrostatic interaction. rij is the distance between two atoms i and j with charges qi and qj ,
"0 is the electric permittivity, and "r the dielectric constant.
Classical MD simulations consider an enormous number of atoms, including the protein’s atoms and
those of the solvent in an appropriately sized simulation box. For example, the system of adenylate
kinase with 214 residues and 3341 atoms dissolved in a box of water comprises several ten thousand
atoms. Simulating biologically relevant micro- to millisecond time scales with a femtosecond time step
requires 109 to 1012 integration steps. Analyzing functionally relevant large-scale motions thus involves
excessive computational costs. Numerous ambitions to minimize the computational demands by reducing
the simulated systems’ number of degrees of freedom exist. In my work, special focus is laid on minimal
model representations by coarse-graining the proteins’ physical interactions in the force field.
4.4 Structure-Based Models
“Nothing fucks you harder than time.”
Ser Davos, the Onion Knight
An interesting alternative to MD using classical molecular-mechanics force fields is focusing on a system’s
essential characteristics by appropriately coarse-graining its resolution. Coarse-graining makes extended
time and length scales accessible. One approach is coarsening a system’s granularity by systematically
merging groups of atoms into single beads. In C↵ models, for example, one bead is introduced for each
amino acid at its C↵ position. Another option to improve sampling while decreasing computational
demands is reducing the force field’s complexity in so-called all-atom structure-based models (SBMs).
According to the energy landscape theory24,25 (see Sec. 2.2), proteins have an evolutionarily smoothened
free energy funnel biased towards their native state. Robust structure formation is induced by minimally
frustrated native interactions, giving rise to the typical funnel shape25,26. SBMs provide a minimalist
description of the dynamics arising from such funneled energy landscapes. While SBMs use the same
bonded interactions as classical molecular mechanics, the crucial di↵erence lies in the non-bonded inter-
actions categorized as either native, and thus favorable, or non-native, and thus unfavorable. In the first
place, long-range interactions between remote amino acids are governed by a protein’s geometry21,23.
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Native interactions are assumed to be generally stabilizing whereas non-native interactions are only
included to preserve excluded volume. The structural information of the native fold thus becomes a
defining component and the structure-based potential explicitly represents the protein’s geometry. The
force field’s complexity can be drastically decreased without loss of information about the system’s key
characteristics. In particular, SBMs enable thorough sampling of large conformational ensembles such
as intrinsically disordered or unfolded systems. Conformational transitions involving multiple stable
states can be modeled with so-called multi-Gō models65. Combining high e ciency and low computa-
tional costs with full protein flexibility, SBM simulations have shown to be in excellent accordance with
experiments11,29,66–68. Successful applications cover a wide range of protein dynamics such as folding
pathways66,69–73 and kinetics68. SBMs are also employed for structure prediction74–77, integrative struc-
tural modeling of experimental data from, e.g., SAXS27 or cryo-EM13, and investigation of transition
state ensembles65,78.
The Structure-Based Energy Function
The SBM’s key component is its contact potential. Native contacts are defined by pair interactions
between spatially close atoms of amino acids i and j in the native structure, where i > j + 3. Each
contact is assigned a Lennard-Jones like potential with an attractive and a repulsive term. Other non-
local interactions are purely repulsive to account for excluded-volume e↵ects21. With native bond lengths
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The energetic weights of bonds, angles, improper dihedral angles, and non-native contacts are Kb =
20 000 "/nm2, Ka = 40 "/deg, Ki = 40 "/deg, and Knc = 0.01 "
80. " is the SBM’s reduced energy unit
and deg is arc degree.  0ij is the native distance of atom pair (i, j) in contact, rij the distance between
atoms i and j, and  ̃ = 2.5 Å the excluded volume for Pauli repulsion. As in classical molecular-
mechanics force fields, bond stretching, bond angle, and improper dihedral angle potentials are modeled
by harmonic oscillators. The dihedral potential illustrated in Fig. 4.2 allows for the occupation of
isomeric conformations next to the native state. In Eq. 4.13, the system is stabilized by the energies for
proper dihedral angles, Ed, and native contacts, Ec
80. By construction, the overall stabilizing energy






Ed = N (4.14)





= 2 . (4.15)
Dihedral angles with mutual middle atoms are grouped to prevent multiple counting. With Nd group
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Figure 4.2. Symmetric dihedral potential used in structure-based models. The two local
minima next to the native angle  0 = 0 correspond to isomeric conformations.
members, which is also known as the angle’s multiplicity, each dihedral angle is assigned an interaction















with the number of contacts Nc. Throughout my work, I used all-atom SBMs, which explicitly include
all non-hydrogen atoms as unit beads with equal masses, radii, and force constants79. Solvent and
hydrogen atoms are only treated implicitly70,79.
Determination of Native Contacts
The structure-based potential strongly depends on contacts formed in the native state. This information
is collected in the form of a contact map (see Fig. 4.3), a list of atom pairs which are natively in contact.
A contact map is a reduced representation of the protein’s 3D structure in form of a 2D binary matrix.
It can be set up using either the cuto↵ or the shadow algorithm.
Cuto↵ algorithm. The cuto↵ algorithm defines native contacts between all pairs of atoms with a native
distance less than a predefined cuto↵ C. For two atoms i and j, the element (i, j) is 1 if the atoms are
closer than C, and 0 otherwise.
Shadow algorithm. The more elaborate shadow algorithm applies a heavy-atom cuto↵ distance in
combination with geometric occlusion21 (see Fig. 4.4). All atoms within a cuto↵ radius C around an
atom i are considered to identify respective contacts and assigned a screening radius S. A virtual point-
shaped light source is placed at the position of atom i. Atoms within the cuto↵ being shadowed are
neglected, the remaining ones are defined to be in contact with atom i. If this criterion is satisfied
vice versa, the atom pair is eventually declared a contact. To avoid mutual shadowing of overlaying
bonded atoms, these atoms have a reduced screening radius Sneighbor. Contacts are only valid for atoms
separated by at least three residues in the sequence to prevent forces conflicting with bonded interactions.
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Table 4.1. MD units in GROMACS 61. Bracketed digits give accuracy.
Symbol Denotation Unit
r length nm = 10 9 m
m mass u (atomic mass unit) = 1.660 539 040(20) · 10 27 kg
t time ps = 10 12 s
q charge e (electronic charge) = 1.602 176 6208(98) · 10 19 C
T temperature K
In this way, the algorithm determines contacts between atoms while inhibiting higher-order occluded
interactions through other intermediates.
Units in Structure-Based Models
“It’s Because of the Metric System.”
Pulp Fiction
GROMACS naturally uses a nm length scale, ps time scale, amu mass scale, and kJ/mol energy scale. The
units are chosen to largely produce values in the order of 1 for all molecular quantities of interest (see
Table 4.1)61. In SBMs, however, it is beneficial to use reduced units: length scale, time scale, mass
scale, and energy scale are all 1. While the PDB’s Å length scale can easily be converted into nm, the
mass scale, time scale, and energy scale remain free. It is possible to determine a system-specific overall
energy and mass scale from the structure and its dynamics and subsequently infer a time scale. Time
scales can also be extracted by comparing simulation results with experimental observations using, e.g.,
folding rates or rotational correlation times11. However, there is no standard method for calculating
“real” times from structure-based simulations. Due to the system’s inherently accelerated dynamics,
the “real” structure-based time unit is always longer than the GROMACS ps time scale80. The Boltzmann
constant kB sets an energy scale " = kBT and is reported in reduced GROMACS units. Thus, GROMACS
temperatures are specified in kB = 0.008 314 51 reduced units. A reduced temperature of 1 is a GROMACS
temperature of 120.271761. For a detailed discussion on SBM units, see Ref.80.
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Figure 4.3. Contact map of lysine-, arginine-, ornithine-binding protein’s apo conformation
(PDB code 2LAO81). A contact map is a reduced representation of the protein’s 3D structure in
form of a 2D binary matrix. For two residues i and j, the element (i, j ) is 1 if the residues are closer
than a predefined cuto↵ distance C, and 0 otherwise. Helices correspond to strips directly adjacent
to the main diagonal. Parallel beta-sheets correspond to parallels to the diagonal, antiparallel
sheets can be identified with cross diagonals.
Figure 4.4. The shadow map algorithm’s principle for atoms 1, 2, and 3 with cuto↵ radius C and
screening radius S. While 1 and 2 are in contact, 1 and 3 are not as 3 is shadowed by 2. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 21. Copyright © 2012 American Chemical Society.
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4.5 Quantifying Structural Similarity of Proteins
Studying protein dynamics in biomolecular simulations requires quantitative measures of similarity be-
tween di↵erent conformations of a protein.
Global distance test. I use the global distance test (GDT)82–84 to quantify di↵erences between two
conformations of a protein. The GDT is a more suitable similarity measure than the widely used root-
mean-square deviation (RMSD), which is very sensitive to small numbers of locally displaced atoms in an
otherwise accurate structure. To estimate how similar two superimposed structures are, the displacement
of each C↵ atom is compared to various distance cuto↵s. Percentages Px of C↵ atoms with displacements
below certain cuto↵s of x Å are used to calculate the total score
GDT = 0.25 · (P1 + P2 + P4 + P8) 2 [0, 100] . (4.17)
In simple terms, it can be approximately thought of as the percentage of amino acids in one structure that
lie within a threshold distance from their position in another structure. Higher GDT values indicate
a stronger similarity between two models. Structures with a GDT greater than 50 are considered
topologically accurate, and a score of around 90 in protein structure prediction is informally considered
competitive with experimentally obtained results85.
Root-mean square deviation. The more common RMSD is the minimal mass-weighted average distance













i=1 mi with the mass mi of atom i. ri and ri,0 are the positions of atom i in the mobile
and reference structure, respectively. Taking the native structure as a reference, the RMSD is low for
folded and high for unfolded conformations.
4.6 PROJECT: Simulating the Mavirus Capsomer with Struc-
ture-Based Models
“You can observe a lot by just watching.”
Yogi Berra
This work was done in collaboration with Alexander Christiansen and Jochen Reinstein from the
Max Planck Institute for Medical Research, Heidelberg, and Andreas Winkler from Graz University
of Technology. In this joint project, I did the computational simulation part as a complement to my
collaborators’ experiments. The following section is reproduced from our Journal of Molecular Biology
article “The trimeric major capsid protein of Mavirus is stabilized by its interlocked N-termini to enable
core flexibility for capsid assembly” (2021) 28.
A virus’ genetic code is cocooned by a protective protein shell known as the capsid. The capsid’s
morphological subunits are called capsomers. In the simplest case, capsids are built from identical
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monomeric capsomers. Very often, however, one capsomer consists of two to five di↵erent proteins.
The oligomeric subunits of a composed capsomer are called protomers. The capsid can also be built
from di↵erent types of capsomers. Upon a viral infection, the host’s immune response depends on
the recognition of the capsid’s surface. This means that understanding the capsid has direct medical
relevance for developing e↵ective treatments for virus-induced diseases, such as the globally pandemic
coronavirus disease 2019 caused by the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, SARS-CoV-2.
We studied Mavirus, a genus of double-stranded DNA virus infecting the marine phagotrophic flagellate
Cafeteria roenbergensis. As a virophage, its replication depends on the replication factory of a co-in-
fecting giant virus86. This parasitism often deactivates the giant virus; thus, virophages can improve
the host organism’s recovery and survival. Mavirus’ icosahedral capsid is built from hexavalent cap-
somers (hexons) at the faces and pentavalent capsomers (pentons) at the vertices87,88. According to the
biomolecular structure-function paradigm (see Sec. 2.1), the capsid’s assembly and thus its structure and
size are solely encoded in its capsomeric building blocks. Understanding their energetics and dynamics
therefore is crucial for gaining insight into viral capsid assembly. This knowledge could be applied to
manipulate capsids in order to develop tailor-made nanocontainers or influence the viral life cycle for
therapeutic uses89,90.
Mavirus is an ideal test system since a defined capsid can self-assemble from only its hexons 91. To
understand this assembly in detail, we investigated the hexon’s folding, dynamics, and oligomerization
properties. Its protomer is a double jelly roll (DJR) major capsid protein (MCP). The jelly roll is
a common supersecondary structural motif in viral capsid proteins92,93, where eight beta strands are
arranged in two four-stranded antiparallel sheets. In DJR proteins, two single jelly rolls are connected by
a short linker. X-ray crystallography revealed a trimeric Mavirus hexon (MCP3) with tightly intertwined
N-terminal arms91. Each arm wraps around the base of the other two protomers and seems to be locked
within a clasp formed by the neighboring protomer’s C-terminus. This structural motif apparently
stabilizes the capsomer and thus the whole capsid.
To provide a detailed biophysical view of this mechanism, we studied the hexon’s dynamics using a
combination of in vitro kinetics and equilibrium approaches, HDX-MS, and in silico MD simulations1.
We find that its highly intertwined N-termini establish a balance between stability and plasticity in the
structure. The corresponding conformational barrier may prevent monomerization and at the same time
facilitate structural flexibility in the core, thus stabilizing the hexon in an assembly-competent confor-
mation. This could be a key component in promoting conformational sampling and hence a productive
capsid assembly reaction. As similar mechanisms have been observed in other capsid hexons94–96, our
findings help to better understand viral stability and assembly in general.
Results
The N-terminal arms detach first followed by unfolding of the DJR core.
The hexon’s symmetric crystal structure (PDB code 6G4591) is depicted in Fig. 4.5. Its intertwined
N- and C-termini form three basal interprotomer beta sheets, where each N-terminus (residues 1 to
36) spans over both its neighboring protomers and each C-terminus (residues 489 to 504) forms a clasp
around both N-termini from neighboring protomers.
1




Figure 4.5. Structure and interactions at the basal interprotomer beta sheet of Mavirus’
hexon (PDB code 6G4591). The protomers are colored white, yellow, and blue, respectively.
Hexon with DJR core as ribbon and N- and C-terminal arms (residues 2 to 36 and 489 to 504,
respectively) as cartoon. Spheres illustrate the interacting Trp19 and Trp269 residues. Trp19 is
part of the N-terminal arm and in close proximity to Trp269 in the first DJR strand of a neighboring
protomer. Visualized in PyMOL 1.
Fluorescence spectroscopy. Each protomer in the trimeric hexon has two intrinsically fluorescent Trp
residues, one at position 19 (Trp19) in the N-terminal arm and another at position 269 (Trp269) in
the first DJR’s (DJR1) core. Its maximum-absorption wavelength is 280 nm. At 295 nm, its emission
dominates the weaker tyrosine and phenylalanine fluorescence. Between 300 nm and 350 nm, Trp has
a solvatochromic emission peak, i.e., its emission depends on its microenvironment’s polarity. Conse-
quently, its fluorescence can be used to probe the local environment. It provides information about the
Trp’s conformational state and, depending on its position in the sequence, about the whole protein’s
fold. Introducing a denaturant changes the Trp residues’ microenvironment. Denaturing a protein with
a Trp in its hydrophobic core yields a red-shifted emission spectrum due to the exposure of the non-polar
Trp to an aqueous environment.
To probe the hexon’s stability, we recorded fluorescence spectra (see Sec. 3.2) in absence and presence of
the chaotropic denaturant guanidinium chloride (GdmCl). A chaotropic agent disrupts hydrogen bonds
between water molecules and thus lowers the structural stability of natively folded proteins in the solution
by weakening the hydrophobic e↵ect. At 297 nm excitation, we observed a nearly triple increase and a
slight red shift in the fluorescence intensity up to 1.0M GdmCl, followed by a decrease and a further
red shift up to 3.0M GdmCl (see Fig. 4.6 a). This is in accordance with a denaturation curve at 340 nm
emission, where we observed two transitions with a steep increase between 0.5 and 1.0M, a plateau up
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Figure 4.6. Hexon structure and stability. Fluorescence and CD spectra of MCP3 at increasing
GdmCl concentration, [GdmCl], and GdmCl titration curves at fixed wavelengths. Equilibrium
spectra of 2.5µM MCP at di↵erent [GdmCl] measured with a. fluorescence (297 nm excitation)
and c. CD. Chemical denaturation followed at fixed wavelength for b. fluorescence at 340 nm for
Trp emission (297 nm excitation) and d. CD at 217 nm. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 28
under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 (relabeled from original).
to 1.5M, and a decrease up to 3.0M GdmCl (see Fig. 4.6 b). The second transition is associated with
global unfolding. Complete denaturation leads to the exposure of Trp to a hydrophilic environment,
inducing a decreased emission accompanied by the expected red shift. It is conspicuous that the Trp
fluorescence at 3.0M GdmCl is greater than at 0.0M (see Fig. 4.6 b), indicating a significant quenching
of the Trp fluorescence in the native state. The initial de-quenching between 0.0 and 1.0M GdmCl is
unusual for global unfolding and points to a di↵erent underlying process. As evident from Fig. 4.5,
Trp269 in DJR1 lies within 6 to 7 Å from the N-terminal Trp19 of a neighboring protomer. Since Trp
fluorescence is strongly influenced by the spatial proximity of other aromatic residues, this can cause
unusual fluorescence phenomena97,98. If this is true for the Trp-Trp interaction in the Mavirus hexon,
it can be used to track the N-terminal arms’ movement with respect to the structural core. To validate
the aromatic interaction between Trp19 and Trp269 as the cause of de-quenching in the first transition,
we point-mutated either Trp to isoleucine (Ile). For both mutants, the first transition observed for
the wildtype upon addition of GdmCl is lost (see Supplementary Fig. B.1 b). With increasing GdmCl
concentration, the emission spectra are red-shifted and show a decrease (see Supplementary Fig. B.1 a),
which is reminiscent of unfolding and comparable to the wildtype’s second transition.
Circular dichroism spectroscopy. To test whether the Trp-Trp interaction can be used as an indicator of
the N-terminal arms’ relative position, we performed CD spectroscopy (see Sec. 3.4). CD is an excellent
method to study a protein’s secondary structure and folding properties49 and mostly used to determine
its degree of foldedness or if a mutation a↵ects its conformation or stability. Aromatic residues with their
bands in the near-UV region (> 250 nm) often exist in asymmetric environments and are particularly
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suited to examine the e↵ects of mutations. The far-UV CD spectrum can reveal information on a
protein’s secondary structure by estimating the molecular fraction in, e.g., the alpha-helix conformation,
the beta-sheet conformation, or the beta-turn conformation49,50.
Near-UV CD of the wildtype revealed a signal at 270 nm, indicating aromatic side chain interactions
which were absent for both Trp mutants (see Supplementary Fig. B.1 d). This signal disappeared at
1M GdmCl (see Fig. 4.6 d) and coincides with the first unfolding transition in the fluorescence data (see
Fig. 4.6 b). Thus, the de-quenching observed during the first transition in the denaturation curve (see
Fig. 4.6 b) is due to Trp-Trp quenching between the N-terminal arm and the DJR core. It serves as
an intrinsic reporter for structural changes a↵ecting the relative location of the N-terminal arms with
respect to the hexon’s core.
Next, we probed the hexon’s global structural integrity. Well-defined antiparallel beta sheets typically
produce negative bands at 218 nm and positive bands at 195 nm. Accordingly, the wildtype’s CD spec-
trum reflects its beta-strand rich DJR structure (see Fig. 4.6 c, black). Adding GdmCl up to 1.0M
surprisingly resulted in an increased CD intensity accompanied by a shift in the maximum wavelength
(see Fig. 4.6 c, blue), pointing to a structural rearrangement of the protein. Spectra at 3.0M GdmCl
showed a decreased CD signal and a further change in line with an unfolded random coil (see Fig. 4.6 c,
red). A denaturation curve measured at 217 nm revealed two transitions with inflection points compara-
ble to those observed in fluorescence (see Fig. 4.6 d). The Trp mutants’ far-UV CD spectra were similar
to those of the wildtype (see Supplementary Fig. B.1 c). This indicates that the mutations do not a↵ect
the hexon’s overall fold and unfolding mechanism.
Combining the results from fluorescence and CD spectroscopy, we conclude that the hexon has a three-
state unfolding mechanism, with the second transition corresponding to global unfolding. The first
transition likely reports on a conformational change which can be assigned to the separation of the two
Trp residues in neighboring protomers because of the N-terminal arms’ detaching from the hexon’s core.
Intertwined N-termini and C-terminal clasp prevent capsomer dissociation.
Förster resonance energy transfer spectroscopy. To evaluate whether the hexon is stabilized by the
intertwined termini at its base, we investigated how GdmCl a↵ects its oligomeric state using FRET
(see Sec. 3.3). The e ciency of this non-radiative energy transfer between two light-sensitive molecules
depends on the sixth power of their distance, making it extremely sensitive to nanometer distance
changes44. Labeling specific residues with suitable dyes makes di↵erent conformations distinguishable.
To study the hexon with FRET spectroscopy, we double-labeled a cysteine mutant (MCP Asp277Cys)
with Atto donor and acceptor dyes Atto488 and Atto594 (see Supplementary Fig. B.2 a). Upon excitation
at the donor wavelength of 488 nm, the emission spectrum showed an additional FRET peak at the
acceptor emission, confirming successful double-labeling (see Supplementary Fig. B.2 b). Addition of
1M GdmCl resulted in a FRET decrease, i.e., an increased donor and a decreased acceptor intensity (see
Supplementary Fig. B.2 b). The obtained FRET signal calculated as the ratio of emissions at 520 nm
(donor) and 630 nm (acceptor) at 488 nm excitation as a function of the GdmCl concentration (see
Supplementary Fig. B.2 c) revealed a single transition matching the first unfolding transition observed
in CD and fluorescence spectroscopy. This indicates that the hexon monomerizes upon detaching of the
termini from its base. Time-resolved FRET measurements of the double-labeled cysteine mutant showed
an increasingly faster decrease in the FRET signal with increasing GdmCl concentration (see Fig. 4.7 a).
We fitted the resulting kinetic traces with single exponentials. The derived rate constants showed an
initial increase up to 1M GdmCl and leveled o↵ afterwards (see Fig. 4.7 c). We linearly extrapolated
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Figure 4.7. Kinetic FRET and stopped-flow single- and double-jump fluorescence mea-
surements. a. Time-dependent FRET signal upon jumps to di↵erent [GdmCl] from pure bu↵er.
b. Fluorescence unfolding traces upon Trp excitation at 297 nm induced by jumps from 0.0M to
di↵erent [GdmCl]. c. Rate constants from double-exponential fits to the Trp fluorescence traces
(black circles: fast phase, black squares: slow phase) and mono-exponential fits to the FRET
traces (open circles). Error bars from 2 to 4 repetitions at each [GdmCl]. d. Fluorescence traces of
the second (backward) jump from 1M to 0.45M for di↵erent delay times after an initial forward
jump from 0.45M GdmCl to 1M GdmCl. The fluorescence (297 nm excitation using a 320 nm
long pass filter) was recorded after the second jump. The final MCP concentration was 1µM.
e. Double-jump fluorescence traces at varying [GdmCl] to show the progressive irreversibility of
the N-terminal arms’ separation. The final fluorescence for the backward jumps to 0.45M GdmCl
from various [GdmCl] after 5 s was recorded and plotted as a function of delay time. Solid lines
are mono-exponential fits to the resulting traces. f. Replot of the rate constants obtained from e.
for the hexon’s N-terminal arms’ movement’s irreversibility as a function of [GdmCl]. A linear fit
to the data points (dashed grey line) yields an extrapolated rate constant of 9 · 10 7 s 1 at 0M
GdmCl (ln = -13.9). Averages and error bars from 2 to 3 repetitions. Red circles: double-jump
rate constants; blue squares: FRET rate constants; solid black line: linear fit to FRET dissociation
data from c. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 (relabeled from
original).
a theoretical rate constant of disassembly without denaturant between 0.5 and 1.0M GdmCl, which
turned out to be about 5 · 10 7 s 1. Accordingly, the trimeric hexon is very stable if its basal structure
of N- and C-termini is intact.
Stopped-flow measurements. We elucidated the order of events during the separation of the N-terminal
arms from the core (by Trp fluorescence) and the capsomer disassembly (by FRET) with stopped-
flow measurements. A stopped-flow instrument is a rapid mixing device for studying the kinetics of fast
reactions in solution. Such systems are typically modeled by conventional kinetic equations. After rapidly
mixing the dissolved reagents, an observation cell is filled by a piston linked to a sensor triggering the
measuring device. The flow is stopped suddenly. Coupled to either a CD or fluorescence spectrometer,
stopped-flow instruments are often used to observe rapid protein unfolding and refolding.
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For the wildtype hexon, stopped-flow Trp fluorescence showed a fast phase accounting for the bulk of the
amplitude, a minor second phase with an increase up to 1M GdmCl, and two distinct phases at higher
GdmCl concentrations (see Fig. 4.7 b). The rate constants derived from exponential fits revealed two
well-separated processes. The first phase is associated with the intensity increase and stayed constant
between 0.5 and 1.0M GdmCl (see Fig. 4.7 c, black dots) before increasing with the GdmCl concentration.
The second phase (see Fig. 4.7 c, black squares) set in at 0.5M and became more pronounced at higher
concentrations. In contrast, both Trp19Ile and Trp269Ile mutants exhibited only a single phase at 297 nm
excitation, coinciding with the wildtype’s slow phase (see Supplementary Figs. B.3 a and b). The slow
phase can consequently be associated with the unfolding of the DJR cores. Considering the reversibility
of Trp de-quenching and capsomer dissociation, refolding was only partially successful after chemical
denaturation (see Supplementary Fig. B.4). Only the second unfolding transition (denaturation) could
be reversed on a minute time scale.
Double-jump kinetics. To probe if the first unfolding transition can be recovered on a faster time scale,
we used double-jump kinetics measuring Trp fluorescence. The first jump from 0.45M GdmCl (near
the first unfolding transition) to a higher concentration allowed the fast Trp de-quenching reaction to
proceed for a defined delay time t1 (0.1 to 120 s). Subsequently, a second mixing reversed the GdmCl
concentration to 0.45M (see Fig. 4.7 d). Increasing t1 decreased the initial fluorescence signal’s recovery
after the second jump. It was increasingly di cult to reverse the de-quenching and thus the separation
of the N-terminal arm from the DJR core. We fitted the final fluorescence values after the double
jump versus di↵erent delay times with a mono-exponential equation. The obtained trace showed the
progressive irreversibility of the N-terminal separation (see Fig. 4.7 e). Repeated measurements with
di↵erent intermediate GdmCl concentrations during the first mixing step revealed the time required
to produce a reassembly-incompetent form to be shorter at higher concentrations (see Fig. 4.7 f). The
corresponding rate constants increased linearly with the GdmCl concentration (see Fig. 4.7 f). While
the de-quenching caused by the Trp separation could be reversed on a fast time scale, the hexon’s
disassembly as observed by FRET was not reversible. The rate constants for the irreversible movement
of the N-terminal arms as observed via the Trp-based signal and those for monomerization from FRET
experiments are very similar (see Fig. 4.7 f). We find that the inability to restore the N-terminal arms to
their initial positions is founded in the hexon’s irreversible dissociation. The denaturation of individual
protomers could be reversed to a certain extent. We conclude that the intricate entanglement of the
N-terminal arms and the C-terminal clasps across the hexon’s base has to dissolve before capsomer
dissociation.
Molecular simulations. To validate our experimentally derived working model, I investigated the N-
terminal arms’ role for the hexon using structure-based simulations (see Sec. 4.4). After determining
native contacts with the shadow algorithm21, I set up an all-atom SBM from the hexon’s crystal structure
(PDB code 6G45)91 with eSBMTools 70,99. Intra- and interprotomer contacts were weighted according to
a 2:1 ratio. The hexon was simulated at constant temperatures T between 40 and 140 reduced units in
GROMACS100. I calculated the per-residue root-mean-square fluctuations (RMSFs) of atomic positions as
a measure of relative conformational flexibility in the hexon structure. The RMSFs at T = 90 indicate
a high relative flexibility of the protomers’ N-terminal arms (see Fig. 4.8 a). I further considered the C↵
distance of the clasp-forming residues (valine 9 and proline 1505) as a function of simulated time. In the
native clasp, these and neighboring residues induce the interaction between the N- and C-terminal parts
of chains A and C, respectively. Its development over time shows repeated loosening and tightening of
the clasp, i.e., opening and closing of the N-terminal arm (see Fig. 4.8 b). My simulations at T = 106
reveal a distinct three-state dissociation mechanism (see Fig. 4.8 d). Starting from the trimeric hexon
clamped by three structure-spanning terminal clasps, the N-terminal arms disentangle first while the
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Figure 4.8. Hexon SBM simulation results. a. The average RMSFs of atomic positions per
residue reveal a relatively high mobility of the protomers’ N-termini. The background is shaded
according to the individual protomers’ colors in d. with N-terminal regions depicted slightly darker.
b. The time-dependent C↵ distance of the clasp-forming residues valine 9 and proline 1505 indicates
a repeated loosening and tightening of the clasp, i.e., opening and closing of the N-terminal arm.
The simulation used a reduced GROMACS temperature of 90. c. Time-dependent C↵ RMSDs with
respect to the crystal structure. The simulations initiated from an intact hexon structure with
loose N-terminal arms (gray) and a fully dissociated structure of three separate monomers (black)
as displayed in e. According to the minimizing gray curve, the loose arms could easily be folded
back to the structurally intact trunk. Starting from separate monomers, the system did not re-
converge to the crystal structure as indicated by the diverging black curve. d. Representative
cartoon structures illustrating our model of the hexon’s dissociation mechanism with N-terminal
arms depicted as spheres. First reaction: Starting from the crystal structure, the N-terminal arms
detach from the stable core. Second reaction: The complex separates into three structurally intact
monomers. Third reaction: The monomers unfold completely. This simulation used a reduced
GROMACS temperature of 106. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
structural core remains relatively stable. Subsequently, the complex separates into three structurally
intact protomers before the individual subunits finally unfold completely.
To probe the reversibility of this dissociation process, I manually extracted partially unfolded and dis-
sociated starting structures from the constant-temperature trajectories (see Fig. 4.8 e). The dissociated
starting structure was energy-minimized before the actual simulation. For the structure-based simula-
tions of these systems, I additionally applied a simulated-annealing protocol. In simulated annealing,
the system is heated to a temperature providing access to all conformations of interest and allowing to
overcome any energy barriers between them101. Subsequently, the system is cooled down so that the
highest energy conformations become gradually inaccessible but escaping from them to lower energy
states is still possible. Ideally, the system is confined to its global minimum energy conformation as
the temperature approaches its minimum. I decreased the temperature linearly from T = 90 to T = 60
after 90 % of the simulated time. Starting from a structurally intact hexon with loose N-termini, the
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Figure 4.9. Protomer explicit-solvent MD simulation results. Results are shown for a tem-
perature of 335K. a. Radius of gyration Rg versus simulated time. The initially free N-terminus
compacts and stably attaches to the protomer’s trunk (see f.), resulting in a significantly reduced
Rg over time. The trimerization interface is predicted to be spatially blocked, hindering a proper
reassembly of the hexon as displayed in d. A representative structure of the equilibrated free
monomer (red) is superimposed onto a protomer subunit of the trimeric hexon (gray). b. Fraction
of secondary structure in the N-terminal arm versus simulated time. The structure with maximum
fraction of distinct N-terminal secondary structure is shown in e. c. Time-dependent C↵ RMSD
with respect to the protomer as extracted from the crystal structure (red) and with respect to the
structure with maximum fraction of defined N-terminal secondary structure (blue). The simula-
tion persistently proceeded closer to the compacted state than to the state with elongated arm.
f. Structure with maximum fraction of defined N-terminal secondary structure (blue) superimposed
onto the protomer as extracted from the crystal structure (red). Reproduced with permission from
Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
arms could be folded back onto the structural core by gradually cooling the system down (see Fig. 4.8 c,
grey). The system eventually reached its native state as evident from the time-dependent C↵ RMSD
with respect to the crystal structure. However, starting from the fully dissociated hexon, i.e., three
separate but spatially close protomers, the system did not converge to the native state, as indicated by
its diverging C↵ RMSD with respect to the crystal structure (see Fig. 4.8 c, black).
To further investigate why the separate protomers cannot reassemble into the native hexon, I performed
explicit-solvent MD simulations of an individual protomer (residues 2 to 504) with elongated N-terminal
arm as extracted from the crystal structure (see Fig. 4.9 f, red). The system was preprocessed in a
TIP3P water box with a minimum distance of 2 nm from the edges, charge-neutralized, energy-mini-
mized, and successively equilibrated in the canonical and isothermal-isobaric ensemble. The simulations
were run for 500 ns at temperatures T = 300, 314, 325, and 335K and a pressure p = 1bar. I used the
AMBER99SB-ILDN102 force field, the V-rescale temperature coupling scheme, a Parrinello-Rahman
barostat, and Verlet neighbor searching. Bonds were constrained using the LINCS algorithm. Elec-
trostatics were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald method. In the simulations, the initially free
N-terminus condensed and finally attached to the protomer’s DJR core (see Figs. 4.9 a and f, blue), thus
blocking the interprotomer interface and hindering reassembly (see Fig. 4.9 d). After the N-terminal’s
initial collapse, the structure persistently stayed closer to the compacted state than to the extended state
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(see Fig. 4.9 c), which is also reflected by its decreasing radius of gyration Rg (see Fig. 4.9 a). I used the
DSSP (Define Secondary Structure of Proteins) algorithm to investigate the N-terminal arm’s secondary
structure over the simulation. DSSP 103 is the standard method for assigning secondary structure to a
protein’s residues based on its atomic coordinates. It predicted a maximum (average) fraction of 47.2 %
(approx. 20 %) of residues to have defined secondary structure (see Figs. 4.9 b and e, respectively).
High structural plasticity of the hexon’s second DJR could be essential for capsid assembly.
Our spectroscopic and simulation-based experiments on the hexon’s stability suggest that its basal N-
and C-terminal structure prevents dissociation. We hypothesize that the hexon’s core might be more
flexible, probably to enable capsid assembly and structural adaptation to the required position in the
capsid as observed for the closely related Sputnik virophage104.
Hydrogen-deuterium exchange coupled to mass spectrometry. Using HDX-MS (see Sec. 3.5), we aimed
at detecting accessible and mobile elements in the native hexon to identify regions relevant to its stability
and eventually to capsid assembly. HDX-MS is a technique for monitoring the structure and dynamics
of proteins dissolved in heavy water, where the rate of deuterium exchange acts as a surrogate for
their structure and stability. A slower rate of exchange, and hence a higher degree of protection from
the latter, points to a more stable structure51. We mapped the H/D exchange rates in the amide
bonds for the individual protomeric fragments (see Supplementary Information of Ref.28). In line with
our spectroscopic and simulation data, we observed a high accessibility for residues 1 to 36 and 495
to 505, corresponding to the N-terminal arm and the clasp-forming C-terminal part, respectively (see
Fig. 4.10). The experimentally unresolved C-terminal residues 505 to 606 also showed a high exchange
rate, suggesting that they are indeed unstructured91. Compared to DJR1, the second DJR (DJR2,
residues 300 to 590) interestingly showed a higher conformational dynamics almost on the level of the
N-terminal arm (see Fig. 4.10). This is reminiscent of the observed plasticity in the second DJR of the
native Sputnik virophage. The locations of these highly dynamic elements are illustrated in Fig. 4.11 as
a heat map projection of the exchange rates on the Mavirus hexon’s structure. As these “hot” jelly roll
regions mostly lie on the outer surface involved in the intercapsomer interactions, we suggest that the
DJR2 plasticity in the Mavirus hexons is critical to a productive capsid assembly. At the same time,
this plasticity forces the hexon to develop basally intertwined termini to prevent disassembly.
Discussion
Our results enable us to draw a model picture describing the hexavalent capsomer’s inherent dynamics
(see Fig. 4.12). In its trimeric form, the Mavirus hexon is stabilized by intertwined N-terminal arms and
C-terminal clasps at its base. A displacement of the arms, as measured by Trp fluorescence de-quenching,
allows the protomers to dissociate. As long as the trimer is intact, the arms can revert to their native
position and the clasps can close again. However, after full dissociation of the protomers, a reassembly
to the trimer is impossible. Explicit-solvent MD simulations of the protomer suggest that this behavior
is due to the loosened N-terminal arm’s re-attaching to the DJR core upon refolding, which blocks
the trimerization interface. According to CD spectroscopy, the protomer’s global structure changes
as well, which may also prevent the association to a trimer and thus a productive capsid assembly.
The hexon’s stabilization mechanism has some analogies with domain swapping105,106, a process where
two or more identical monomers exchange structural elements and fold into dimers or multimers with
protomeric subunits similar to the original monomer. The separate protomer in its compacted state







Figure 2) Overview of the HDX-MS analysis of full-length MCP. Individual peptides are 688 
represented as boxes with up to six different colors that, from bottom up, represent the 689 
deuteration times of 15 s, 45 s, 3 min, 15 min, 1 h, and 4 h with individual colors 690 
corresponding to the relative deuterium uptake normalized to the total number of 691 
exchangeable amide positions per peptide (see legend). Based on the fully exchanging C-692 
terminal peptides, a back-exchange of approx. 40 % is estimated and, considering that the 693 
first two amide positions back-exchange quickly, the scale was adjusted to represent the 694 
accessible deuterium uptake range. The heat map consequently shows the secondary 695 
structure stability of individual peptides with red and blue indicating lowest and highest 696 
stability, respectively. MS2 confirmed peptides are marked with diamonds. Terminal arrows at 697 
the end of a box indicate continuation of the peptide in the previous or following line. 698 
Secondary structure elements derive from DSSP analysis the crystal structure (PDB 6G45, 699 
chain A). Numbering corresponds to the wt MCP (Uniprot A0A1L4BK98). Individual peptide 700 
deuteration plots can be found in Figure S6. 701 
 702 
 703 
Figure 4.10. HDX-MS analysis of full-length MCP protomer. The individual peptides are
represented as boxes with up to six di↵erent colors, which, from the bottom up, represent the
deuteration times of 15 s, 45 s, 3min, 15min, 1 h, and 4 h. The colors give the relative deuterium
uptake normalized to the total number of exchangeable amide positions per peptide as indicated in
the legend. Based on the fully exchanging C-terminal peptides, a back-exchange of approx. 40%
is estimated and, considering that the first two amide positions back-exchange quickly, the scale
was adjusted to represent the accessible deuterium uptake range. The colors thus indicate the
individual peptides’ secondary structure stability with red and blue corresponding to the lowest and
highest stability, respectively. MS2 confirmed peptides are marked with diamonds. Terminal arrows
at the end of a box indicate continuation of the peptide in the previous or following line. Secondary
structure elements were derived from a DSSP analysis of the crystal structure (PDB 6G45, chain
A). Numbering according to wildtype MCP (Uniprot A0A1L4BK98). Reproduced with permission
from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
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Figure 4.11. HDX-MS data projected onto the Mavirus hexon as a heat map. a. The Mavirus
hexon 91 is depicted in the context of the Sputnik virophage’s capsid104 as seen from inside the
capsid. Sputnik capsomers are colored light gray. The Mavirus hexon’s ribbon structure is colored
according to the HDX exchange data at 240min with a blue-white-red scaling to indicate the
increasing deuterium incorporation. The protomers are labeled A, B, and C, and the two jelly roll
structures of protomer B are labeled 1 and 2. b. Interface-forming regions and dynamics of the two
jelly roll structures of protomer B colored according to the HDX heat map as seen from inside the
capsid. The N-terminal arm of protomer A is displayed as a tube and colored according to the HDX
data as are the two clasp regions of protomers B and C. The N-termini of all three subunits are
labeled with Asn2. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 (relabeled
from original).
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Figure 4.12. Quantitative model of the Mavirus capsomer’s dynamics. Initially, the monomers
are associated to a trimer with the N-terminal arms forming a stabilizing brace with neighboring
protomers. First reaction: Under denaturing conditions, the N-terminal arms detach. The trimer
is still intact. Second reaction: Without the brace, the protomers can dissociate irreversibly. Third
reaction: The monomers can reversibly fold and unfold but do not re-associate to a trimer on their
own. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
own DJR core. It however remains unclear whether the 36 N-terminal residues constitute a domain or
folding unit themselves. Neither in the crystal structure nor in the explicit-solvent MD did more than
20% of the N-terminal residues adopt a discernible secondary structure. The question is why such an
intricate interaction is necessary; after all, the domain exchange is associated with at least one energy
barrier for a partial unfolding event107. The advantages of an internally highly symmetric oligomer,
i.e., a lower chance of aggregation, a higher stability108, and viral code and gene minimization, which
is important due to a virus’ limited genomic space109, could be realized without an additional brace
mechanism. Mavirus’ minor capsid protein, for example, forms a pentamer from five single jelly rolls
without any entanglement between its subunits. Still, it is substantially more stable, at least against
thermal denaturation91. Stabilizing capsomers through a terminal brace-and-clasp mechanism as for
the hexon depends on the protomers to be in an assembly-competent state. This requires at least one
global structural rearrangement and potentially a second one for domain swapping that could not be
achieved under in vitro conditions. In vivo, this is most likely facilitated by chaperones, co-translational
modification, or non-viral helper proteins110,111. N-terminal interactions were also observed in studies
on capsomers of other DJR-containing viruses, such as PRD195, Faustovirus96, or Adenovirus112, and
considered relevant to their stability. Compared to PRD1, which is very stable against denaturation113,
Mavirus’ hexavalent capsomers are considerably less so. This indicates that stabilizing the trimeric
hexon might not be the sole purpose of its basally intertwined structure. The following observations
are key aspects: (i) the N-terminal movement is not the rate-limiting step for trimer dissociation but
considerably faster, and (ii) at intermediate GdmCl concentrations, the protomer’s structure, as judged
by CD, changes after dissociation. Since the Mavirus capsid can assemble in Escherichia coli, its assembly
is obviously independent of specific co-factors provided by the native host91. This renders the capsomer’s
intrinsic properties much more important. Both C- and N-terminal parts are critical entities and have
been shown to be crucial for the assembly of other virus capsids. For phage P22, interactions of the
capsomers’ N-termini with adjacent capsomers are essential for capsid assembly114. Likewise, the C-
termini form contacts with neighboring capsomers for murine polyomavirus115. The bacteriophage T4
is similar to Mavirus in the sense that the N-terminus is important for MCP monomer-to-hexamer
association, although it is cleaved o↵ in this process116. For Mavirus itself, the C-termini are known
to be important in supporting capsid assembly91, whereas the N-termini have not been reported to
be directly involved. Based on our results, we postulate that the N-terminus might also play a role
in the assembly process. Especially the change in the protomer’s overall structure upon capsomer
dissociation as observed by CD spectroscopy points to di↵erent monomeric and oligomeric structures.
In addition, explicit-solvent MD simulations also predicted an association-incompetent conformation of
the monomeric protomer specifically involving the released N-terminal arm. As can be seen in HK97117 or
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PRD1118, a productive capsid assembly often requires the hexons and pentons to undergo conformational
changes, and a certain structural malleability would be a prerequisite for this. The Mavirus hexon
balances the requirement of having a pre-organized trimer with the necessity of switchable interface
structures for an e cient capsid assembly. For this purpose, it uses a special brace-and-clasp mechanism
to prevent the trimeric system from falling apart. Our hypothesis is supported by the HDX-MS data,
showing that the protomer’s DJR2 has a high conformational flexibility comparable to that of the N-
terminus. This could be a conserved mechanism in virophages as, e.g., DJR2 of the Sputnik virophage
is strongly involved in intercapsomer interactions and also shows a high structural plasticity, while
the intertwined arrangement of N- and C-termini at the capsomer’s base is highly similar to that in
Mavirus104. We showed that the main function of the brace-and-clasp mechanism of Mavirus is most
likely not only the stabilization of its capsomer, as has been assumed from structural studies of related
viruses. By preserving the capsomers’ flexibility, this mechanism additionally allows for the structural
malleability required for a productive capsid assembly. Our findings highlight the importance of studies
on capsomer dynamics as a complement to structural evidence. They extend our understanding of the
assembly of not only Mavirus and the closely related Sputnik virophage but also of related viruses, such
as poxo- or the large family of adenoviruses.
4.7 PROJECT: Simulating the Interplay of FRET and SAXS
with Structure-Based Models
This work was done in collaboration with Ines Reinartz from the Institute for Automation and Applied
Informatics at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. Based on her structure-based simulations of FRET-
dye-labeled proteins 11, I helped to set up and design this study with particular focus on the SAXS part. I
performed a proof of concept by showing that including FRET dyes indeed a↵ects SAXS intensities back-
calculated from simulations of proteins with and without dyes. The following section is reproduced from
our Israel Journal of Chemistry article “FRET Dyes Significantly A↵ect SAXS Intensities of Proteins”
(2020) 29. The project was mainly conducted by Ines Reinartz and is already described in her doctoral
thesis. In the context of my work, it shall further underline the explanatory power of structure-based
approaches and serve as a practical application example.
SAXS and FRET (see Secs. 3.1 and 3.3, respectively) are experimental approaches to studying the
dynamic aspect of the protein structure-function paradigm. Both methods are widely used for analyzing
unfolded and intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)119,120. Despite lacking defined structure, such
proteins fulfill diverse functions in the human body. The combined application of FRET and SAXS
has sparked a debate on how to interpret FRET data against the backdrop of SAXS measurements, in
particular for unstructured protein systems. While recent FRET studies imply IDPs to be compacted in
water compared to high denaturant concentrations, this could not be observed with SAXS. Theoretical
simulations predict the unfolded states of globular proteins to also become more compact with decreasing
denaturant concentration. Whereas single-molecule FRET data support this prediction, SAXS data
point to the opposite121. This is the SAXS-FRET controversy122–124. Di↵erent explanatory approaches
to resolving these inconsistencies exist. The observed discrepancies could be explained by decoupled size
and shape fluctuations, which allows for the conclusion that FRET and SAXS do not measure the same
quantity125. Unstructured proteins may undergo a sequence-specific decoupling of the SAXS-accessible
radius of gyration, Rg, and the FRET-accessible end-to-end distance, Re
126. Other studies find that
the discrepancies mainly stem from the analysis methods127. While interpreting FRET data requires a





Figure 4.13. Dye-labeled tenth type III domain of fibronectin. The 94-residue tenth type III
domain of fibronectin (10FNIII, grey, PDB code 1TTG 129) with Alexa Fluor dyes (blue and red)
attached at residues 11 and 86. The corresponding C↵ atoms are shown as spheres. RDA, inter-dye
distance, RC↵ , C↵ distance. Reproduced from Ref.
29 under CC BY 4.0.
Still, we do not fully understand how to interrelate the quantities derived from FRET and SAXS. Central
questions are how FRET dyes a↵ect SAXS intensities in combined applications and to what extent Rg
values obtained by either of the methods di↵er. We studied the interplay of FRET and SAXS within
computational simulations. Molecular simulations are a powerful tool to analyze the influence of FRET
dyes on SAXS intensities. They provide access to all variants of Rg. As explained in Sec. 3.3, FRET
depends not only on the inter-dye distance but also on the dyes’ dynamics. To investigate these aspects
in atomic detail, we applied the structure-based method by Reinartz et al. for simulating FRET-dye-
labeled proteins11. This technique requires only few parameters while maintaining full protein flexibility
by including all heavy atoms of proteins, linkers, and dyes11. Such simulations allow us to calculate
FRET e ciencies in agreement with experimentally measured values11. We calculated theoretical SAXS
intensities from such simulations of four di↵erent proteins with and without dyes in folded and unfolded
conformations. Including FRET dyes significantly impacts the intensities, especially for small proteins.
We furthermore compared in-silico derived Rg variants commonly deduced from FRET and SAXS. The
values obtained are di↵erent without and with dyes and depend on the chosen dye pair. The dyes seem
to influence the dynamics of the unfolded systems. A systematic di↵erence in SAXS- and FRET-derived
Rg points to further mechanisms beyond existing explanation approaches.
Studied Systems
Proteins. The first test system is the 94-residue tenth type III domain of fibronectin (10FNIII, PDB
code 1TTG129, see Fig. 4.13). Fibronectin is a dimeric glycoprotein of the extracellular matrix. It is
involved in cell adhesion, growth, migration, and di↵erentiation and plays a major role in wound healing
and embryonic development130. Altered expression, degradation, and organization of this protein have
been associated with severe diseases, including cancer and fibrosis131.
Chymotrypsin inhibitor 2 (CI-2, PDB code 2CI2132, see Fig. 4.14 a) is a well-understood 83-residue
serine proteinase inhibitor from barley seeds and our second test system. Such small and well-charac-
terized systems are particularly suited for studying protein-protein interactions and structure-function
relationships. CI-2 was one of the first proteins whose folding/unfolding transition state was character-
ized in-depth with the protein engineering method133,134. NMR spectroscopy and hydrogen exchange
were used to characterize its denatured state and folding135–137.
We studied the 66-residue cold shock protein from Thermotoga maritima (CspTm, PDB code 1G6P138,
see Fig. 4.14 b). During cold shock, the e ciency of transcription and translation in DNA-based gene












Figure 4.14. FRET-dye-labeled protein systems. a. CI-2 with AF dyes at positions 20 and 78.
b. CspTm with AF dyes at positions 2 and 68. ClyA monomer c. and protomer d. with AF dyes
at positions 56 and 252. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
mRNA is a single-stranded RNA molecule that has been copied from DNA in the process of transcrip-
tion. It thus corresponds to the genetic sequence of a function-encoding DNA region, or gene. During
translation, the transcribed mRNA is read by a ribosome to synthesize a protein from amino acids carried
by the transfer RNA. To mitigate the reduced e ciency of these processes at low temperatures, many
bacteria produce small cold shock proteins in response to a rapid temperature drop. These proteins
counteract the formation of mRNA secondary structure by acting as nucleic-acid chaperones.
The last test system is cytolysin A (ClyA) of Escherichia coli, a common bacterium in the lower intestine
of warm-blooded organisms. ClyA is a hemolytic toxin. It causes the rupture of red blood cells, which
release their contents into the blood plasma in return. Before assembling into a dodecameric pore (PDB
code 2WCD139, see Supplementary Fig. C.2 c and d), the 303-residue ClyA protein switches from a
monomer (PDB code 1QOY140, see Fig. 4.14 c) to a protomer state (see Fig. 4.14 d).
Dyes. We used fluorescent dyes of the Alexa Fluor (AF) family29,141. These dyes are frequently
applied as labels in fluorescence microscopy and named according to their approximated excitation
maxima in nanometers. For the simulations involving three dyes, we additionally used the Biotium dye
CF680R (B680)142. Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 show examples of the studied systems. All composite systems
are depicted in Appendix C (see Supplementary Figs. C.1 and C.2). A detailed list of all systems as well
as dye structures and parameters can be found in the Supplementary Information of Ref.11.
Methods
Molecular simulations of dye-labeled proteins. We applied the structure-based protocol by Reinartz et
al. for simulating dye-labeled proteins11. 3D dye structures were obtained from available chemical struc-
tures by quantum chemical calculations. The dyes were parameterized for inclusion into the SBM, where
excluded-volume repulsion is the only interaction considered11. Finally, they were attached preferably
orthogonally to the protein surface with linkers. The simulations were run in GROMACS 4.5.4143 using
the structure-based potential (see Eq. 4.13). Molecular dynamics parameters used are listed in Ref.11.
Calculation of SAXS profiles from protein structures. Calculating accurate scattering patterns from
atomic positions is essential to interpret SAXS data. We applied the widely used implicit-solvent method
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CRYSOL to compute spherically averaged scattering patterns from protein structures41 (see Sec. A.2). The
solvation shell’s excess density  ⇢ may substantially influence the calculated SAXS curves and thus the
derived radii of gyration, especially for unfolded proteins144. Instead of CRYSOL’s 0.03 eÅ 3 default,
Henriques et al. recommend using lower values between 0.01 eÅ 3 and 0.02 eÅ 3 . Comparing Rg
values for di↵erent  ⇢ showed that the latter only slightly a↵ects SAXS-derived Rg for the considered
proteins, which generally increase with  ⇢ (see Supplementary Figs. C.7 to C.10)29. The overall trend
discussed below is preserved among di↵erent values of  ⇢.
Radius of gyration. The most popular structural feature derived from FRET and SAXS is a protein’s









where atom i of mass mi has a distance ri to the molecular center of mass. To analyze the di↵erent
Rg variants deduced from FRET and SAXS, we first calculated a reference Rg,gmx from the protein
structure without dyes. Second, we considered the corresponding value R+dyesg,gmx of the protein with dyes.
The SAXS Guinier analysis (see Sec. 3.1) provides two additional values Rg,saxs and R
+dyes
g,saxs . To calculate
the FRET-accessible Rg, we modeled the unfolded proteins as excluded-volume chains
11,29,145. In order
to emulate terminally attached dyes, we studied truncated systems derived from simulations of each
full system, where we considered only atoms between the dye positions. We extracted the end-to-end










FRET is often assumed to deliver the distance between dye-labeled C↵ atoms, thus ignoring the dyes’
linkers. We modeled the linkers as chain extensions of additional sequence length L and rescaled the








Ninter-dye is the number of residues between the dye-labeled sites. ⌫ = d
 1
f is the scaling exponent, which
can be derived from the fractal dimension, df, in a Porod plot of the SAXS intensity, I (q) / q
 df , at










Influence of FRET dyes on Rg distributions. To investigate how FRET dyes influence a protein sys-
tem, we studied the Rg,gmx distributions of each simulation’s frames
29. Exemplary distributions are
shown in Supplementary Figs. C.3 to C.6 for 10FNIII and ClyA monomer. As expected, the average
Rg,gmx is greater with dyes than without in both folded and unfolded states. Naturally, this e↵ect is
more pronounced for the smaller 10FNIII, where the dyes are relatively larger. Due to their generally
larger conformational heterogeneity, this e↵ect relativizes for the unfolded systems, resulting in broader
distributions compared to the folded case.
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a b
Figure 4.15. SAXS intensities without and with dyes for a. 10FNIII and b. ClyA monomer
with dyes at positions 56 and 252. Average intensities (solid lines) versus momentum transfer
q along with each intensity-curve distribution’s standard deviation over corresponding single-frame
intensities calculated from individual simulation snapshots (shaded area). This standard deviation
is a measure of conformational heterogeneity in the simulated ensemble (also see Rg distributions).
It indicates the intensity distribution width at a particular q point rather than an actual error in the
sense of statistical uncertainties or systematic deviations as they would occur in experimental data.
This also evidences in the fact that the standard deviations are larger for the unfolded systems than
for the folded systems. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
a b
Figure 4.16. Guinier plot and dimensionless Kratky plot for 10FNIII. a. The Guinier plot shows
characteristic SAXS profiles in the Guinier region (crosses) along with linear fits (solid lines). Shaded
areas indicate standard deviations, i.e., intensity distribution widths, propagated from Fig. 4.15 to
the Guinier representation. Rg errors from the Guinier linear regression are in the order of 10 2Rg
to 10 4Rg 29. b. The dimensionless Kratky plot gives information about the protein’s conformation.
Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Influence of FRET dyes on SAXS measurements. To examine the impact of FRET dyes on SAXS
measurements, we computed a representative SAXS profile from 5 000 equally distributed structures
for each simulated system. At each q point, the mean and standard deviation of the 5 000 individual
intensities served as the ensemble-averaged SAXS profile and a dissimilarity measure of the di↵erent
conformations’ intensities, respectively. We compared the SAXS-derived Rg,saxs from a Guinier analysis
of the representative SAXS profiles to the average Rg,gmx of each simulated ensemble. Because the dyes
change both a system’s size and shape, the SAXS intensities of folded 10FNIII with and without dyes
di↵er considerably (see Fig. 4.15 a). For the unfolded ensemble, we observed only a small di↵erence,
resulting from the more extended chain with dyes attached. The similar curve shapes point to a minor
but still visible influence of the dyes. For the larger ClyA monomer, di↵erences in the intensities without
and with dyes are almost insignificant (see Fig. 4.15 b). Derived plots for 10FNIII are shown in Fig. 4.16.
The Guinier approximation (see Fig. 4.16 a) is only valid in the region where ln (I (q) /I (0)) versus q2
can be fitted linearly. We extracted Rg values from the slopes, which di↵er for folded and unfolded
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Figure 4.17. Rg variants for the folded systems with respect to Rg, gmx (green line) given
at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF
dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA monomer, protomer, and dodecamer with two
and three dyes at di↵erent labeling sites (see Ref. 29 for more details on the systems). Rg values
calculated from atomic structures with dyes (R+dyesg,gmx , red) and SAXS-derived values without (Rg,saxs,
blue) and with dyes (R+dyesg,saxs , orange) are shown. Rg errors from the Guinier linear regression can
be found in the Supplementary Information of Ref. 29. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
states as well as for the system with and without dyes. Fig. 4.16 gives a perfect example of how the
Kratky analysis can be used to study protein folding. For the folded case, the narrower peak without
dyes indicates a more compact structure compared to the dye-labeled system.
Comparison of Rg variants. Fig. 4.17 shows the ratios of all Rg variants to Rg,gmx for the folded systems.
As expected, dye-labeled systems appear to be larger, i.e., R+dyesg,gmx > Rg,gmx. The smaller the system,
the more significant this e↵ect is. With R+dyesg,saxs > Rg,saxs, SAXS-derived Rg show a similar shift. The
only exception is ClyA protomer with AF dyes at positions 56/252, where R+dyesg,gmx < Rg,gmx due to a
dye-induced center-of-mass shift in favor of a reduced Rg (see Fig. 4.14). While di↵erent dye positions
have only a minor influence on Rg, dye types seem to have a more pronounced e↵ect. Apparently,
SAXS-derived variants overestimate Rg for small systems, while underestimating it occasionally for
larger systems. For the smaller proteins 10FNIII, CI-2, and CspTm, SAXS-derived Rg are consistently
larger than their respective references directly calculated from structural models (see Eq. 4.19). This
could be caused by explicitly considering the solvation shell when calculating scattering profiles from
structural models or result from neglecting hydrogen atoms in the molecular model. For ClyA monomer
and protomer, however, all values are very close. SAXS-derived Rg are similar to or slightly smaller
than corresponding Rg,gmx. This may result from a greater error in the Guinier analysis due to a very
narrow Guinier region for elongated conformations (see Sec.3.1).
Fig. 4.18 shows Rg variants for the unfolded systems. For CI-2 and CspTm, both dye types and positions
impact Rg,gmx, indicating a subtle influence of the dyes on the chain dynamics. Again, R
+dyes
g,gmx is
consistently larger than Rg,gmx. The observed shift increases with the dyes’ distance in the protein
sequence. The more peripheral the labeling positions in a sequence, the more the dyes and linkers
extend a system’s dimensions as reflected by Rg, especially for fully elongated unfolded conformations.
While SAXS-derived Rg of the smaller CI-2, CspTm, and
10FNIII are consistently larger than their
respective Rg,gmx references as for the folded case, Rg,saxs and R
+dyes
g,saxs are nearly identical to Rg,gmx and
R
+dyes
g,gmx for the larger ClyA.
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Figure 4.18. Rg variants for the unfolded systems with respect to Rg,gmx (green line) given at
the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes
at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA monomer and protomer with three dyes at di↵erent
labeling sites (see Ref. 29 for more details). Rg calculated from atomic structures with dyes (R+dyesg, gmx,
red) and SAXS-derived Rg without (Rg,saxs, blue) and with dyes (R+dyesg,saxs , orange) are shown. Rg
errors from the Guinier linear regression can be found in the Supplementary Information of Ref. 29.
Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Figure 4.19. Rg variants for di↵erent truncated systems in the unfolded states with respect
to Rg,gmx (green line) given at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with two di↵erent
AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA monomer and
protomer with AF dyes at di↵erent labeling sites. More details on the systems can be found in
Ref. 11. Rg values calculated from atomic structures with dyes (R+dyesg,gmx , red), those derived from
SAXS curves without (Rg,saxs, blue) and with dyes (R
+dyes
g,saxs , orange), and apparent values calculated
from C↵ end-to-end distance (R
app
g,C↵
, brown) and inter-dye distance (R appDA , purple) are shown. Rg
errors derived from the Guinier linear regression are listed in Ref. 29. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under
CC BY 4.0.
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Finally, we analyzed Rg variants obtained from end-to-end distances Re between dye-labeled residues in
the truncated systems (see Fig. 4.19). As before, the ratios of R+dyesg,gmx and R
+dyes
g,saxs with respect to Rg,gmx
are in good agreement and shifted to higher values (also see Fig. 4.18). Rg,saxs, R
app
g,C↵
, and Rappg,RDA are
all very similar to Rg,gmx. R
app
g,RDA
is consistently larger than Rg,saxs, suggesting a subtle systematic
di↵erence in the quantities accessible to FRET and SAXS.
Discussion
Attaching FRET dyes to a protein a↵ects concomitant SAXS measurements considerably as the dyes
change both its size and shape. This e↵ect is particularly pronounced for small systems. In the unfolded
case, only a small di↵erence is observable, which becomes almost insignificant for larger systems. As
evident from their larger Rg, dye-labeled systems appear to be larger than the plain proteins, especially
for small systems. Dye types also influence Rg. For the unfolded ensembles, we observe a subtle
influence of the dyes on the chain dynamics, where their positions also a↵ect derived values. This
has to be taken into account in the data analysis when combining FRET and SAXS measurements.
SAXS-derived variants overestimate Rg for small systems while underestimating it slightly for some of
the larger systems. To conclude, we find FRET- and SAXS-derived Rg values to agree well. This is
consistent with prior work suggesting the observed discrepancies to be primarily founded in the analysis
methods127,128. However, the FRET-derived Rg appear to be generally larger than the SAXS-derived
ones, suggesting a subtle yet fundamental di↵erence in the quantities accessible in FRET and SAXS.





This chapter introduces the concept of data-assisted protein simulations, along with sophisticated
state-of-the-art techniques for interpreting SAXS data. Understanding protein function on the molec-
ular level requires understanding their conformational ensembles, which can be observed using SAXS.
Data-assisted MD is the most powerful tool for accessing the low-resolution information in SAXS in-
tensities to obtain atomic models of the encoded structure. Various frameworks to integrate scattering
data into compute-intensive explicit-solvent simulations exist. Here, I present my XSBM method for rapid
interpretation of SAXS data to derive structural models using minimal computational resources and
time. I combine the data with all-atom structure-based models, which are computationally e cient yet
realistically describe the systems’ dynamics.
N
anoscale proteins can only be observed indirectly. As a consequence, experimental data are
often ambiguous, incomplete, or of such a low resolution that they require interpretation to ac-
cess their limited information content. A practical example is SAXS, an increasingly accurate
method for obtaining information on biomolecular structures, ensembles, and dynamics at quasi physi-
ological conditions (see Sec. 3.1). Experimentally, the X-ray scattering intensity of dissolved proteins is
recorded for small scattering angles. The molecular electron density, however, is the Fourier transform of
the inaccessible complex-valued scattering amplitude. Recovering structural models from such an inten-
sity, i.e., the absolute amplitude squared, is an ill-posed inverse problem. As the sparse information in
the experimental data is insu cient to determine all degrees of freedom, the reconstruction of 3D protein
structures heavily depends on combining experimental results and computational methods. In order to
best possibly access the information in the data, it must be complemented by physical, stereochemical,
or structural knowledge to avoid overfitting during structure determination and refinement. Physical
models of di↵erent complexity, accuracy, predictive power, and computational cost have been used,
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ranging from rigid-body models146,147 to flexible all-atom MD force fields12,18. Choosing an appropriate
physical model mostly depends on the information content of the data. The less information in the data,
the more predictive physical models are needed148. Approaches to complementing experimental data
with physical models subdivide into three groups148:
i. Following a sequential “sample and select” strategy, experimental data can be compared with
back-calculated data from unbiased biomolecular simulations. This requires su ciently accurate
physical models to generate a proper structural ensemble.
ii. Unbiased Boltzmann sampling can be used to propose an approximate ensemble of candidate
structures, which is reweighted a posteriori in a statistically meaningful way such that it reproduces
the experimental data. As the unbiased ensemble must already contain all relevant states, ensemble
reweighting requires exhaustive sampling, and computationally e cient coarse-grained models are
typically used.
iii. The most e↵ective approach for interpreting low-information experimental data is to complement
the data with molecular dynamics12–14. The data are incorporated into a computational descrip-
tion of the protein’s physical motions, whereby the simulations are restrained to conformations
that comply with both the data and the physical model.
Data-assisted MD has become very popular and many recent studies highlight the potential of combining
experimental and simulation expertise16,17,27,149. Typically, a biasing energetic restraint on the target
data, Vdata, is added to the force field, VMD, to favor conformations consistent with the data,
V = VMD + Vdata with Vdata /  
2
. (5.1)
The bias potential is proportional to the least-squares deviation of theoretical data back-calculated
from simulated structures and the experimental data,  2 12,18,27,150,151. Derived forces are assumed to
drive the molecular system towards conformations reproducing the target data. As molecular systems
seek to minimize their free energy within the force field, the bias e↵ectively determines a cost for
disregarding the data in the simulation. The better the simulated structures align with the data, the
smaller the energetic penalty, or bias, is. The data can be interpreted while retaining the physico-
chemical knowledge and sampling power of the force field. In return, the simulation can overcome
energetic barriers associated with large-scale conformational changes. Thermal ensembles of dissolved
proteins can be sampled while simultaneously having regard to the structural information in the data,
which may even help to compensate possible shortcomings of the physical model148.
5.1 State of the Art: Interpreting Solution X-Ray Scattering
of Proteins in Explicit-Solvent MD
In the following, I describe a state-of-the-art method for interpreting solution X-ray scattering data
within biomolecular simulations. This method was developed in the Computational Biophysics group of
Jochen Hub, Saarland University. Many similar approaches exist. Here, I exemplarily present the Hub
method as one of the most consistent and accurate approaches to refining protein structures towards
solution scattering data.
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Calculating Solution X-Ray Scattering from Explicit-Solvent MD
This section is based on the Biophysical Journal article “Validating Solution Ensembles from Molecu-
lar Dynamics Simulation by Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering Data” (2014) by Po-chia Chen and Jochen
Hub 152. It introduces a method for calculating X-ray scattering profiles from explicit-solvent MD simula-
tions, which the authors use in their refinement protocol for computing scattering patterns of simulated
structures at runtime.
From a computational simulation perspective, calculating accurate scattering patterns from atomic po-
sitions is a key factor for interpreting SAXS data. One drawback of the computationally e cient and
widely used implicit-solvent methods, such as CRYSOL41 (see Supplementary Sec. A.2), is their depen-
dence on at least two free parameters, associated with the solvation shell and the excluded volume. As
these parameters are experimentally inaccessible, they have to be adjusted by fitting computed spectra
to the experimental data. Reducing the available information in this way increases the risk of overfit-
ting. Chen and Hub developed a method for calculating scattering profiles from explicit-solvent MD with
only one fitting parameter related to experimental uncertainties152. They use a pure-water simulation
to account for excluded-solvent e↵ects152. In order to evaluate profiles from heterogeneous ensembles,
they define the molecular solvation shell as a shaped envelope enclosing all conformational states of the
protein as well as the solvation layer itself.
The central quantity in solution X-ray scattering is the excess scattering of the solution with respect to
the solvent,
I (q) = IA (q)| {z }
solution
  IB (q)| {z }
pure solvent
. (5.2)
IA is the intensity of the solution, IB that of the pure solvent. q is the absolute value of the directed
momentum transfer q. In the low-dilution regime, a scattering experiment can be modeled by a single
solute molecule in a water droplet, referred to as system A152. System B is the droplet without solute.









AA (q) and AB (q) are the Fourier transforms of the electron densities ⇢A (r) and ⇢B (r) with position
vector r, respectively. h· · ·i0 is the ensemble average over possible solute rotations and conformational









h· · ·i⌦ is the spatial average over all solute orientations, h· · ·i
! is the average over solute and solvent
fluctuations at fixed solute orientation !. Thus:








To compute D (q) from a simulation, Chen and Hub construct an auxiliary envelope surrounding the
solute from an icosphere152. It embeds all conformational states of the solute with su cient distance
and remains constant while averaging over the system’s fluctuations at fixed !. The electron densities
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thus can be split into contributions inside and outside the envelope, ⇢i and ⇢o, respectively152:
⇢A (r) = ⇢
i
A (r) + ⇢
o
A (r)
⇢B (r) = ⇢
i




Furthermore, the authors assume that (i) the average electron densities outside the envelope, ⇢oA and
⇢
o
B , are equal, (ii) the density in the pure-solvent system is homogeneous, and (iii) density correlations
between inside and outside are only relevant near the envelope’s surface152. This allows them to express

























The first and second term are the intensities from atoms inside the envelope in systems A and B,
respectively. The third term is the correlation between the bulk water outside the envelope and the
density contrast between systems A and B inside the envelope152. With NA/B atoms inside the envelope,











fj (q) is the Cromer-Mann parameterized form factor and rj the position vector of atom j. Spherical
averaging to calculate I (q) from D (q) is done numerically. Most of the computational e↵ort is required
for calculating the scattering amplitudes, where the cost per frame scales quadratically with NA. As
an example, averaging over 1000 frames of a lysozyme simulation required approximately 12 minutes on
a 16-core server node152. Reasonably converged intensities can be obtained by averaging over O (100)
frames, resulting in O (min) intensity calculations on a modern desktop computer. Chen and Hub
validated their method by computing small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering (SWAXS) profiles for five
proteins152. Implemented in a modified version of GROMACS 4.6, it serves as a key ingredient of their
SWAXS refinement protocol presented below12.
Integrating Solution X-Ray Scattering into Explicit-Solvent MD
This section is based on the Biophysical Journal article “Interpretation of Solution X-Ray Scattering by
Explicit-Solvent Molecular Dynamics” (2015) by Po-chia Chen and Jochen Hub 12. It introduces their
SWAXS-driven MD protocol for interpreting solution scattering data within explicit-solvent MD, which
builds on their method for calculating SWAXS profiles described above.
Solution X-ray scattering and MD are complementary approaches to studying the conformational dy-
namics of dissolved biomolecules. To take advantage of both methods, Chen and Hub include SWAXS
data into explicit-solvent MD via a di↵erentiable energy restraint that guides the system into confor-
mations consistent with the data12. Accurate calculation of scattering patterns from simulated frames
at runtime is essential for such a hybrid approach. Interpreting solution scattering data within com-
putational simulations is not only complicated by the low information content of the data but also by
scattering contributions from the solvation shell and unknown systematic errors148. Compared to the
various and widely used implicit-solvation methods, SWAXS-driven MD uses explicit water and thus pro-
vides a more detailed description of solvation, however at significantly higher computational costs12,152.
The simulations are coupled to a target intensity, Iexp, via a hybrid potential, V = VMD + VSWAXS
12.
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VMD is the physico-chemical MD potential, or force field, and VSWAXS an energetic penalty for simulated
structures that are inconsistent with the target data. Chen and Hub quantify the discrepancy between
the simulated and the target curves by either a non-weighted set of harmonic potentials on a logarithmic
























Icalc is the scattering intensity computed at runtime from recent simulation frames, nq is the number of
considered q points, and kc specifies an empirically chosen weight of the experimental data relative to the
force field. The time-dependent function ↵ (t) allows to gradually ramp up the SWAXS-derived potential
in the beginning of a refinement. With errors   (qi), only V
(w)
SWAXS can account for experimental, statis-
tical, and systematic uncertainties. As described before, the di↵erence in scattering intensities between
the dissolved solute (system A) and an independent pure-bu↵er simulation (system B) is calculated as











Relying on explicit water, solvent fluctuations must be temporally averaged over multiple frames to cal-
culate a converged Icalc
12. The time average is computed from previous frames at fixed solute orientation





















and thus is dominated by the most recent fluctuations12. The memory time ⌧ determines the extent of
fluctuations represented by Icalc. In this way, computed SWAXS intensities can be updated in response
to structural rearrangements during the refinement.
SWAXS-derived forces are calculated analytically as the spatial derivative of VSWAXS (see Eqs. 5.9
and 5.10) with respect to the solute’s atomic positions12. As these forces also depend on previous
states of the system, the energy is not strictly conserved, where significant drifts can be avoided by
a tight stochastic-dynamics temperature coupling12. A statistical uncertainty of Icalc is derived from
the standard deviation of the set of D (qi) that is used to calculate the orientational average h· · ·i⌦
(see Eqs. 5.5 and 5.11). A systematic error is propagated into the scattering amplitudes from a small
uncertainty in the bu↵er density12.
Chen and Hub implemented SWAXS-driven MD into their in-house version of GROMACS 4.6. The au-
thors validated their method by refining atomic structures of di↵erent proteins towards artificial and
experimental SWAXS data without a priori knowledge of reaction paths12. A major drawback is the
method’s heavy dependence on heuristic parameters, such as the coupling strength kc, whose optimal
choice hinges on the system’s a priori unknown energy landscape12. One possible approach to resolving
this issue is to reformulate the refinement protocol within a statistically founded Bayesian inference
framework.
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Bayesian-Inference Based Refinement of Protein Structures Towards Solution
X-Ray Scattering
This section is based on the PLOS Computational Biology article “Bayesian refinement of protein struc-
tures and ensembles against SAXS data using molecular dynamics” (2017) by Roman Shevchuk and
Jochen Hub 150. It presents one approach to resolving the problem of balancing experimental informa-
tion with respect to the underlying physical model in data-assisted MD. In the context of my work, it
shall serve as an example of a sophisticated state-of-the-art method for interpreting solution scattering
data within biomolecular simulations.
Deriving protein structures from low-information scattering data requires complementing the data by
a physical model. Such data-assisted methods typically rely on empirical parameters, whose choice
is nontrivial and crucial to simulation performance. The key challenge is weighting the experimental
information with respect to the physical model, which translates into choosing an adequate kc in SWAXS-
driven MD. One possible way is to embed the refinement into a statistically founded framework by
combining Bayesian inference with all-atom MD simulations and explicit-solvent SAXS calculations150.
This approach was proposed by Shevchuk and Hub who extended the concept of “inferential structure
determination”153 towards ensembles. The authors derive posterior distributions of protein structures
in light of the SAXS data and the physical model, i.e., explicit-solvent MD, where the force field provides
an accurate prior of protein structures150. Unknown parameters are not chosen ad hoc but estimated
simultaneously with the protein structures and their relative weights in the ensemble150. The authors
claim that their Bayesian formulation automatically balances the experimental data versus the prior
physical knowledge150. Confidence intervals can be derived for both the refined structures and their
weights as a quantitative precision measure150. The structural weights’ posterior distribution provides
a probabilistic criterion for identifying the number of conformational states required in the ensemble to
explain the experimental data best150.
Concept. The refinement problem is formulated by considering a protein adopting a small ensemble of
N distinct states, such as a mixture of active and inactive or holo and apo conformations. The aim is to
derive these states’ coordinates, R = (R1, ...,RN ), together with their relative weights, w = (w1, ..., wN ),
from given SAXS data150. In this context, an “ensemble” thus is not the usual thermodynamic ensemble
but a specific set (R,w). With the number of independent data points in a scattering curve being much
smaller than a protein conformation’s number of degrees of freedom, many ensembles are compatible
with the data. Shevchuk and Hub formulate a conditional probability, p (R,w, ✓|D,K), that quantifies
the plausibility of a specific ensemble (R,w) in light of the data D and the prior physical knowledge
K. ✓ is the set of less interesting nuisance parameters that are required for evaluating the posterior
distribution using Bayes’ theorem150:
p (R,w, ✓|D,K) / L (D|R,w, ✓,K)⇡ (R|K)⇡ (w|K)⇡ (✓|K) (5.13)
While ⇡ (R|K), ⇡ (w|K), and ⇡ (✓|K) are the prior distributions of possible protein conformations,
weights, and nuisance parameters, respectively, L (D|R,w, ✓,K) is the likelihood for measuring the data
D given an ensemble (R,w) and nuisance parameters ✓. As the data contain only limited information,
L is a wide function of R, and a tight prior on the protein conformations must be imposed. This
translates to applying an accurate physical model, such as an unbiased MD simulation whereK comprises
the physical laws and the force field. ⇡ (Rj |K) thus corresponds to a Boltzmann factor of the MD
potential150. Assuming no prior information on the weights, ⇡ (w|K) is chosen as a flat Dirichlet
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distribution150. L is set up as150






[Icalc (qi,R,w)  (fIexp (qi) + c)]
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f and c are fitting parameters and  exp and  calc are the statistical errors of experimental data and
calculated intensities, respectively. The calculated intensity is a weighted average over the intensities of
the N states in an ensemble, Icalc (qi,R,w) =
PN
j=1 wjI (qi,Rj)
150. Nq and Nindep are the numbers
of total and independent data points in the SAXS curve, respectively. Shevchuk and Hub apply a flat
prior for the fitting parameters, i.e., ⇡ (f) = ⇡ (c) = 1. A Gaussian prior is used for the bu↵er density
mismatch,  ⇢buf, which is a common source of systematic error,  buf, in SAXS
12.
Taking the posterior’s negative logarithm yields an expression for a hybrid energy that is typically used
in structure refinement yet corrected by contributions from the priors150,
Ehybrid =   
 1 ln p (R,w, ✓|D,K)
= V↵ (R,K) + Eexp (R,w, ✓, D,K)   
 1 ln [⇡ (w|K)⇡ (✓|K)] ,
(5.15)
where   is the inverse temperature. Shevchuk and Hub take the prior of protein structures from an
MD potential as V↵ (R,K) =   
 1 ln⇡ (R|K)150. The experiment-related energy is derived from the
likelihood as Eexp =   
 1 lnL and introduces an energetic penalty for SAXS curves calculated from
ensembles incompatible with the data. After translating the probabilities into energies, the authors
sample protein structures with Newtonian dynamics, where forces are calculated as the hybrid energy’s
gradient with respect to the atomic positions at fixed w and ✓. Scattering intensities and SAXS-derived
forces are calculated as described before152. Practically, only the ensemble (R,w) is of interest which
is why nuisance parameters are marginalized out150:
p (R,w|D,K) =
Z
d✓ p (R,w, ✓|D,K) (5.16)
While the fitting parameters f and c (see Eq. 5.14) are marginalized out analytically in the likelihood,
the bu↵er density mismatch  ⇢buf and the structural weights w are sampled numerically via Monte Carlo
moves at fixed protein structure150. As the weights are normalized and have non-negative elements, the
relevant space corresponds to the (N   1) simplex. It is explored using accelerated Umbrella sampling150.
Since weight vectors with elements equal to zero specify ensembles with less states, the posterior of an
N -state ensemble includes all smaller ensembles automatically. It provides a probabilistic criterion for
choosing the number of states required to explain the experimental data, where a smaller ensemble is
plausible if the posterior peaks at the simplex’ edge.
Shevchuk and Hub validated their method by refining ensembles of the periplasmic binding protein
against calculated data and deriving solution ensembles of heat shock protein 90 against experimental
data150. Even though Bayesian inference provides a rigorous route for combining data and physical mod-
els, the authors emphasize that, applied to protein structure determination, it becomes computationally
expensive and technically challenging150. In a subsequent study, Jochen Hub and Markus Hermann de-
veloped a data-assisted method based on the maximum-entropy principle to interpret ensemble-averaged
SAXS intensities of disordered systems. As explained in Supplementary Sec. D.1, they chose the bias
weight as an empirical parameter16. The fact that the authors themselves did not use their Bayesian
inference framework in further work shows how complicated this really is. Practically, such sophisticated
approaches are inapplicable for scientists with a primarily experimental background. To date, SAXS data
are still conveniently interpreted by obsolete ab initio reconstruction of low-resolution envelopes154–156.
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In particular with large-scale conformational changes being involved, such methods do not yield reli-
able results. Other outdated approaches include rigid body refinement146,147, simulated annealing of
dummy atom collections37,155, and selection of suitable structures from biomolecular simulations157–159.
In the following, I present the outcome of my first main project, an accessible and easy-to-use simulation
method for rapidly interpreting SAXS data in terms of protein structures27, as a promising alternative.
I explore how simplistic structure-based models can be used as a framework for computationally e cient
interpretation of solution scattering data within biomolecular simulations.
5.2 PROJECT: SAXS-Guided Protein Simulations Using Struc-
ture-Based Models
This section largely builds on my PLOS Computational Biology article “Rapid interpretation of small-
angle X-ray scattering data” (2019) 27. I integrate the sparse information from SAXS into all-atom
structure-based simulations to rapidly produce physically reasonable protein models in agreement with
the data. I demonstrate my method’s performance using the example of three protein systems. Run-
ning on common workstations instead of supercomputers, my simulations are faster than regular MD
approaches by more than two orders of magnitude and achieve comparable accuracy. I find that min-
imalist SBMs provide a suitable framework for initial refinement of protein structures towards SAXS
data with special focus on computational e ciency.
5.2.1 Starting Point: Solution-Scattering Guided Molecular Dynamics
This section is based on the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation article “Deciphering Solution
Scattering Data with Experimentally Guided Molecular Dynamics Simulations” (2015) by Alexander
Björling et al. 18. It introduces their XS-guided MD method for structural interpretation of di↵erence
data from time-resolved X-ray scattering experiments. A practical advantage of processing scattering
intensities in the form of di↵erences is that the solvation shell’s contribution largely cancels out and thus
is negligible. That is why XS-guided MD provides a strong basis for interpreting SAXS data within
structure-based simulations, which use stochastic dynamics to implicitly model solvent e↵ects.
Time-resolved solution X-ray scattering is suited for studying the structural dynamics of molecular re-
actions146,157–160. A conformational change can be triggered by, e.g., ligand binding and the elastically
scattered intensity is recorded in the small-angle regime as a function of time. To observe the molecular
response on the structural level, the measured data are processed in the form of di↵erences, where the in-
tensity of a reference state is subtracted from that of each time point during the reaction. These curves
represent di↵erences in the protein’s intramolecular distance distribution of di↵erent conformational
states and thus encode structural changes. X-ray scattering-guided molecular dynamics (XS-guided
MD) combines the information contained in such di↵erence curves with the physico-chemical knowledge
of molecular force fields and the sampling power of MD18. Compared to conventional SAXS, the sol-
vation shell’s contribution to the di↵erence scattering signal is negligible, facilitating the computational
treatment of solvent e↵ects18. However, a static initial state is required for interpretation.
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Concept. Similarly to the Hub method (see Sec. 5.1), a biasing pseudo energy, VXS, is added to the MD
potential, VMD, to favor conformations reproducing the target data. This harmonic restraint is based
on a direct fit of 1D intensities18,














where the least-squares deviation  2 is a dissimilarity measure of the current conformation’s scattering in
the simulation with respect to the target data.  Iexp (q) is the target di↵erence curve, Iref (q) the initial
structure’s reference intensity, and Icalc (q) the theoretical Debye scattering intensity back-calculated
from the simulation’s current conformation (see Eq. 3.1). ↵ is the fraction of the observed sample
undergoing conformational change given by the relative yield of the di↵erence experiment. k  and  q
are the weighting factors for the scattering bias and each q value, respectively. The latter are calculated




+ 1 or  q =
 ref (q)
Iref (q)
+ 1 . (5.18)
Errors in the di↵erence data,    (q), are preferred over errors in the reference curve,  ref (q). Not given
any errors, all  q are set to 1. As the data are more and more a↵ected by the errors with increasing
scattering angle, wide-angle data are naturally given less weight compared to small-angle data.
In the simulations, the total force on the kth particle is calculated as the potential’s negative gradient
with respect to the particle’s position18,










The first term on the right-hand side is the standard force field. The problem thus reduces to calculating
rk 















[ Iexp (q)  ↵{Icalc (q)  Iref (q)}]rkIcalc (q)
(5.20)
Taking the appropriate derivatives in the Debye formula (see Eq. 3.1) leads to18
rkIcalc (q) = 2
X
j









fk is the k
th scatterer’s form factor and rkj = |rkj | = |rk   rj | with the k
th scatterer’s position rk. Im-
plementations of atomic form factors with and without displaced-solvent corrections161,162 and library-
averaged and coarse-grained scattering factors for amino acids163 and MARTINI beads164 are avail-
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The Debye scattering terms are represented explicitly by a special type of bonded interactions in the
topology, where any (virtual) interaction site can be defined as a scatterer18. Björling et al. implemented
their method as an extension of GROMACS 5. They validated it using three test cases and applied it to the
photoconversion of a phytochrome to obtain a view of the dissolved protein from its crystal structure18.
Even though a bias towards experimental data may accelerate conformational transitions, studying large-
scale structural changes on biologically relevant time scales is still technically challenging in regular
MD. A workable approach to overcome this is reducing the system’s e↵ective degrees of freedom by






Debye summation (see Eq. 3.1) becomes increasingly compute-intensive for large biomolecules,
suggesting to also coarsen the scattering calculation.
5.2.2 PROJECT: Solution-Scattering Guided Structure-Based Simulations
In my first main project, I systematically researched how di↵erence scattering data can be incorporated
into robust SBMs, which probe the dynamics arising from a protein’s native geometry21–23,25. While
SBMs use the same bonded interactions as regular MD, the crucial di↵erence lies in the non-bonded
interactions categorized as either native, and thus favorable, or non-native, and thus unfavorable (see
Sec. 4.4). Decreasing force field complexity in this way improves the sampling power without the loss
of essential information on the system’s characteristics. In contrast to regular MD, SBMs provide
information about complex processes on biologically relevant time and length scales. They support
full molecular flexibility and provide an easily extendable framework to e ciently interpret biological
solution scattering data.
Fast back-calculation of SAXS intensities from structural models is a key factor for successful refinement.
To reduce the computational costs to a minimum and take advantage of the intrinsic low-resolution
nature of solution scattering data, I combined SBMs with Debye-based on-the-fly calculations of SAXS
intensities using residue-based form factors corrected for displaced solvent162–164. These calculations
thus do not account for the fact that the solvent density in the solvation shell di↵ers from its bulk
value. However, the solvation shell’s scattering is typically several orders of magnitude smaller than the
scattering of solute and excluded solvent166. Systematic errors and the solvation shell’s contributions
e↵ectively cancel upon taking di↵erences, and a less sophisticated solvation treatment can be used to
reliably model di↵erence data18,164. This is why the XS-guided MD method by Björling et al. provides a
suitable basis for interpreting SAXS data within structure-based simulations, which only partially model
solvent e↵ects via stochastic dynamics (see Sec. 4.2).
Concept. To bias a simulation towards conformations reproducing a certain di↵erence scattering curve,
I choose the force field in Eq. 5.17 as the structure-based potential VSB, that is,






My scattering-guided structure-based “XSBM” simulations thus use the common SBM potential (see
Eq. 4.13) extended by a scattering-derived Debye-based term (see Fig. 5.1). Note that the relative
weighting factor of VXS with respect to VSB, k , is to be specified in the structure-based reduced energy
unit ".
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of the XSBM energy landscape. In the structure-based potential,
excited and transiently populated configurations are accessible. The excited states of interest
can be identified by simply capturing those in accordance with the target restraints. In order to
populate excited states of the initial structure-based potential, VSB (blue), an additional potential,
VXS (green), is introduced in due consideration of a priori experimental knowledge of the target
complex. A structural model of the system’s intermediate configurations is provided by the sum
of the initial SBM’s potential built from the native structure and the energetic bias based on the
scattering data (yellow). Adapted from Ref. 13.
5.2.3 Results
To validate my XSBM method, I investigated structural transitions in three well-characterized two-state
protein systems, whose experimentally determined structures can be retrieved from the PDB6.
Villin headpiece. A basic approach to elucidating the mechanisms of protein folding and conformational
transitions is to study short sequences with fast folding kinetics. Such sequences contain the complete
information for folding and help to identify the basic requirements for stable folded structure. They can
be obtained by reducing polypeptide length and removing complex stabilization mechanisms, such as
oligomerization or ligand binding. The actin-binding protein villin consists of multiple domains capped
by a C-terminal headpiece, which forms a fast and independently folding three-helix bundle stabilized
by hydrophobic interactions167. Villin headpiece (VHP) retains full binding activity and is one of
the shortest autonomously folding proteinogenic amino-acid sequences. Based on its solution-NMR
structure (PDB code 1VII167), I set up a proof-of-principle system from the 21-amino-acid subregion
between residues 54 and 74 (VHP7454). VHP
74
54 consists of two short helices connected by a loop confining
an angle of approx. 60  , referred to as the bent conformation (see Fig. 5.2 a, gray). I constructed a
corresponding elongated conformation as a perfect alpha helix with identical sequence in PyMOL1 (see
Fig. 5.2 a, colored). Bent and elongated structures have a GDT of 32.14 and a C↵ RMSD of 5.5 Å.
Scattering-guided simulations started from the elongated state and aimed at the bent state, and reversed.
Elongated-to-bent and bent-to-elongated transitions are referred to as e! b and b! e, respectively.
Lysine-, arginine-, ornithine-binding protein. Many small ligands such as sugars, amino acids, and
vitamins are actively transported into bacteria across cell membranes168. Dedicated transport systems
comprise a receptor, that is the binding protein, and a membrane-bound protein complex. Interactions
of the ligated binding protein with the membrane components induce conformational changes in the
latter, thus forming an entry pathway for the ligand. I studied lysine-, arginine-, ornithine-binding
(LAO) protein. This amino-acid binding protein consists of two lobes connected by short strands (see
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Figure 5.2. Two-state test protein systems. The coloring indicates the displacement of each C↵
atom in the colored state with respect to the gray state. a. VHP7454. Elongated (colored) and bent
(gray) conformations have inter-terminal distances of 10.7 Å and 26.8 Å, respectively, a GDT of
32.14, and a C↵ RMSD of 5.5 Å. b. LAO protein. Holo (colored) and apo (gray) conformation have
a GDT of 39.39 and C↵ RMSD of 4.7 Å. c. ADK. Open (colored) and closed (gray) conformation
are depicted with aligned CORE domain and have a GDT of 33.06 and a C↵ RMSD of 7.1 Å.
Visualized in PyMOL 1.
Fig. 5.2 b). Upon ligand binding, it undergoes a conformational change from an apo (unligated; PDB
code 2LAO81) to a holo (ligated; PDB code 1LST81) state. One domain rotates, and whereas the lobes
are clearly separated in the unligated state, they are in contact with a ligand bound. Both structures
were determined using X-ray di↵raction. Neglecting the ligand in the holo state, they have a GDT of
39.39 and a C↵ RMSD of 4.7 Å. Scattering-guided simulations started from the unligated holo state and
aimed at the apo state, and reversed. Holo-to-apo and apo-to-holo transitions are referred to as h! a
and a! h, respectively.
Adenylate kinase. Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is the universal energy source in living cells and
drives many vital processes, e.g., muscle contraction and nerve impulse propagation. By continuously
checking ATP levels, adenylate kinase (ADK) provides the cell with a mechanism to dynamically measure
energetic levels and monitor metabolic processes. It catalyzes the interconversion of adenine nucleotides
and plays a key role in cellular energy homeostasis. The reversible transition between an open (PDB
code 4AKE169) and closed (PDB code 1AKE170) state (see Fig. 5.2 c) is quintessential to its catalytic
function and directly related to the competing native interactions of these states171. Open and closed
X-ray di↵raction structures have a GDT of 33.06 and a C↵ RMSD of 7.1 Å. Scattering-guided simulations
started from the open state and aimed at the closed state, and reversed. Open-to-closed and closed-to-
open transitions are referred to as o! c and c! o, respectively.
General Analysis
For each conformational transition, I derived artificial di↵erence data from absolute SAXS intensities by
subtracting the initial structure’s back-calculated scattering from the target structure’s back-calculated
scattering. I used the GDT and the C↵ RMSD to quantify the structural similarity between di↵erent
conformations in a simulation (see Sec. 4.5). To evaluate a simulated ensemble’s structural convergence
to the target state, I calculated the trajectory’s GDT and C↵ RMSD with respect to the initial and
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target structure as a function of simulated time, referred to as initial and target GDT and RMSD,
respectively. I considered each intersection of the initial and target GDT (RMSD) a structural transition.
Furthermore, I extracted the fraction of simulated time related to the trajectory approaching a target
GDT equal to or greater than 75, ⌧75sim, along with the corresponding absolute core time, T
75
comp, as an
e ciency estimate. To study a simulation’s convergence on the data level, I considered the bias energy
VXS (see Eq. 5.17) versus simulated time. I calculated its Pearson correlation ⇢ with the target GDT
and RMSD to assess its suitability as a reliable identifier of physical structures matching the target
data. For each simulated ensemble, I determined the median target GDT, the median target RMSD,
the maximum GDT and its corresponding RMSD, the minimum target RMSD and its corresponding
GDT, and both the GDT and RMSD at minimum bias energy. While median quantities are calculated
from the entire conformational ensemble and can be considered “macroscopic”, minimum and maximum
quantities reflect single structural snapshots and thus are “microscopic”. As proteins are intrinsically
dynamic, I am interested in conformational ensembles rather than in single static structures. That is
why I focused on median quantities as a simulation’s key performance indicators. I used the median
target GDT as the main metric since it more accurately accounts for local misalignments than the more
common RMSD.
For each protein system, I present results for parameter combinations (T, k ) of temperature and bias
weight determined via grid-search variational studies, where I considered the median target GDT, target
RMSD, and  2 deviation versus k  in the range of 10
 11
" and 10 7 " at T = 50, 70, 90, and 110.
I conducted analogous scattering-guided explicit-solvent MD simulations for a comparative performance
check. Results are presented in Appendix D. A detailed description of the simulation setups is provided
in Supplementary Sec. D.2. To ensure structural conformity between the ensembles generated by SBM
and explicit-solvent MD, I calculated the radius of gyration and the asphericity as functions of simulated
time (see Supplementary Sec. D.3).
Villin Headpiece
I used VHP7454 to probe how a small peptide’s conformational distribution can be influenced by biasing
structure-based simulations towards reproducing an artificial di↵erence scattering curve. I calculated
the target scattering data via the Debye formula using per-residue form factors corrected for displaced
solvent163 (see Eq. 3.1). To begin with, I analyzed the backbone’s elongatedness by extracting the
distances between N-terminal and C-terminal C↵ atoms for unbiased and scattering-guided structure-
based simulations. The distance distributions of the scattering-guided simulations show a clear shift
towards each target structure’s end-to-end distance (see Fig. 5.3), i.e., conformations not matching the
target data are avoided as anticipated. The compute time scaled as 1.4 to 1 for scattering-guided and





Debye summation, this ratio will increase with a system’s number
of atoms, N . This renders a rapid evaluation of SAXS profiles from structural models as employed in
XSBM even more important.
Structural analysis. Time-dependent GDT, RMSD, and  2 deviation are depicted in Fig. 5.4 and
Supplementary Fig. D.10 for the e! b and the b! e transition, respectively. Corresponding performance
indicators are summarized in Table 5.1, along with the values from analogous explicit-solvent simulations.
Biasing an SBM towards conformations reproducing the target data caused the e! b transition to readily
occur (see Fig. 5.4). For the b! e direction, only one distinct transition took place and the system mostly
proceeded closer to the initial state than to the target state (see Supplementary Fig. D.10). The best
structures in terms of maximum target GDT are shown in Fig. 5.5 a and d. While the best median target
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eb , and d
med
be are
the median end-to-end distances for free bent (T = 50, grey), free elongated (T = 50, black),
scattering-guided e! b (T = 50, k  = 1 · 10 7, yellow), and scattering-guided b! e (T = 50,
k  = 7 · 10 8, blue) structure-based simulations.
GDTs (RMSDs) are 65.58 (2.55 Å) and 44.05 (4.33 Å) for the e! b and b! e transition, the maximum
target GDTs (minimum target RMSDs) are 85.71 (1.59 Å) and 64.29 (2.72 Å), respectively.
These numbers suggest that the scattering-derived forces (see Eqs. 5.19 and 5.22) have a compacting
e↵ect, resulting in compacting structural changes from extended to globular states to be easier to sample
than structure-opening changes. Unbiased SBM simulations of the bent and elongated state have median
target GDTs (RMSDs) of 94.05 (0.86 Å) and 90.48 (0.99 Å), respectively. As geometry-derived SBMs are
strongly biased towards their respective native state, VHP7454 with its globally changing tertiary structure
is a di cult test case. Even though the XSBM simulations did not reproduce each target structure with the
method’s inherent accuracy for this system, they could sample the conformational transitions reversibly
and generate physically reasonable structures near each target conformation. All tendencies described
for XSBM could also be observed in analogous explicit-solvent runs (see Supplementary Figs. D.13 and
D.15 for e! b and b! e transition, respectively). I find my XSBM method to be faster than the regular
MD approach by more than two orders of magnitude in terms of compute times T 75comp (see Table 5.1).
This underlines the excellent price-performance ratio of simplistic knowledge-based SBMs with regard
to structural accuracy and computational e ciency.
Correlation analysis. I analyzed the mutual correlations among target GDT, target RMSD, and VXS.
Desired target-like structures matching the data have a large target GDT (low target RMSD) and a
small VXS. The scalar VXS, or equally, the  
2 deviation of simulated and target data (see Eq. 5.17),
provides a reduced representation of a structure’s agreement with the low-information scattering data
and thus the target state. Minimizing  2 against the backdrop of a biased force field is assumed to
produce physically reasonable structures in accordance with the data. That is why I certainly expect
a negative (positive) correlation of VXS with the target GDT (RMSD). It is important to note that
the Pearson correlation only reflects the degree of linearity in the relationship of two quantities, and I
anticipate the inherent ambiguity in the SAXS data to hinder perfectly linear relations. As can be seen
in Fig. 5.6, a low bias potential is indeed associated with a high target GDT and low target RMSD.
A Pearson correlation of   0.23 (0.47) indicates that they are in fact suitably correlated. As expected,
I find a wide spread of di↵erent structures at equal VXS levels, suggesting the bias potential by itself
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Figure 5.4. XSBM simulation results for VHP7454 e! b transition. Results are shown for
parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 1 · 10 7 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time. Maximum GDT, minimum RMSD, and
minimum VXS are marked by a star.
to be insu cient to identify physically reasonable structures. This once more highlights how crucially
the interpretation of ambiguous experimental data depends on the complementation with prior physical
knowledge. Analogous explicit-solvent MD results can be found in Supplementary Figs. D.14 and D.16.
Variational grid search. To examine the influence of temperature and bias weight, I conducted grid-
search variational studies where I considered the median target GDT, the median target RMSD, and
the median  2 deviation of simulated and target data versus k  at T = 50, 70, 90, and 110. Results
are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Supplementary Fig. D.12 for the e! b and the b! e transition, respectively.
As soon as  2 (bottom) dropped down, the median target GDT (top) and RMSD (middle) started to
improve steadily towards their respective bests (see Table 5.1). Near this major drop, I assume the
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Table 5.1. Results for scattering-guided simulations of VHP7454. k , bias weight, T, tem-
perature, GDTmed, median target GDT, RMSDmed, median target RMSD, GDTmax, maximum





, corresponding target GDT, GDTmedfree , median GDT of an unbiased simulation









, target RMSD associated with
minimum bias potential, ⌧ 75sim, fraction of simulated time associated with a target GDT greater than
75, T 75comp, corresponding absolute core time.
method SBM MD
transition e! b b! e e! b b! e
k  1 · 10
 7
" 7 · 10 8 " 5 · 10 9 kJ/mol
T 50 50 330K
GDTmed 65.48 44.05 79.76 40.48
RMSDmed / Å 2.55 4.33 1.88 4.98
GDTmax 85.71 64.29 97.62 71.43
RMSD (GDTmax) / Å 1.66 2.72 0.95 2.36





80.96 64.29 95.24 70.24
GDTmedfree 94.05 90.48 72.62 65.48










/ Å 2.10 4.00 1.87 3.95
⌧
75
sim (fraction) 0.02 - 0.34 -
T 75comp (absolute) 12 s - 21 h 29min -
Table 5.2. Maximum target GDT structures from best median target GDT simulations.
system VHP7454 LAO protein ADK
transition e! b b! e h! a a! h o! c c! o
target GDT 85.71 64.29 93.38 92.96 83.30 84.35
target RMSD/ Å 1.66 2.72 0.94 0.91 1.65 1.30
structure-based potential and the scattering bias to be thoroughly balanced. To facilitate rapid confor-
mational transitions according to the target data in an SBM, the scattering bias must be weighted so
as to introduce a competing minimum to the single-basin energy funnel. At the same time, choosing
k  as the minimum bias weight that yields satisfactory  
2 reduces the risk of overfitting. This allows
a thorough sampling of the conformational transition while modifying the underlying geometry-derived
potential as little as possible. The global change in orientation of secondary structure a↵ects VHP7454’s
overall shape significantly. Thus, comparably large k  were required to attach su cient importance to
the information from SAXS and enable sampling of conformations near the target state within the biased
energy landscape. The course of  2 versus k  is very similar for both directions of the conformational
transition. In the e! b case,  2 proceeded on a slightly lower level, suggesting this simulation to repro-
duce the data more accurately. This confirms my previous finding of compacting structural transitions
to be favored over opening ones.
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Figure 5.5. Representative structures from best median target GDT simulations. Maximum
target GDT structures from each XSBM simulation with best median target GDT (see Tables 5.1, 5.3,
and 5.4) are colored according to the C↵ displacement with respect to the target state (gray). For
each system, the maximum GDT structure’s target GDT and target RMSD are listed in Table 5.2.
For both transitions, I find the e↵ect of gradually increasing k  to be less distinct at higher temperatures.
The increased thermal energy allows the protein to overcome barriers in the energy landscape more
easily, resulting in greater structural flexibility and sampling power. Thermal fluctuations are isotropic
in the conformational space and not directed towards any particular conformation as is the case with
the scattering bias. With increasing temperature, the data thus could be reproduced more accurately
already at smaller bias weights at the cost of lower structural similarity to the target state at larger k .
Because of the dynamic nature of proteins, this may even be useful in some cases.
Even though a basic trend should be preserved, these findings do not directly translate to other pro-
teins. A suitable choice of T and k  depends on the system and should be determined by a systematic
optimization method. In SBMs, the overall contact and dihedral energy is set to the system’s number of
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Figure 5.6. VHP7454 e! b transition: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD, and bias
potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle), and target
RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted quantities.
atoms (see Sec. 4.4)80. This ensures a consistent parameterization and yields folding temperatures near
1 in the SBM’s reduced units. As a consequence, model-inherent absolute energies are system-specific
and not comparable among di↵erent proteins. Not only di↵er biomolecular systems in general and thus
their respective absolute energies but also the nature of their conformational transitions each associated
with an energy barrier of typically unknown height. Owing to their high diversity, di↵erent proteins
require di↵erent bias weights and temperatures to suitably reshape the structure-based potential and
provide su cient thermal energy to induce or accelerate the conformational transition of interest. The
parameters are not transferable and have to be determined separately for each system.
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Figure 5.7. Variational study for VHP7454 e! b transition. Median target GDT, median
target RMSD, and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The
variational series comprised 148 simulations. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum) RMSD,
and best (minimum) VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the related
temperature.
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Figure 5.8. XSBM simulation results for LAO protein h! a transition. Results are shown for
parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 1 · 10 10 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time. Maximum GDT, minimum RMSD, and
minimum VXS are marked by a star.
Lysine-, Arginine-, Ornithine-Binding Protein
Upon binding lysine, LAO protein undergoes a structural change from an apo to a holo state (see
Fig. 5.2 b)81. Modeling this domain motion based on artificial di↵erence data gives a theoretically
constructed test example of a real protein movement. I back-calculated reference and target scattering
curves from the crystal structures with CRYSOL41, which thus include solvation-shell contributions (see
Supplementary Sec. A.2).
Structural analysis. Time-dependent initial and target GDT, RMSD, and bias potential are shown in
Fig. 5.8 and Supplementary Fig. D.17 for the h! a and the a! h transition, respectively. I find that
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Table 5.3. Results for scattering-guided simulations of LAO protein. k , bias weight, T,
temperature, GDTmed, median target GDT, RMSDmed, median target RMSD, GDTmax, maximum





, corresponding target GDT, GDTmedfree , median GDT of an unbiased simulation









, target RMSD associated with
minimum bias potential, ⌧ 75sim, fraction of simulated time associated with a GDT greater than 75,
T 75comp, corresponding absolute core time.
method SBM MD
transition h! a a! h h! a a! h
k  1 · 10 10 " 2 · 10 10 " 1 · 10 9 kJ/mol
T 50 50 300K
GDTmed 76.79 82.46 79.30 90.86
RMSDmed / Å 1.67 1.39 1.59 1.05
GDTmax 93.38 92.96 94.54 97.38
RMSD (GDTmax) / Å 0.94 0.91 0.90 0.83





91.91 92.86 94.54 96.64
GDTmedfree 87.08 95.17 74.27 38.13










/ Å 1.89 1.31 1.57 1.19
⌧
75
sim (fraction) 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01
T 75comp (absolute) 5min 24 s 4min 11 s 8min 39 s 7min 6 s
biasing the simulations towards artificial di↵erence data resulted in both transitions to occur instanta-
neously. The simulations showed one clear transition from initial to target conformation at the beginning,
where VXS minimized accordingly. Target GDT and RMSD proceeded near their respective median val-
ues from unbiased simulations afterwards. Table 5.3 gives a summary of all performance indicators. The
best structures as measured by the maximum target GDT are shown in Fig. 5.5 b and e. While the best
median target GDTs (RMSDs) are 76.79 (1.67 Å) and 82.46 (1.39 Å) for the h! a and a! h transition,
the maximum target GDTs (minimum C↵ RMSDs) are 93.38 (0.93 Å) and 92.96 (0.91 Å), respectively.
These numbers are consistent with corresponding unbiased simulations. My scattering-guided simula-
tions thus could reproduce each target structure with the SBM’s inherent accuracy. I find my XSBM
method to be capable of refining structures towards full agreement with the target state, at least for this
test system. The compute times of unbiased to scattering-guided simulations scaled as 1 to 2.7 (holo
to h! a) and 1 to 4.2 (apo to a! h). Analogous explicit-solvent results are shown in Supplementary
Figs. D.20 and D.22. Provided equal computing resources, the XSBM refinements required only a half the
compute time T 75comp by comparison with scattering-guided explicit-solvent MD.
Correlation analysis. As evident from Fig. 5.9 and Supplementary Fig. D.18, the bias energy is suitably
correlated with the target GDT and RMSD for both directions of the conformational transition. With
the transitions happening almost instantaneously, various structures with small VXS and high target
GDT, or equally, low target RMSD, exist. The resulting cluster of target-like structures that reproduce
the scattering data disrupts a linear relationship between VXS and the structural similarity measures.
This leads to relatively small but certainly negative (positive) Pearson correlations of VXS with the target
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Figure 5.9. LAO protein h! a transition: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD, and bias
potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle), and target
RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted quantities.
GDT (RMSD). Analogous explicit-solvent results are shown in Supplementary Figs. D.21 and D.23 for
the h! a and the a! h transition, respectively. According to Fig. 5.9 and Supplementary Fig. D.21, the
structural diversity at equal bias potential levels is comparable for XSBM and explicit-solvent refinements.
As expected, the best structures cannot be identified on the basis of VXS alone due to the low information
content of the SAXS data. It however can serve as an indicator for a refinement’s current state and
eventual success or failure.
Variational grid search. As before, I conducted grid-search variational studies on bias weight and
temperature. My results for the h! a and the a! h transition are shown in Fig. 5.10 and Supplementary
Fig. D.19, respectively. In both cases, the median  2 deviation dropped down significantly near a
bias weight of 10 10 ". While the best median target GDT and RMSD were reached at this point,
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both quantities started to become worse again for larger k . As indicated by the shaded regions of
undefined bias potential, XSBM simulations using a k  greater than 6 · 10
 8
" blew up. Depending on
 
2, a disproportionate bias weight may produce a very large bias potential. This generates excessive
scattering forces which eventually lead to a failure of the integrator. I observed an overall similar
temperature dependency as for the VHP7454 test system. Since the hinge-like subdomain motion in LAO
protein does not change the molecular shape drastically, low temperatures were su cient to sample
structures near the target state with high accuracy.
Adenylate Kinase
Modeling ADK’s large-scale structural transition between an open and closed conformation based on
artificial di↵erence data gives another test case of a real protein movement (see Fig. 5.2 c). I computed
artificial target di↵erence data from the crystal structures using the Debye equation on amino-acid level
corrected for displaced solvent18,163.
Structural analysis. Initial and target GDT, RMSD, and the bias energy versus simulated time are
shown in Fig. 5.11 and Supplementary Fig. D.24 for the o! c and the c! o transition, respectively.
Similar to LAO protein, I observed one clear instantaneous transition from the initial to the target state
in both cases. Maximum target GDT structures are shown in Fig. 5.5 c and f. While the best median
target GDTs (RMSDs) are 69.16 (2.37 Å) and 70.79 (2.03 Å) for the o! c and c! o transition, the
maximum target GDTs (minimum target RMSDs) are 83.30 (1.45 Å) and 84.35 (1.30 Å), respectively.
All performance indicators are summarized in Table 5.4. The compute times of unbiased and scattering-
guided structure-based simulations scaled as 1 to 7.3. Analogous explicit-solvent results for the o! c
and the c! o transition can be found in Supplementary Figs. D.27 and D.29, respectively. Considering
compute times T 75comp, my XSBM refinements turned out to be faster by more than two orders of magnitude
than the explicit-solvent approach while yielding comparably or even more accurate structures in terms
of target GDT and RMSD.
Correlation analysis. I analyzed the mutual correlations of target GDT, target RMSD, and bias
energy (see Fig. 5.12 and Supplementary Fig. D.25), where I observed the same tendencies as described
for LAO protein. Analogous explicit-solvent results are shown in Supplementary Figs. D.28 and D.30.
Variational grid search. Grid-search variational studies on bias weight and temperature also revealed a
similar behavior as for LAO protein (see Fig. 5.13 and Supplementary Fig. D.26 for the o! c and c! o
transition, respectively). I find the  2 deviation to minimize for k  slightly below 10
 10
". In contrast
to LAO protein, the target GDT and RMSD continued to improve steadily with increasing k  until the
simulations finally failed due to excessively large scattering forces at k    10
 8
". Again, the evolution
of median target GDT and RMSD indicates that lower temperatures were suited to stably reach the
target conformation.
5.2.4 Discussion
Even though solution SAXS has significantly gained in importance and popularity for structural analyses
of biomolecules, reconstructing 3D atomistic models from 1D scattering intensities is still a challenge.
In my first main project, I developed the XSBM method for interpreting di↵erence scattering data within
structure-based simulations to obtain structural models27. Reaching median and maximum GDTs up
to 80 and 90 with respect to the desired target state, I have shown my method to be capable of probing
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Figure 5.10. Variational grid search for LAO protein h! a transition. Median GDT, median
target RMSD, and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The
variational series comprised 148 simulations. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum) RMSD,
and best (minimum) VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the related
temperature.
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Figure 5.11. XSBM simulation results for ADK o! c transition. Results are shown for
parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 1 · 10 8 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time. Maximum GDT, minimum RMSD, and
minimum VXS are marked by a star.
real protein transitions based only on low-resolution scattering data. Incorporating the experimental
information on the level of the SBM’s force field guides the system from one conformation to another
in due consideration of the target data. XSBM benefits from the extensive sampling and intrinsically
accelerated dynamics of structure-based simulations. The computational e↵orts reduce up to two orders
of magnitude compared to equivalent explicit-solvent simulations while achieving equal-quality results27.
This suggest that explicit solvation is not a mandatory requirement for successful protein refinement
towards scattering data up to a momentum transfer of 0.5 Å
 1
. The fact that structure-based simulations
coupled to di↵erence SAXS data could reproduce each target state with high accuracy indicates that
such curves hold su cient information to guide a simulation towards the correct conformations, at least
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Table 5.4. Results for scattering-guided simulations of ADK. k , bias weight, T, temper-
ature, GDTmed, median target GDT, RMSDmed, median target RMSD, GDTmax, maximum tar-





, corresponding target GDT, GDTmedfree , median GDT of an unbiased simulation









, target RMSD associated with
minimum bias potential, ⌧ 75sim, fraction of simulated time associated with a target GDT greater than
75, T 75comp, corresponding absolute core time.
method SBM MD
transition o! c c! o o! c c! o
k  1 · 10 8 " 7 · 10 9 " 5 · 10 10 kJ/mol 5 · 10 11 kJ/mol
T 50 50 300K 300K
GDTmed 69.16 70.79 68.69 71.61
RMSDmed / Å 2.37 2.03 2.27 2.21
GDTmax 83.30 84.35 76.75 85.75
RMSD (GDTmax) / Å 1.65 1.30 1.95 1.32





81.54 84.35 74.18 85.05
GDTmedfree 93.10 80.84 36.92 68.11










/ Å 2.62 1.88 2.14 2.23
⌧
75
sim (fraction) 0.03 0.07 0.45 0.05
T 75comp (absolute) 19min 14 s 46min 47 s 100 h 2min 50 s 11 h 6min 59 s
for the studied systems. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1,the e ciency of my structure-based approach is a direct
consequence of the underlying energy landscape. In explicit-solvent models, the lowest-energy excited
states are not necessarily related to functionally relevant conformational changes. Only few predefined
fluctuations occur, which, in contrast, are inherent to SBMs.
As the simulations conveniently run on commodity hardware, XSBM is particularly suited for initial high-
throughput analyses of scattering data. Technical advances in experimental X-ray sources and detectors
have made the wide-angle regime encoding local molecular structure increasingly accessible. To level up
with the experimental resolution, the resulting XSBM structures may be given a subsequent polish using
a more fine-grained force field at the cost of increased computational demands12,150.
It is important to note that some protein systems cannot be analyzed straightforwardly in SAXS. The
structural transitions in my test systems can be viewed as a collective movement along one e↵ective
degree of freedom. This influences the protein’s shape and thus the di↵erence curve at q / 0.2 Å 1
crucially, facilitating unambiguous fitting of molecular structures. As another example, I studied the
structural change in the cytoplasmic portion of a sensor histidine kinase (PDB code 2C2A172). This
change can be described as a rotation of one subdomain around a helix bundle. It induces a C↵ RMSD
shift of 12.5 Å but influences the overall molecular shape only marginally. Despite a significant decrease
in the  2 deviation of simulated and target data, XSBM refinements towards artificial di↵erence data did
not converge to the target structure. As already explained in Ref.18, multiple candidate structures can
generate interfering features in the di↵erence profiles at higher q values. This implies that structures exist
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Figure 5.12. ADK o! c transition: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD, and bias
potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle), target
RMSD versus VXS.
which reproduce the di↵erence data adequately but are incompatible with crystallographic structural
models.
Built around an interaction potential derived from the known native state, minimalist SBMs can repro-
duce a protein’s geometrical folding properties successfully. Exceptions arise for highly symmetrical sys-
tems, where asymmetrical intermediates cannot be inferred from the native topology65. These findings
confirm that folding indeed is dominated by a protein’s native interactions. The very same interactions
are also present during the folded protein’s functional dynamics, suggesting the structure-based energy
landscape to be applicable beyond folding. However, studying function-related conformational dynamics
in SBMs may require more flexible formulations, such as the integration of conformations other than the
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Figure 5.13. Variational study for ADK o! c transition. Median GDT, median target RMSD,
and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The variational series
comprised 148 simulations. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum) RMSD, and best (minimum)
VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the related temperature.
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native state23,65. Even though XSBM simulations are complemented by additional structural information
from experimental sources, this may limit the application of my data-assisted structure-based approach.
XSBM is a solid starting point for further developments towards refining protein structures in data-assisted
molecular simulations. These include expanding single-basin SBMs to multi-Gō models with several min-
ima65, testing other forms of the bias potential12, and enhancing XSBM towards a multireplica framework
for accurate ensemble refinement16. In addition, I see several possibilities to extend XSBM towards in-
cluding information from other experimental sources. While co-evolutionary contact information from
biomolecular sequence data74 can be integrated via additional contact potentials, distance and angle
information from NMR can be included as spatial restraints. Based on a spatial overlap, another ener-
getic term can be introduced to bias a simulation towards a cryo-EM electron density map13. In such
a multi-data assisted approach, the system is assumed to relax into configurations that are consistent
with all these contributions from various sources.
Performing simulations using a combined structure-based/biased/restraint force field raises the impor-
tant question of how to mutually balance the di↵erent contributions, both in relation to each other and
in relation to the underlying physical model. Approaches to choosing adequate weights include sophis-
ticated but technically infeasible Bayesian inference150 (see Sec. 5.1) and easy-to-apply but ine cient
grid search18,27 (see Sec. 5.2). Adopting concepts from computational intelligence, I developed an alter-
native method for optimizing biomolecular simulation parameters. In the following chapter, I present a
fully integrated and automated protocol to resolve the MD parameter selection problem in data-assisted
biomolecular simulations.

Beautiful is better than ugly.
Explicit is better than implicit.
Simple is better than complex.
Complex is better than complicated.
Flat is better than nested.
Sparse is better than dense.
Readability counts.
Special cases aren’t special enough
to break the rules.






This chapter focuses on metaheuristic optimization of MD parameters for data-assisted protein simula-
tions, which are a powerful tool to interpret ambiguous experimental data for structural models. The
performance of such simulations crucially depends on the non-trivial choice of MD parameters, where
the key challenge is balancing experimental information and the physical model. In my second main
project, I explore how computational intelligence can be harnessed to overcome this parameter selec-
tion challenge. Computational intelligence comprises a class of nature-inspired methodologies to address
complex real-world problems which cannot be handled in traditional mathematical modeling approaches.
I introduce FLAPS, a self-adapting variant of dynamic particle swarm optimization. FLAPS is suited for
optimizing composite objective functions that depend on both the optimization parameters of interest
and additional, a priori unknown weighting parameters which significantly influence the search-space
topology. These weighting parameters are learned at runtime, yielding a dynamically evolving and it-
eratively refined search-space topology. As a practical example, I show how FLAPS can be applied to
find functional parameters for my XSBM simulations (see Sec. 5.2). The following chapter is reproduced
from my Nature Machine Intelligence article “Dynamic particle swarm optimization of biomolecular
simulation parameters with flexible objective functions” (2021) 173.
S
ince nanoscale proteins can only be observed indirectly, protein structure determination stands
and falls with combining experimental data and computational methods. A powerful approach
is to complement the data with a physical description of molecular motion within computational
simulations12–14,16,17,27,149 by adding a biasing restraint on the data to the force field (see Chap. 5). An
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inherent issue with such data-assisted simulations is balancing experimental and theoretical information.
This translates into determining the bias potential’s weight, an empirical MD parameter expressing
the degree of confidence in the data versus the force field. Selecting the bias weight adequately is
nontrivial and crucial for simulation performance. In Bayesian methods, the right weighting arises out
of a statistical treatment, along with probabilistically founded values of other parameters150,151 (see
Sec. 5.1). However, such sophisticated approaches are practically inapplicable for users with a primarily
experimental background. It still is common practice to determine an “optimal” bias weight by manually
searching a fixed grid in the parameter space17,18,27. I propose a fundamentally di↵erent approach to
resolve this parameter selection problem. Adopting concepts from computational intelligence, I introduce
FLAPS (Flexible self-Adapting Particle Swarm optimization), a self-learning metaheuristic based on
particle swarms. My contributions include:
1. A new type of flexible objective function (OF) to assess a data-assisted simulation’s plausibility
in terms of simulated structures and thus suitability of the MD parameters used.
2. A self-adapting particle swarm optimizer for dynamically evolving environments resulting from
multiple quality features of di↵erent scales in the flexible OF.
3. Fully integrated and automated parameter selection for data-assisted biomolecular simulations.
As a proof of concept, I apply FLAPS to the selection of relevant MD parameters in my XSBM simulations
(see Sec. 5.2)27.
6.1 Particle Swarm Optimization
This section introduces particle swarm optimization as the bedrock of FLAPS. Founded on the fact that
sharing information among individuals is evolutionarily advantageous, PSO was originally intended for
simulating social behavior via a stylized representation of collectively moving organisms, such as bird
flocks and fish schools. A more abstract objective was developing a paradigm for modeling the social
behavior of humans and their ability to process knowledge as a society in the sense of that we tend to
adjust our beliefs and attitudes towards conformity with our fellow humans. Interestingly, the algorithm
was found to be performing optimization as it was simplified. PSO is a very accessible and e cient
optimizer. It can be implemented in few lines of code, rendering it particularly suited for my MD
parameter selection problem.
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a nature-inspired technique for optimizing continuous nonlinear
functions and solving computationally hard problems174. Based on swarm intelligence, it exploits the
collective behavior emerging in decentralized, self-organized systems of cooperating individuals. Even
though there is no supervising control dictating the individuals’ local behavior, their interactions uncon-
sciously lead to an intelligent global behavior of the swarm as a whole (see Fig. 6.1). Each individual is
termed a “particle” which, in fact, represents a potential solution to the considered problem.
As outlined in the pseudocode in Algorithm 1, the optimizer aims at iteratively improving a candidate
solution with respect to a quality-gauging OF. The problem is approached by considering a swarm of
particles, each corresponding to a specific position in the searched parameter space. Across multiple
search rounds (generations), the particles move about in the search space according to their positions
and velocities. Due to a discretized motion, they do not follow a smooth trajectory but jump around
in a discontinuous particle flight, where each particle adjusts its flight according to both its own and
its peers’ flying experience. Particles remember their personal best position visited so far, ppbest, and
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PSO 
Generation 0 Generation N 
Figure 6.1. PSO operating principle. PSO is a bio-inspired optimization technique based on
the emergent behavior of swarms. The exploration of a problem space is modeled by a cooperating
particle swarm, where the individuals’ successes influence their searches and those of their peers.
The particles are evolved by mutual cooperation and competition from one generation to another.
Although there is no supervising control dictating the individuals’ local behavior, their interactions




new particle position 
in generation g + 1 
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(neighborhood or global) 
cognitive influence of 
individual memory 
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current motion 
vp (g) 
best (g) pp 
Figure 6.2. PSO particle update. The velocity that is added to a particle’s current position
to propagate it to the next generation is the vectorial sum of three contributions, i.e., the inertia
of its current direction of motion, the cognitive influence of its individual memory, and the social
influence of the swarm.
the current global best position in their social communication network, gbest. These locations act as
attractors in the search space and are updated as they improve at each particle refresh. To propagate a
particle to the next generation, a velocity is added to its current position (see Fig. 6.2). This velocity
has a cognitive component towards ppbest and a social component towards gbest, each weighted by a
random number in the range [0, i], where the acceleration coe cients  i balance exploration versus
exploitation. To eventually yield convergence, the particle flight must progressively contract, which is
ensured by mechanisms such as velocity clamping175, inertia weight176, or constriction177. Altogether,
this is assumed to move the swarm towards the best parameter combinations.
PSO uses only basic arithmetic operations and is computationally cheap in terms of both memory and
speed174. The algorithm turned out to work well for various static problems178. Real-world problems,
however, are often dynamic. The global optimum can shift with time and the optimizer has to track
this change. The di culty consists in the twofold problem of outdated memory due to environment
dynamism and diversity loss due to premature convergence179. Application to such problems revealed
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Algorithm 1: PSO pseudocode.
Initialize population pop with swarm size S particles at random positions xp, p = 1, ..., S,
between upper and lower bounds of the search space bup and blo, respectively.
for g  1 to maximum generations G do
for particle in pop do
Evaluate objective function f at particle.position = xp: particle.fitness = f (xp)
Update personal best ppbest:




Update global best gbest accordingly: gbest = best (p
p
best)
for particle in pop do




best   particle.position) + rand (0, 2) (gbest   particle.position)
Regulate velocity via smax:
if particle.speed > smax then
particle.speed = smax
end







that the algorithm needs to be enhanced by concepts such as repulsion, dynamic network topologies, or
multi-swarms 179,180.
Maintaining a population of diverse solutions enables enormous exploration and paves the way to large-
scale parallelization. Swarm-based algorithms can be easily scaled to exploit the full potential of modern
supercomputers181. PSO has several hyperparameters a↵ecting its behavior and e ciency, and selecting
them has been researched extensively182,183. Strategies include using higher-level meta-optimizers184,185
or refining them at runtime186. Ref.187 provides an overview of practical PSO applications. Ref.179
and Ref.188 give comprehensive reviews of PSO with particular focus on dynamic environments and
hybridization perspectives, respectively.
Other swarm-based optimizers189 include genetic algorithms190, di↵erential evolution191, ant colony
optimization192,193, and the artificial bee colony algorithm194,195. Among these, PSO is one of the
simplest and most intuitively understandable approaches. Its two major ingredients, that is, particle
dynamics and the information network, make it a practical and widely applicable optimizer179 that is
known to routinely deliver useful results, irrespective of whether it is guaranteed to give the absolutely
best performance on a problem or not. It can be easily adapted to various domains and conveniently
hybridized with other techniques. Compared with, e.g., the genetic algorithm, PSO is a more accessible
concept, has fewer parameters, and is easier to implement, which renders it particularly well-suited for
my MD parameter optimization problem.
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6.2 Multi-Response Problems
Real-life optimization problems often involve multiple incomparable or even conflicting quality features
(responses). To obtain compatible solutions, these responses must be taken into account simultaneously,
which is often accomplished by combining them within one composite OF. A trade-o↵ solution for which
no contribution can be improved without worsening another is called Pareto-optimal. PSO has been ap-
plied to multi-response optimization in many fields, e.g., industrial manufacturing and processing196,197
or electric-motor design198,199. Commonly, the set of responses is boiled down via multiplication by
manually chosen weights, henceforth referred to as OF parameters, followed by summation and uni-
objective optimization. Choosing OF parameters is nontrivial yet strongly impacts global optimization
performance by skewing the OF. I present FLAPS, a new highly scalable and adaptive type of canon-
ical PSO. FLAPS builds on a flexible OF which automatically and interdependently balances di↵erent
responses. OF parameters are learnt on the fly through iterative refinement, yielding a dynamically
evolving OF landscape. In this way, FLAPS can cope with various responses of di↵erent scales.
6.3 A Flexible Self-Adapting Objective Function
Typically, the set of responses is mapped to a scalar score by calculating the scalar product with a priori
fixed weights. These OF parameters supposedly reflect relative importance and thus implicitly encode
arbitrary prior beliefs. I set up a “maximum-entropy” OF with the fewest possible assumptions instead:










z is the set of OF parameters, µj the mean, and  j the standard deviation of response Rj for a par-
ticle at position x. All responses are considered equally important but can have di↵erent orders of
magnitude and units. To make them comparable on a shared scale, I standardize each response’s set
of values gathered over previous generations. This strategy e↵ectively imitates the concept of rolling
batch normalization200. Each layer’s inputs are recentered and rescaled with the aim to improve an
artificial neural network’s speed, performance, and stability. Batch normalization is believed to intro-
duce a regularizing and smoothing e↵ect and promote robustness with respect to di↵erent initialization
schemes. The OF in Eq. 6.1 depends not only on the parameters of interest, x, in my case the MD
parameters, but also on a priori unknown, context-providing OF parameters, z = ({µ,  }j), from the
standardization. Their values cannot be deduced from individual OF evaluations, yet fundamentally
control OF performance and hence the optimization process.
My self-adapting PSO variant FLAPS solves this problem. Its pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 2.
Provided a comprehensive history of all previous particles and their responses, OF parameters are
learned on the fly. They are continuously refined according to the current state of the optimization,
yielding a dynamically evolving and increasingly distinct OF topology. This environmental dynamism
may cause convergence problems if the OF fails to approach a stable topology. As more particles are
evaluated, the individual responses’ ranges and distributions become better understood. Consequently,
OF parameters become more accurate, improving OF performance in assessing suitability of the actual
parameters of interest, x. After each generation, the values z = ({µ, }j) are used to reevaluate the OF
for all particles in the history. Personal best positions, ppbest, and the swarm’s global best position, gbest,
are updated accordingly for propagating particles to the next generation. FLAPS uses a traditional PSO
velocity formulation174. Several strategies to prevent diverging velocities include introducing an inertia
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Algorithm 2: FLAPS pseudocode.
Initialize population pop with swarm size S particles at random positions xp, p = 1, ..., S,
between upper and lower bounds of the search space bup and blo, respectively.
for g  1 to maximum generations G do
for particle in pop do






Append current generation pop to history histp: histp.append(pop)
Update OF parameters zg based on current knowledge state of responses in histp:
zg= updateParams(histp)
for particle in histp do
(Re-)evaluate objective function using most recent zg:
particle.fitness = f (xp; zg)
end
for generation in histp do
for particle in generation do
Determine personal best ppbest and update global best gbest accordingly.
end
end
for particle in pop do




best   particle.position) + rand (0, 2) (gbest   particle.position)
Regulate velocity via smax = 0.7G 1 (bup   blo):
if particle.speed > smax then
particle.speed = smax
end







weight176 or a constriction factor177. I regulate the velocities at each particle update via a maximum
value that also determines the granularity of the search175. Inspired by the “simplifying PSO” paradigm,
FLAPS builds on a slim standard PSO core and can easily be complemented by concepts such as inertia
weight176 and swarm constriction177 or diversity increasing mechanisms179. Its time complexity in big O
notation is similar to that of a standard PSO with O
 
S









where P is the number of simulation processors, Sim the maximum simulation time, and all other
variables as defined in Algorithm 2.
6.4 Application to Data-Assisted Protein Simulations
I used FLAPS to optimize the MD parameters of my XSBM simulations for interpreting SAXS data within
computationally e cient SBMs27 (see Sec. 5.2). To assess the utility of di↵erent MD parameter sets,
I need a metric for simulation quality in terms of physically reasonable structures matching the data.
Designing such an OF ad hoc is nontrivial and includes two major aspects: (i) physical plausibility of a
simulated ensemble, i.e., how reasonable the simulated structures are from a physics point of view, and
(ii) agreement with the target data, i.e., how well the data are reproduced by the simulated structures.
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Figure 6.3. Ambiguous  2. The ill-posedness of the SAXS inverse problem results in a pronounced
ambiguity in the  2 deviation of simulated data from the target data. This manifests in a non-
injective “two-branch” behavior of the second response as a function of similarity of simulated
structures to the desired target state, here quantified by the RMSD and the GDT. RMSDsys,
RMSD between initial and target structure, GDTsys, GDT between initial and target structure, k ,
bias weight. Data from all LAO protein h! a runs combined. Derived from Ref. 173 (extended
from original by additional data), used under CC BY 4.0.
To represent these aspects, I use the Rosetta energy function 2015, REF15201,202, and the least-squares
deviation of simulated data from the target data,  2 27 (see Eq. 5.17).
Protein structure determination relies on quick and reliable scoring of many models to select the ones
closest to the native state. Structures are rated by energetic scores associated with their conformational
state. REF15 is a weighted sum of energy terms e ciently approximating the energy of a biomolecular
conformation as a function of geometric degrees of freedom and chemical identities201. Most terms
are physics-based, representing forces like electrostatics and van der Waals interactions. As nature
widely conserves protein folds, statistical terms, such as the probability of finding certain torsion angles
in the protein backbone, favor structures highly similar to known ones. With a protein’s native fold
corresponding to the state with minimal free energy, a lower scoring structure is expected to be more
native-like. Since the scores cannot be converted to physical energy units directly, REF15 and structural
stability are not correlated across di↵erent proteins. Similarly,  2 values without context are inconclusive
and must be compared for each protein system at a time. Both REF15 and  2 are available from a
simulation, which yields a molecular system’s atomic positions over time.
Two MD parameters are particularly important for my XSBM simulations, i.e., the bias weight k  and
the temperature T . As explained in Sec. 5.2, k  balances the information in the SAXS data with the
physical model. T is a measure of the available thermal energy and controls the system’s conformational
flexibility. Thus, a particle corresponds to a simulation using a particular set x = (k , T ) of MD
parameters to be optimized. I set up the OF as















While the first response evaluates the simulated structures’ average physical stability, the second is the
median  2 deviation of the simulated data from the target data. Due to the ill-posed nature of the
SAXS inverse problem (see Sec. 3.1), globally distinct protein structures can possess the same scattering
intensity. As shown in Fig. 6.3, this may lead to a pronounced ambiguity in  2. To resolve the resulting
non-injectivity in the OF, I introduce a third response, the inverse average  2 deviation. This term
acts as a regularizer, rewarding deviations from the target data and thus preventing possible overfitting.
While each response by itself cannot reflect a simulated ensemble’s similarity to the target structure
accurately, combining them yields a robust surrogate model of the latter. This means the smaller
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the OF, the more physical, data-consistent, and thus (likely) similar to the target state the simulated
structures are. It is important to note that di↵erent combinations of bias weight and temperature can
equally yield useful results. There is no MD parameter ground truth for this type of data-assisted SBM
simulations so that I applied a purely evidence-based evaluation according to the structural similarity to
the target state. I used the global distance test82–84 to quantify di↵erences between two conformations of
a protein and to validate the OF as a surrogate model of an ensemble’s similarity to the target structure.
The GDT is a more suitable similarity measure than the widely used RMSD, which is very sensitive to
small numbers of locally displaced atoms in an otherwise accurate structure (see Sec. 4.5). Higher GDTs
mean a stronger similarity between two models, and I considered structures with a target GDT greater
than 50 topologically accurate85.
6.5 Results
I optimized k  and T for my XSBM simulations of the two well-characterized protein systems considered
before, that is LAO protein and ADK (see Sec. 5.2)27.
Setup
My simulation setups203 are available on GitHub1 (also see Supplementary Sec. D.2). For both proteins,
I used CRYSOL41 in its default mode to back-calculate artificial SAXS intensities from each two states
(see Supplementary Sec. A.2). Each intensity contained 700 equidistant data points up to a momentum
transfer of q = 0.35 Å
 1
. As described before, residue-based Debye intensities of simulated structures
were calculated at runtime in GROMACS27. I rescaled the CRYSOL intensities such that the extrapolation
of the forward scattering at q = 0 Å
 1
matched the GROMACS value. I calculated the target SAXS
data as the di↵erence of the initial and target structures’ rescaled CRYSOL intensities, including realistic
uncertainties204. The rescaled initial CRYSOL intensity, including uncertainties, served as the absolute
reference scattering27. I included 17 data points as the di↵erence curve’s local extrema and interjacent
points centered between each two extrema. For both proteins, this corresponds well to the number of
independent Shannon channels and thus to the number of independent data points in the SAXS curve12.
I performed seven FLAPS runs with di↵erent initial conditions for each protein transition. It is important
to note that swarm-based metaheuristics such as FLAPS have hyperparameters influencing their optimiza-
tion behavior. Their e cacy can only be demonstrated empirically by a finite number of computational
experiments. For the application of FLAPS to XSBM, I used a swarm of ten particles and 15 generations as
a workable trade-o↵ between optimization performance and compute time, which I found to be su cient
for convergence in preceding trial runs. I performed the calculations on 1 000 cores of a supercomputer,
where one run cost approximately 40 000 core hours.
General Analysis
For each simulation in a FLAPS run, I calculated the median GDT with respect to the target state from all
structures in the trajectory. I compared the gbest median GDT with the actual best median GDT in each
run. For the sake of completeness, I also considered the more common RMSD as a structural similarity
measure. To validate the OF as a surrogate model of a simulated ensemble’s similarity to the target
1https://github.com/FLAPS-NMI/FLAPS-sim setups/releases/tag/v1.0
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System LAO protein (h ! a) Adenylate kinase (o ! c)
Seed 1790954 1791104 1791106 1795691 1798723 1810891
⇢ -0.94 -0.87 -0.87 -0.85 -0.81 -0.74
min (f ) -2.34 -1.79 -1.99 -1.42 -1.57 -1.62
max (f ) 8.32 5.86 4.41 6.92 9.05 7.47
Best simulation in terms of OF
k  / " 2.170 e-10 3.339 e-11 5.081 e-11 1.969 e-09 1.970 e-09 1.819 e-09
T 13.19 28.82 11.06 16.90 10.56 10.09
GDTmed 70.59 69.22 69.44 63.20 63.78 63.55
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





-2.03 -1.73 -1.55 -1.28 -1.57 -1.59
k  / " 3.001 e-10 3.422 e-11 4.190 e-10 2.030 e-09 1.970 e-09 2.170 e-09
T 11.98 29.63 10.03 10.84 10.56 10.23
Table 6.1. FLAPS optimization results173. For each protein transition, the best three runs are
listed. OF, objective function f, ⇢, Pearson correlation of OF and median GDT, k , bias weight,
T, temperature, GDTmed, median GDT.
structure, I considered its Pearson correlation with the median GDT, ⇢, as a measure of linear correlation.
Since minimizing the OF should be equivalent to maximizing the GDT, I expect negative correlations,
ideally  1. As the Pearson correlation only reflects linearity, I also studied the exact relations of the OF
and its individual responses with the median GDT. Results of each three best runs for LAO protein’s
h! a transition and ADK’s o! c transition are listed in Table 6.1. Complete results for all systems can
be found in Supplementary Tables E.1 to E.4. A detailed discussion of the swarm’s convergence behavior
is presented in Supplementary Sec. E.2. I did comparative grid-search optimizations to evaluate FLAPS’s
e ciency where I found superior performance of FLAPS for all considered protein systems. Related results
are given in Supplementary Sec. E.3.
Results
As shown exemplarily for LAO protein’s h! a transition in Fig. 6.4, the OF consistently converged to
a stable topology. The OF and its separate responses are shown in Fig. 6.5 as functions of the median
GDT. ⇢ values up to  0.94 and  0.85 confirmed the OF’s suitability for both LAO protein’s h! a
transition and ADK’s o! c transition, respectively. To identify the best MD parameter combinations,
the OF must have low values for large GDTs, irrespective of how complex the actual relationship may
be. I find this to be the case for both systems.
For LAO protein’s h! a transition (see Fig. 6.5 left), no response by itself is suited to reliably identify
physically reasonable structures matching the target data. The two minima of REF15av at GDT
sys and
the maximum GDT correspond to the stable holo (initial) and apo (target) state, respectively.  2med
with its distinct two-branch behavior is a perfect example of how the ambiguity in the inverse problem
of SAXS hinders accurate structural modeling based on the data alone. Trivially, this also reflects in
 
 2
av . It is only the combination of all three standardized responses that resolves this ambiguity and
gives an accurate surrogate of simulation quality in terms of physical structures matching the data.
For ADK’s o! c transition (see Fig. 6.5 right), the REF15av minimum near GDT
sys is significantly less
pronounced than for LAO protein. This is due to the fact that the immediate structural change from
initial open to target closed state already occurs at smaller bias weights compared to LAO protein (see
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Figure 6.4. Dynamically evolving OF topology. Results are shown for LAO protein’s h! a tran-
sition (seed 1790954). The current global best position is marked. k , bias weight, T, temperature,
gbest, current global best, GDT, global distance test. Reproduced from Ref.
173 under CC BY 4.0.
variational study in Fig. 5.13). It is conspicuous that  2med by itself has the best Pearson correlation with
the median GDT. Its two-branch behavior is only slightly pronounced. In contrast to LAO protein, the
structural transition of ADK changes its overall molecular shape considerably. This leads to a reduced
ambiguity in the scattering data, thus making the   2av regularizer less important for this system. I
nevertheless find my OF to be a better surrogate in the interesting high-GDT region than the plain
 
2
med as it could resolve the remaining ambiguity in the latter entirely. As shown in Supplementary
Fig. E.2, it performed also better than an OF without the regularizer, comprising only the standardized
REF15av and  
2
med. In light of these findings, my OF proved to be a universal and robust surrogate of
an XSBM simulation’s quality.
I find global best positions, gbest, to return functional MD parameter combinations throughout. For
LAO protein’s h! a transition, gbest median GDTs consistently were in the order of 70 and correspond
well to the best values reached. This means that for half of the simulated structures at least 70% of
all C↵ atoms lie within a small radius from their positions in the target state. These results indicate
structural accuracy of the simulated ensemble for gbest and thus convergence to the target state and
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Figure 6.5. OF and its standardized responses versus median GDT. LAO protein’s h! a
transition (left) and ADK’s o! c transition (right). GDTsys, GDT between initial and target
structure of each test system, ⇢, Pearson correlation of each quantity and median GDT, k , bias
weight. Derived from Ref. 173 (extended from original by additional data), used under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure 6.6. Representative structures from global best simulations. a. LAO protein’s h! a
transition (seed 1790954), b. ADK’s o! c transition (seed 1795691), c. LAO protein’s a! h tran-
sition (seed 1800994), and d. ADK’s c! o transition (seed 1801030). Structures with maximum
GDT are shown (colored) and almost identical to respective target states (gray). The coloring
indicates the displacement of each alpha carbon in the simulated structure with respect to the
target state. Structures visualized in PyMOL 1. Derived from Ref. 173 (extended from original by
additional information), used under CC BY 4.0.
successful refinement against the data. The same is true for ADK’s o! c transition, where gbest and the
best median GDTs are around 63 and more similar than those of LAO protein. Exemplary structures
from gbest simulations shown in Fig. 6.6 a and b are in nearly perfect accordance with the respective
target states.
In addition, I studied the reversed conformational transitions. Results of LAO protein’s a! h transition
and ADK’s c! o transition can be found in Supplementary Tables E.3 and E.4, respectively. Repre-
sentative structures are shown in Fig. 6.6 c and d. With ⇢ between   0.56 and   0.88, my OF could
also identify functional MD parameters for XSBM simulations of LAO protein’s a! h transition in FLAPS.
The OF and its standardized responses as functions of the median GDT reveal a similar behavior as
observed for the h! a transition (see Supplementary Fig. E.1). gbest and the best median GDTs were
consistently slightly below 70, indicating high similarity of simulated structures and the desired target
state for the MD parameter combinations found. For ADK’s c! o transition, Pearson correlations up
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to   0.53 and gbest median GDTs of approx. 45 indicate only average structural accuracy. The overall
best median GDTs were around 50. I observed a cluster of XSBM simulations with low bias weights that
produced structurally accurate ensembles despite having a comparably high  2med (see Supplementary
Fig. E.1 right). These outliers induce an upward shift in parts of the OF as a sum of the three standard-
ized responses, thus hindering the desired relationship with the median GDT. Dropping the regularizing
 
 2
av in the OF leads only to a minor improvement, and the ambiguity still cannot be fully resolved (see
Supplementary Fig. E.2 right). With only half of all C↵ atoms lying within a small radius from their
target positions, I assume that the observed behavior is not a problem of FLAPS itself but due to limits of
the XSBM method27. Using CRYSOL intensities including realistic errors, the information in the simplistic
SBM and the low-resolution scattering data seems to be insu cient to determine the molecular structure
with the same accuracy as for the other test cases. The parameters from the variational study presented
in Fig. D.26 yielded even worse results with the CRYSOL data. However, even under these circumstances,
FLAPS was capable of determining the best possible parameters. With a maximum GDT of 58.41 and
a minimum RMSD of 3.16 Å, the resulting structures nevertheless were topologically accurate and the
parameters found thus quite useful.
Discussion
The inverse problem of reconstructing molecular structures from low-resolution SAXS data is still un-
solved. Biomolecular simulations are among the most powerful tools to eliminate the arising ambiguity
and access the valuable structural information content of such data. However, data-assisted simulations
rely on MD parameters, where above all experimental information must be weighted accurately with
respect to the physical model. Here, I showed how computational intelligence can be used to systemat-
ically explore MD parameter spaces and optimize the performance of complex physics-based simulation
techniques. I introduced FLAPS, a data-driven solution for fully automatic and reproducible parameter
search based on particle swarms.
To identify the best MD parameters for SAXS-guided protein simulations, I designed an OF as an
accurate surrogate of simulation quality in terms of physical structures matching the target data. A
suitable OF will depend on multiple quality features of di↵erent scales to equally reflect a data-assisted
simulation’s physical plausibility and its agreement with the data. To handle multiple responses in
classical PSO, they need to be mapped to a scalar score via multiplication by fixed weights. These
additional OF parameters must be either chosen manually (and likely suboptimally) in advance or
absorbed into the search space, resulting in a massive increase of its dimensionality. FLAPS solves this
problem by intelligently learning OF parameters in the optimization process, preventing the need to
set them as “magic numbers” while reducing the search-space dimensionality to a minimum. Various
responses are automatically balanced with respect to each other to enable a meaningful and unbiased
comparison on a shared scale. Implemented in FLAPS, my conceptual OF reliably identified useful MD
parameters for two di↵erent protein systems, where I observed convergence of simulated structures to
the target state. Due to a dedicated in situ processing, the algorithm leverages nowadays available
computing resources and transparently scales from a laptop to current supercomputers.
In previous studies, the bias weight is conveniently chosen as the smallest value yielding satisfactory
 
2 16,27. This criterion is purely data-based and neglects the physical information provided by the
molecular simulations, risking the selection of physically dysfunctional values due to the ill-posedness
of the SAXS inverse problem. The flexible composite OF in FLAPS allows to include multiple selection
criteria, yielding a direct surrogate model of simulation quality with respect to not only data conformity
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but also physical plausibility of simulated structures. In contrast to grid search, the optimization does
not rely on a predefined list of manually chosen and a priori fixed candidates. This circumvents missing
an optimum, spanning large search spaces due to fine-grained grids, or both. Instead, a directional search
led by the best solutions found so far provides guidance in the selection process and a valid context for
meaningful interpretation of multi-layer criteria. In addition, decreasing the dimensionality reduces the
compute time required to find useful parameters.
FLAPS can easily be transferred to optimize other biophysical applications, e.g., MDfit13, a simulation
method incorporating data from X-ray crystallography, cryogenic electron microscopy, and biochemi-
cal studies. In a more general context, FLAPS solves the problem of weighting di↵erent contributions
in all kinds of composite OFs encountered in multi-response optimization. Such problems frequently
occur in industrial manufacturing, processing, and design, and manually chosen weights are commonly
used197,198. In FLAPS, OF parameters can be learned in a self-improving manner according to any de-
sired scheme, e.g., standardization, rescaling, mean normalization, or a relative weighting after one of
the aforementioned steps. Taking the example of computational biophysics and structural biology, FLAPS
shows how computational-intelligence concepts can successfully be harnessed for practical optimization









Time to wrap up! This thesis presented my work in deriving realistic protein structures in silico by
integrating experimental data into biomolecular simulations. In this chapter, I will recapitulate and
evaluate the final outcomes of my work. To better understand and contextualize the significance of
the computational methods I developed, I will give a summary of my projects with a clear focus on
major strengths and limitations. I will close this chapter by discussing prospects for future directions of
research and applications.
P
roteins are the cellular nanomachines in our bodies and support nearly all vital functions on
the molecular level. As their biological function is largely determined by their malleable shape,
a comprehensive understanding requires us to capture both their static structure and their
function-related dynamics. When proteins lose their normal structure, they can become dysfunctional
or even toxic, thus disrupting the healthy function of our cells, tissues, and organs. Profound insights into
protein structure and dynamics are invaluable for retracing how abnormal molecular interactions cause
severe diseases, such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s, and eventually developing e↵ective treatments for
them.
The various methods for protein structure analysis include both experimental and computational ap-
proaches. However, each individual method typically provides only partial information. Experimentally
determined crystal structures and computationally predicted structural models fail to capture the in-
trinsic dynamism of proteins. Biological small-angle X-ray scattering can yield information on protein
dynamics, however only in the form of separate ambiguous snapshots averaged over the conformational
ensemble. Despite massive advances in molecular imaging and structure prediction, we still lack a general
understanding of protein function on the molecular level. Here, physics-based modeling and simulation of
molecular dynamics can help fill the gap. Employing traditional concepts from classical mechanics, static
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protein structures can be enriched with an atomically resolved view of their dynamics. Data-assisted
MD has emerged as a new standard to unite the structural puzzle pieces from various sources and ob-
tain a complete picture of protein structure and function on the molecular level16–18. Such simulations
incorporate the experimental data as an integral component into a biased physical model. They are
among the most powerful tools to access and interpret the limited information in the data and eliminate
ambiguities with their complementary knowledge. In return, the data can compensate for shortcomings
of the physical model and accelerate conformational changes.
Based on empirical physical laws, classical molecular mechanics provides a descriptive model of atomic
interactions. This richness of detail makes the simulations infeasible for studying large-scale motions,
even with an experimentally derived bias. A more e cient alternative is reducing a protein’s degrees of
freedom by simplifying its interactions in the force field. This minimalist approach is implemented in
structure-based models. While SBMs use the same bonded interactions as classical molecular mechanics,
the crucial di↵erence lies in the non-bonded interactions categorized as either native and favorable or
non-native and unfavorable. With the native structure encoding a protein’s functional dynamics, SBMs
provide a simple model of the behavior emerging from its evolutionarily optimized topology. Built around
a minimal set of initial assumptions, SBMs are particularly useful to discover mechanistic insights and
gain intuition on biomolecular systems. It is important to note that models are always an approximation
of the exact situation, and choosing a suitable model requires the specification and iterated revision of
the input assumptions of the studied system as well as a clear definition of the research goal.
In this thesis, I explored the capabilities and limits of SBMs as a tool to access and complement the
fragmentary information in structural data on proteins. I worked towards the development and appli-
cation of a self-contained pipeline for systematically deriving realistic protein structures in accordance
with the data from SAXS. I presented XSBM, a structure-based simulation framework for rapidly inter-
preting SAXS data in the form of physically reasonable protein models27. I demonstrated my method’s
e cacy for three proteins using minimal computational resources and time27. Integrating the data on
the level of the force field, XSBM could probe real protein transitions and guide the systems between
di↵erent conformations. Note that studying other proteins may require more flexible formulations, such
as the inclusion of additional conformations into the SBM23,65. XSBM produced equally accurate results
as classical molecular-mechanics approaches while reducing compute demands by up to two orders of
magnitude27. Its e ciency is a direct result of the underlying energy landscape where, unlike in classical
molecular mechanics, the lowest-energy excited states reflect function-related conformational changes.
As a data-assisted method, XSBM’s performance crucially depends on the highly non-trivial choice of MD
parameters, where the key challenge is balancing experimental information and theoretical knowledge
in the combined force field. I showed how computational intelligence can be used to explore such
parameter spaces e ciently and optimize the performance of physics-based simulation techniques. I
introduced FLAPS, a data-driven algorithm for fully automated and reproducible parameter search for
biomolecular simulations. Inspired by the natural behavior of bird flocks and fish schools, FLAPS is a self-
adapting particle-swarm based optimizer that solves the problem of weighting various quality features
in multi-response optimization. FLAPS balances the multiple responses in composite objective functions
by refining their relative weights at runtime, thus enabling a meaningful and unbiased comparison on a
shared scale. Note that the resulting dynamism in the OF can cause convergence problems if no stable
topology is reached. To identify functional XSBM parameters, I designed a flexible OF that equally reflects
both the agreement with the target data and the physical plausibility of a simulation using a particular
set of parameters to be optimized. Previously, the latter were selected in a grid-search or purely data-
based manner, neglecting the information provided by the physical model16,27. In contrast, a directional
search led by the current best solutions guides the selection process in FLAPS and provides a meaningful
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context for multilayer criteria. As a showcase example, I applied FLAPS to determine functional XSBM
parameters for two protein systems. I validated the OF as a robust and reliable surrogate of simulation
quality in terms of physical structures matching the data. FLAPS transparently and fully automatically
identified functional parameters for both systems, where I observed convergence of simulated structures
to the target state. Using the example of FLAPS-optimized XSBM simulations, I have illustrated how
advanced computational-intelligence concepts can successfully be harnessed for practical optimization
problems in biophysics.
The latest successes in molecular imaging and computational protein modeling have raised various start-
ing points for further research. Most urgently, there is a need for piecing together the growing variety
of available structural information. The combined framework of FLAPS-optimized XSBM simulations pro-
vides a suitable basis for this. XSBM can easily be extended towards including data from various sources.
The question of how to balance the di↵erent contributions in such a hybrid force field can be solved e -
ciently with FLAPS. Further developments towards refining protein structures in data-assisted structure-
based simulations include expanding single-basin SBMs to multi-Gō models65, testing other forms of the
bias potential12, and enhancing the framework towards multireplica ensemble refinement16. The rapid
growth of the available experimental data promises a prosperous future by merging the entire spectrum
of structural information into a complete picture of dynamic protein structure. Physics-based model-
ing allows us to expand static structures with a dynamic view and connect the di↵erent experimental
methods in silico. Together with recent advances in structure prediction through artificial intelligence,
data-assisted protein simulations can help push our understanding of the intricate relation between
biomolecular structure and function by combining the multidisciplinary expertise of experimenters and
modelers. Computational approaches as the one presented in this thesis provide a powerful means to
fit the available puzzle pieces of structural information together, thus deepening our understanding of
proteins as the ultimate building blocks of life. As the famous Chemistry Nobel laureate Linus Pauling
put in a nutshell1,
“Life... is a relationship between molecules.”
1








A.1 Derivation of the Debye Equation
The atoms of a molecule illuminated by a monochromatic plane wave interact with the incident radiation
and become sources of spherical waves in return9. The scattering amplitude for a single scattering event
by an atom at position rj is
Aj (q) = fj (q) exp (iq · rj) . (A.1)
fj is the atomic form factor, a measure of the amplitude of a wave scattered from an isolated atom, and
q the momentum transfer with |q| = q. The interfering amplitudes of all N atoms are summed up to











fe (q) ⇢ (r) exp (iq · r) dr = fe (q) F [⇢(r)] .
(A.2)
In the continuum limit, the scattering amplitude from an ensemble of atoms turns out to be the Fourier
transform, F [·], of the scattering length density distribution, ⇢ (r), weighted by the form factor, fe (q).
The scattering intensity is
I (q) = A (q) ·A⇤ (q) = |A (q)|2 . (A.3)
For X-rays, the scattering arises from the interaction between the incident wave and the electron clouds
of the atoms. This means that the scattering power scales with the electron density. Assuming the Born
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approximation to be valid, the corresponding form factor fe (q) is the Fourier transform of the molecule’s
normalized electric charge distribution. The amplitude, however, is experimentally inaccessible. For
spatially isotropic particle distributions, the measured intensity is a rotational average in reciprocal
space, representing the distinct molecular orientations in the solid angle ⌦205:
I(q) = hI(q)i⌦ (A.4)
Using




yields the well-known Debye formula, which states the spherically averaged intensity for a particle









rjk = |rj   rk| is the distance between atoms at positions rj and rk.
Spherical Harmonics Expansion
For spherical averaging in Eq. A.6, it is advantageous to introduce the multipole expansion in spherical
coordinates by Stuhrmann (1970)206. Inserting the relation









lm (!)Ylm (⌦) , (A.7)
where jl (qr) denote the spherical Bessel functions and Ylm (⌦) the spherical harmonics, into the expres-







Alm (q) are the partial amplitudes given by
206




fj (q) jl (qrj)Y
⇤
lm (!j) . (A.9)
Since the spherical harmonics form a complete set of orthogonal functions on the sphere, all cross terms










The truncation value L determines the resolution of the particle representation. Similar expressions
can be set up for the excluded volume and border-layer scattering. Apart from the Debye formula (see
Eq. A.6) and the spherical harmonics expansion, common SAXS-averaging methods include numerical
or spherical quadrature, Monte-Carlo sampling, the Cubature formula, or Zernike polynomials along
with atomic, grid, and coarse-grained structural models10.
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A.2 Calculating SAXS Profiles from Protein Structures with
CRYSOL
The popular PDB-oriented program CRYSOL41 is an implicit-solvent method for evaluating the solution
X-ray scattering from atomic macromolecular structures. It is part of the ATSAS207,208 tool box for
small-angle scattering data analysis.
CRYSOL uses multipole expansion to e ciently evaluate spherically averaged scattering patterns from
biomolecular structures (see Supplementary Sec. A.1)41. The solvation shell is approximated by a border
layer of 3 Å e↵ective thickness with a 10% to 15% excess density with respect to the average density
of free bulk water, ⇢0 = 0.334 eÅ
 3 41. Originally, the solvation shell is represented by an envelope
function41. As the accuracy of this representation may be limited for complex shapes, a newer version,
CRYSOL 3207, represents the solvation shell as dummy beads covering the molecular surface. The beads
are divided into three classes whose mobility and thus contrast may vary depending on the location, i.e.,
internal water within cavities, the water shell on the outer convex surface, and water on the concave
surface. This more sophisticated handling permits a better prediction of the wide-angle scattering207.
The program can perform a fit of the calculated scattering curve to an experimental curve by minimizing
the  2 discrepancy under variation of three parameters, i.e., the average displaced-solvent volume per
atomic group, the solvation shell’s contrast, and the relative background41. This dependency on several
free parameters is a major downside of such commonly used implicit-solvent methods as it increases
the risk of overfitting. However, CRYSOL has been shown to adequately evaluate SAXS profiles up to
a momentum transfer of approximately 0.4 Å
 1 41. Alternative explicit-solvent based methods have
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Figure B.1. CD and fluorescence spectra of MCP Trp19Ile at increasing [GdmCl]. Equilibrium
spectra of 2.5µM MCP Trp19Ile at di↵erent [GdmCl] for a. fluorescence (297 nm excitation) and
c. far-UV CD. b. Chemical denaturation of MCP Trp19Ile after excitation at 297 nm followed at
340 nm. d. Near-UV CD spectra of MCP3 wildtype (black), Trp269Ile (grey), and Trp19Ile (orange),
recorded in 1 cm path-length cuvette with a protein concentration of 1µM. For wildtype, additional
spectra at 0.5M (red) and 1M (blue) GdmCl were recorded. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 (relabeled from original).
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Figure B.2. FRET probe positions, equilibrium spectra, and GdmCl denaturation curve.
a. FRET probes in MCP3 with the mutated aspartic acid residues at sequence position 277 shown
as spheres. The C↵ distances to the corresponding residues in neighboring protomers are given in
nm. The N-terminal arms and C-terminal clasps are highlighted as cartoons. Visualized in PyMOL 1.
b. Fluorescence spectra of dye-labeled MCP3 at di↵erent [GdmCl] after donor excitation at 488 nm.
c. FRET signal as function of [GdmCl] calculated as ratio of emission 520 nm/ 630 nm at 488 nm













Figure B.3. Stopped-flow kinetics for MCP Trp19Ile and Trp269Ile. Exemplary kinetic traces of
a. MCP Trp19Ile and b. MCP Trp269Ile after 297 nm excitation using a long pass filter (> 320 nm)
for jumps to di↵erent [GdmCl], showing only one phase and a decrease in fluorescence intensity.
c. Derived rate constants for the MCP mutants and the slow phase of MCP wildtype. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 (relabeled from original).
 
a b		
Figure B.4. Equilibrium CD and fluorescence spectra of MCP after refolding from 3M GdmCl.
We incubated the samples at either 3M or 1M GdmCl for 10min and diluted them with bu↵er
(pH 5) to a final [GdmCl] as indicated in the legend. After dilution, the final MCP concentration
was 2.5µM. a. CD spectra and b. fluorescence spectra (297 nm excitation). Reproduced with
permission from Ref. 28 under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0.
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(a) Dye pair: AF488/AF594 (b) Dye pair: AF546/AF647
(c) Dye positions: 2/68 (d) Dye positions: 11/68 (e) Dye positions: 23/68
	 	
	 	 	
Figure C.1. CI-2 and CspTm with di↵erent dye pairs and labeling sites. a., b. CI-2 with AF
dyes attached to residues 20 and 78. c., d., e. CspTm with AF dyes attached to given residues.
Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
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Monomer Protomer
(a) Dye positions: 56/252 (b) Dye positions: 2/303
Monomer Protomer
(e) Dye positions: 252/56/8
Monomer Protomer
(c) Dodecamer (d)
	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	
	 	
Figure C.2. Di↵erent ClyA conformations. a. Monomer and b. protomer conformations with
AF dyes attached to the given residues. c. Top and d. side view of the dodecamer with AF dyes
attached to residues 56 and 252. e. Monomer and protomer with three dyes attached to given
residues. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
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C.2 Radius of Gyration Analysis
Figure C.3. Rg,gmx distributions for folded 10FNIII without (green) and with dyes (red). The
narrower green distribution with its small standard deviation   (black error bars) indicates a defined
conformational ensemble for the system without dyes. The broader red distribution points to a
more diverse ensemble for the (according to its mean Rg) larger dye-labeled system. Reproduced
from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Figure C.4. Rg,gmx distributions for unfolded 10FNIII without (green) and with dyes (red). As
anticipated, the distributions without and with dyes are almost identical for the unfolded system.
The comparably larger size of the dye-labeled system is reflected by the slightly shifted mean Rg
and the slightly di↵erent standard deviation   (black error bars). Reproduced from Ref. 29 under
CC BY 4.0.
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Figure C.5. Rg,gmx distributions for folded ClyA monomer 56/252 without (green) and with
dyes (red). As the dyes are comparatively smaller for ClyA monomer, their influence is less
pronounced than for 10FNIII. Nevertheless, analogous tendencies, such as a larger mean for the
dye-labeled systems, are clearly visible. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Figure C.6. Rg,gmx distributions for unfolded ClyA monomer 56/252 without (green) and with
dyes (red). In analogy to 10FNIII, the distributions without and with dyes are virtually identical
for the unfolded system. As the dyes’ influence is less pronounced for the larger ClyA monomer,
the distributions are even more similar. Reproduced from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
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C.3 Solvation Shell Contrast Analysis
Figure C.7. Folded systems without dyes: Rg values for di↵erent solvation shell contrasts  ⇢
(in e Å
-3
) with respect to Rg, ⇢=0, given at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with
two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA
monomer, protomer, and dodecamer with two and three dyes at di↵erent labeling sites. Reproduced
from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Figure C.8. Unfolded systems without dyes: Rg values for di↵erent solvation shell contrasts
 ⇢ (in e Å
-3
) with respect to Rg, ⇢=0, given at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with
two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA
monomer, protomer, and dodecamer with two and three dyes at di↵erent labeling sites. Reproduced
from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure C.9. Folded systems with dyes: Rg values for di↵erent solvation shell contrasts  ⇢
(in e Å
-3
) with respect to Rg, ⇢=0, given at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with
two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA
monomer, protomer, and dodecamer with two and three dyes at di↵erent labeling sites. Reproduced
from Ref. 29 under CC BY 4.0.
Figure C.10. Unfolded systems with dyes: Rg values for di↵erent solvation shell contrasts  ⇢
(in e Å
-3
) with respect to Rg, ⇢=0, given at the bottom in Å. We studied 10FNIII, CI-2 with
two di↵erent AF dye pairs, CspTm with AF dyes at three di↵erent labeling positions, and ClyA
monomer, protomer, and dodecamer with two and three dyes at di↵erent labeling sites. Reproduced








D.1 SAXS-Restrained Ensemble Simulations with Commitment
to the Principle of Maximum Entropy
This section is based on the Journal of Chemical Theory and Computation article “SAXS-Restrained
Ensemble Simulations of Intrinsically Disordered Proteins with Commitment to the Principle of Maxi-
mum Entropy” (2019) by Markus Hermann and Jochen Hub 16. Their multireplica refinement method is
based on the principle of maximum entropy. Applying only a minimal bias towards agreement with the
data, ensemble-averaged SAXS intensities are integrated into MD simulations of proteins. In the context
of my work, it shall serve as another example of how biomolecular simulations and experimental data
can complement each other with a special focus on the ensemble character of structurally heterogeneous
disordered systems.
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Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) play key roles in pathologies such as amyloidoses, neurodegener-
ative diseases, and cancer, which is why there is a great interest in deriving accurate solution ensembles.
As explained in Chapter 3, experimental data provide only a highly reduced view of such system’s
heterogeneous ensembles. While X-ray crystallography and cryo EM generate a single defined struc-
ture, solution scattering yields an average over the entire ensemble. Computational MD simulations are
complementary to such experiments but su↵er from sampling problems and force-field inaccuracies, in
particular for disordered systems, suggesting to combine them with experimental data. Hermann and
Hub developed a data-assisted method for refining protein ensembles towards agreement with ensemble-
averaged SAXS data using a parallel-replica ensemble restraint16. Following the principle of maximum
entropy, they couple a set of parallel replicas to the data, whereby only a minimal bias is applied16.
Simulations are restrained at runtime to conformations R reproducing the ensemble-averaged experi-
mental data Iexp by introducing an experiment-derived energy Eexp (R; Iexp). The simplest approach is













kr is a unitless force constant, i.e., the bias weight, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and
Icalc (qi,R) the back-calculated scattering intensity.  i is the scattering intensity’s overall uncertainty
at momentum transfer qi, which includes experimental uncertainties and uncertainties in the forward
model of Icalc (qi,R). The hybrid energy is set up as
16
Ehybrid (R; Iexp) = EMD (R) + E
(1)
exp (R; Iexp) . (D.2)
Eqs. D.1 and D.2 are only appropriate if the ensemble can be approximated by a single representative
structure. For the heterogeneous ensembles of disordered systems, this is not the case. It thus is
not meaningful to compare a single structure’s scattering intensity, Icalc (qi,R), with the ensemble-
averaged experimental data, Iexp (qi). Instead, Iexp (qi) should be subtracted against the scattering
intensity
R
p (R) Icalc (qi;R) dR averaged over the simulated ensemble distribution p (R). A statistically
founded procedure for updating simulated ensembles with experimental data is Jaynes’ maximum entropy
principle16: The unbiased ensemble distribution p0 (R) should be modified as little as possible into a
biased distribution p1 (R) that explains the data, i.e., the updated ensemble and the original unbiased







Biasing a single simulation with a harmonic restraint towards the data obviously violates the maxi-
mum entropy principle, suggesting the use of alternative coupling schemes16. According to Pitera and
Chodera, using a linear restraint instead of the harmonic restraint will generate a minimally biased
ensemble. Alternatively, N parallel replica simulations can be coupled with a harmonic restraint to the
data. Accordingly, the back-calculated scattering signal is first averaged over all parallel replicas16,




Icalc (qi,R↵) , (D.4)
where ↵ is the replica index. The restraint is designed to guide the simulation into agreement with the
experimental SAXS data while applying a minimal bias16:











kr is an empirical parameters expressing the degree of confidence in the experimental data versus the
unbiased force field16. Practically, N and kr can be determined in a reasonable way by analyzing DKL
and the residuals  2 between experimental and calculated data versus increasing N and kr and choosing
the smallest values for giving satisfactory  2 and DKL.
Hermann and Hub demonstrated their multireplicate method for generating ensembles with commitment
to the maximum entropy principle by refining ensembles of the disordered RS peptide against experi-
mental SAXS data. SAXS data were calculated from explicit solvent as described before12,152. They
analyzed the influence of the number of replicas, the scaling of the SAXS force constant with the number
of replicas, and the force field. They find that the refined ensemble greatly improves when switching
from a single to four replicas and suggest using a force constant of unity16. As the force field seemed
to have only a minor influence on the derived ensemble, the data are believed to reduce the force-field
bias, rendering such hybrid methods useful for obtaining physically precise simulations of disordered
systems16.
D.2 Simulation Setups
All simulations were carried out on a standard workstation with an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU comprising
eight cores at a frequency of 3.40GHz. I used a version of GROMACS 5 modified by the scattering-
guided MD extension18,61 and molecular dynamics parameters listed below. The simulations di↵ered
only in their couplings to the scattering data, k , and their reduced GROMACS temperatures, T . As the
information on crucial structural features, i.e., the molecular shape and global conformational changes, is
contained in the small-angle regime, I included q values up to a maximum of 0.5 Å
 1
. I used theoretical
scattering data calculated from pure initial and final states for method validation. In a SAXS experiment,
the measured intensity pattern might reflect a linear combination of scattering intensities from a mixture
of conformations in the sample. Starting from the pure initial state, I assumed conformational transitions
to take place entirely in the simulations. This means, in a corresponding experiment, all protein molecules
would undergo the structural transition of interest from initial to final state. Consequently, I set ↵ to 1
in all simulations.
Setup of XSBM Simulations
As a starting point, I constructed all-atom SBMs from the considered system’s initial structure with
eSBMTools99 to obtain suitable coordinate and topology files. In XSBM, the Debye scattering terms are
encoded as a special type of bonded interaction in the topology file18. I constructed the scattering
topology and the related extended coordinate file with gmx genrestr. This command creates half a
matrix of virtual-site type-3 pairs, i.e., Debye terms, for the input coordinate file. I used amino-acid
scatterers centered on virtual interaction sites at the respective residue’s center of mass. I added the
resulting topology include file to the system’s topology directly after the atoms section and appended
the corresponding atom type “MW” manually to the atom types table. The XSBM run parameters are
listed below. I set T and k  as described in Sec. 5.2. Finally, I preprocessed the SBMs with gmx grompp
and run the simulations with gmx mdrun.
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; Sample mdp file for XSBM simulations in GROMACS 5
; Run Control
integrator = sd ;leap-frog integrator
dt = 0.0005 ;time step / ps
nsteps = 4000000 ;number of steps
; XSBM parameters
waxs-type = Debye ;Debye scattering intensities
waxs-fc = ? ;bias weight
waxs-nstout = 1 ;steps between dumping simulated intensities
waxs-nstcalc = 10 ;steps between calculation/application of XS forces
debye-alpha-mode = 0 ;constant alpha at
debye-alpha-min = 1.0 ;(debye-alpha-min + debye-alpha-max)/2
debye-alpha-max = 1.0
; Output Control
nstxout = 0 ;Only write final coordinates to trajectory.
nstvout = 0 ;Only write final velocities to trajectory.
nstxout-compressed = 100 ;steps between dumping compressed coordinates
compressed-x-grps = Protein ;groups in compressed trajectory
nstcalcenergy = 105 ;steps between calculation of energies
nstenergy = 105 ;steps between dumping energies
nstlog = 100 ;steps between writing energies to log
nstcomm = 105 ;frequency for center of mass motion removal
; Neighbor Searching
cutoff-scheme = group ;Generate pair list for groups of atoms.
ns-type = grid ;Make grid in box, only check atoms in neighboring cells.
nstlist = 15 ;frequency to update neighbor list
pbc = xyz ;periodic BC in all directions
; Electrostatics
coulombtype = Cut-off ;twin range cut-off
rcoulomb = 1.5 ;Coulomb cut-off / nm
; VdW
vdwtype = Cut-off ;twin range cut-off
rvdw = 1.5 ;VdW cut-off / nm
; Temperature Coupling
tcoupl = V-rescale ;stochastic temperature coupling using velocity rescaling
tc-grps = Protein ;groups to couple separately to temperature bath
tau-t = 0.5 ;time constant for coupling
ref-t = ? ;reference temperature for coupling
; Pressure Coupling
pcoupl = no ;no pressure coupling
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; Velocity Generation
gen-vel = yes ;velocity generation according to Maxwell distribution
gen-temp = ? ;temperature for Maxwell distribution
gen-seed = 9 ;initialize random generator for random velocities
; Bonds
continuation = no ;Constrain start configuration.
constraint-algorithm = lincs ;LINear Constraint Solver
constraints = all-bonds ;Constrain all bonds.
lincs-iter = 1 ;iterations for LINCS
lincs-order = 4 ;matrices in expansion for LINCS inversion
Setup of Scattering-Guided Explicit-Solvent MD Simulations
The setup of explicit-solvent MD simulations followed the common steps of adding hydrogen atoms,
choosing potential and water model, neutralizing electric charge, minimizing energy, and equilibrating
temperature and pressure. I used the CHARMM27 force field209, TIP3P water model210, Verlet cut-o↵
scheme, and a constant temperature of 300K. Electrostatics were treated with the Particle Mesh Ewald
method. I applied a Parrinello-Rahman pressure coupling and a V-rescale temperature coupling. To
obtain the coordinate and topology files, I preprocessed and protonated the initial models with gmx
pdb2gmx. I constructed a periodic cubic box exceeding twice the longest inter-protein distance with gmx
editconf. The structure was initially energy-minimized using the GROMACS preprocessor gmx grompp
and simulation command gmx mdrun. After solvation and electric neutralization, I energy-minimized
the structure again. Subsequently, I equilibrated the systems in the canonical and isothermal-isobaric
ensemble until temperature and pressure converged, where I position-restrained all heavy atoms to
their initial positions. I constructed a half-matrix of Debye terms with gmx genrestr for the NPT-
equilibrated structure, using amino-acid scattering factors. This created the scattering topology, which
I manually included into the system’s topology. After preprocessing with gmx grompp, I performed the
scattering-guided MD simulation with gmx mdrun.
; Sample mdp file for scattering-guided
; explicit-solvent MD simulations in GROMACS5
; Run parameters
integrator = md ;leap-frog integrator
dt = 0.002 ;time step / ps
nsteps = 5000000 ;number of steps (10 ns)
; WAXS parameters
waxs-type = Debye ;Debye scattering intensities
waxs-fc = ? ;bias weight
waxs-nstout = 1 ;steps between dumping simulated intensities
waxs-nstcalc = 10 ;steps between calculation/application of XS forces
debye-alpha-mode = 0 ;constant alpha at




nstxout = 0 ;Only write final coordinates to trajectory.
nstvout = 0 ;Only write final velocities to trajectory.
nstxout-compressed = 100 ;steps between dumping compressed coordinates
compressed-x-grps = Protein ;groups in compressed trajectory
nstenergy = 100 ;steps between dumping energies








cutoff-scheme = verlet ;Generate pair list with buffering.
verlet-buffer-tolerance = 0.005
ns-type = grid
nstlist = 15 ;frequency to update neighbor list
pbc = xyz ;Periodic BC in all directions
periodic-molecules = no ;Molecules are finite.
; Electrostatics
coulombtype = PME ;particle-mesh Ewald
pme-order = 4
fourierspacing = 0.12
rcoulomb = 1.0 ;Coulomb cutoff / nm
; Van der Waals
rvdw = 1.0 ;VdW cutoff / nm
DispCorr = EnerPres ;account for cut-off vdW scheme
; Temperature coupling
tcoupl = V-rescale ;stochastic temperature coupling using velocity rescaling
tc-grps = Protein Water_and_ions
tau-t = 0.5 0.5
ref-t = 300 300
; Pressure coupling
pcoupl = Parrinello-Rahman ;extended-ensemble pressure coupling
pcoupltype = isotropic
tau-p = 2.0 ;time constant for coupling / ps
ref-p = 1.0 ;reference pressure / bar




gen-vel = no ;Take initial velocities from NPT run.
For each conformational transition, I present results for parameter combinations (T, k ) of temperature
and bias weight determined via grid search, where I considered eight bias weights between 10 11 kJ/mol
and 5 · 10 8 kJ/mol at two temperatures T = 300K and 330K.
D.3 Structural Conformity Analysis
To study the structural conformity of the ensembles generated by scattering-guided structure-based and
explicit-solvent MD simulations, I calculated the radius of gyration, Rg, and the asphericity,  , as a






(ri↵   rj↵) · (ri    rj ) , (D.6)
where N is the number of atoms at Cartesian positions ri,i = 1, ..., N , ri↵ is the ↵
th component of ri,










where  i are the eigenvalues of T with trT =
P
i  i and  ̄ = trT/3. I computed the radii of gyration
and the eigenvalues with gmx gyrate and gmx polystat in GROMACS, respectively. As can be seen in
Supplementary Figs. D.1 to D.8, both shape parameters suggest the structural ensembles generated by
SBM and explicit-solvent MD to be su ciently similar. As expected, I observed comparatively large
di↵erences for VHP7454. This can be explained by its globally changing tertiary structure, which makes the
conformational transitions di cult to sample in a geometry-derived SBM with its intrinsic bias towards
the native (initial) state.
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Figure D.1. VHP7454 e! b transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by
SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated time.
Figure D.2. VHP7454 b! e transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by
SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated time.
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Figure D.3. VHP7454: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by SBM and explicit-
solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, versus asphericity,  .
Figure D.4. ADK o! c transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by
SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated
time.
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Figure D.5. ADK c! o transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by
SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated
time.
Figure D.6. ADK: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by SBM and explicit-
solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, versus asphericity,  .
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Figure D.7. LAO protein h! a transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated
by SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated
time.
Figure D.8. LAO protein a! h transition: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated
by SBM and explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, and asphericity,  , versus simulated
time.
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Figure D.9. LAO protein: Structural conformity of the ensembles generated by SBM and
explicit-solvent MD. Radius of gyration, Rg, versus asphericity,  .
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D.4 Villin Headpiece
Figure D.10. XSBM simulation results for VHP7454 b! e transition. Results are shown for
parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 7 · 10 8 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.11. VHP7454 b! e transition in XSBM: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD, and
bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle), target
RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted quantities.
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Figure D.12. VHP7454: Variational grid search for the b! e transition. Median GDT, median
target RMSD, and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The
variational series comprised 148 simulations in total. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum)
RMSD, and best (minimum) VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the
related temperature.
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Figure D.13. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for VHP7454 e! b transition. Results are
shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
330K, 5 · 10 9 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial
and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.14. VHP7454 e! b transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among
GDT, RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus
VXS (middle), target RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted
quantities.
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Figure D.15. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for VHP7454 b! e transition. Results
are shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
330K, 5 · 10 9 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial
and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.16. VHP7454 b! e transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among
GDT, RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus
VXS (middle), target RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted
quantities.
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D.5 Lysine-, Arginine-, Ornithine-Binding Protein
Figure D.17. XSBM simulation results for LAO protein a! h transition. Results are shown
for parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 2 · 10 10 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.18. LAO protein a! h transition in XSBM: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD,
and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle),
target RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted quantities.
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Figure D.19. Variational grid search for LAO protein a! h transition. Median GDT, median
target RMSD, and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The
variational series comprised 148 simulations in total. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum)
RMSD, and best (minimum) VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the
related temperature.
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Figure D.20. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for LAO protein h! a transition. Re-
sults are shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
300K, 1 · 10 9 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top),
initial and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.21. LAO protein h! a transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among
GDT, RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus
VXS (middle), target RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted
quantities.
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Figure D.22. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for LAO protein a! h transition. Re-
sults are shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
300K, 1 · 10 9 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top),
initial and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.23. LAO protein a! h transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among
GDT, RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus




Figure D.24. XSBM simulation results for ADK c! o transition. Results are shown for
parameters (T, k ) =
 
50, 7 · 10 9 "
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial and target RMSD
(middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.25. ADK c! o transition in XSBM: Mutual correlations among GDT, RMSD, and
bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS (middle), target
RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted quantities.
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Figure D.26. Variational grid search for ADK c! o transition. Median GDT, median target
RMSD, and median  2 deviation versus bias weight k  at di↵erent temperatures T. The variational
series comprised 148 simulations in total. Best (maximum) GDT, best (minimum) RMSD, and best
(minimum) VXS are marked by a white star, each outlined in the color of the related temperature.
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Figure D.27. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for ADK o! c transition. Results are
shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
300K, 5 · 10 10 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial
and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.28. ADK o! c transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among GDT,
RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS
(middle), target RMSD versus VXS (bottom). ⇢ is the Pearson correlation of each two plotted
quantities.
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Figure D.29. Explicit-solvent MD simulation results for ADK c! o transition. Results are
shown for parameters (T, k ) =
 
300K, 5 · 10 10 kJ/mol
 
. Initial and target GDT (top), initial
and target RMSD (middle), and bias energy (bottom) versus simulated time.
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Figure D.30. ADK c! o transition in explicit-solvent MD: Mutual correlations among GDT,
RMSD, and bias potential. Target GDT versus target RMSD (top), target GDT versus VXS










Figure E.1. OF and its standardized responses versus median GDT. LAO protein’s a! h
transition (left) and ADK’s c! o transition (right). GDTsys, GDT between initial and target
structure of each test system, ⇢, Pearson correlation of each quantity and median GDT, k , bias
weight. Data from all runs combined 173.
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Seed 1790954 1791103 1791104 1791105 1791106 1792508 1792509
⇢RMSD 0.85 0.70 0.88 0.63 0.84 0.64 0.79
⇢GDT -0.94 -0.84 -0.87 -0.68 -0.87 -0.74 -0.80
min (f ) -2.34 -2.03 -1.79 -2.15 -1.99 -1.60 -1.78
max (f ) 8.32 8.31 5.86 4.38 4.41 4.72 6.27
Best simulation in terms of OF
k  / " 2.170 e-10 1.073 e-10 3.339 e-11 6.654 e-11 5.080 e-11 1.493 e-09 5.869 e-11
T 13.19 10.36 28.82 10.47 11.05 13.60 14.65
RMSDmed / Å 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.9 2.2
GDTmed 70.59 69.96 69.22 69.44 69.44 64.81 69.22
Best simulation in terms of RMSDmed





-2.03 -2.02 -1.73 -1.79 -1.55 -0.90 -1.45
k  / " 3.001 e-10 2.320 e-10 3.422 e-11 2.401 e-10 4.190 e-10 5.652 e-10 2.395 e-10
T 11.98 10.43 29.63 10.18 10.03 23.67 12.93
GDTmed 70.69 70.80 69.54 70.91 70.69 68.17 70.69
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





-2.03 -2.02 -1.73 -1.79 -1.55 -1.08 -1.45
k  / " 3.001 e-10 2.320 e-10 3.422 e-11 2.401 e-10 4.190 e-10 6.429 e-10 2.395 e-10
T 11.98 10.43 29.63 10.18 10.03 20.89 12.93
RMSDmed / Å 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.1
Table E.1. FLAPS optimization results for XSBM h! a transition of LAO protein173. OF,
objective function f, ⇢RMSD, Pearson correlation of OF and median RMSD, ⇢GDT, Pearson correlation
of OF and median GDT, k , bias weight, T, temperature, RMSDmed, median RMSD, GDTmed,
median GDT.
Seed 1795691 1797335 1797338 1797339 1798723 1801054 1810891
⇢RMSD 0.58 0.33 0.40 0.41 0.49 0.03 0.42
⇢GDT -0.85 -0.61 -0.77 -0.76 -0.81 -0.32 -0.74
min (f ) -1.42 -1.54 -1.20 -1.50 -1.57 -1.44 -1.62
max (f ) 6.92 6.38 7.09 6.63 9.05 5.45 7.47
Best simulation in terms of OF
k  / " 1.969 e-09 1.283 e-09 1.858 e-09 1.810 e-09 1.970 e-09 8.218 e-10 1.819 e-09
T 16.90 10.02 10.17 10.28 10.56 10.51 10.09
RMSDmed / Å 2.8 3.1 2.9 2.9 2.8 3.3 2.9
GDTmed 63.20 62.38 63.67 63.55 63.78 60.63 63.55
Best simulation in terms of RMSDmed





-1.19 -0.46 -0.59 -0.81 -1.21 2.15 -1.28
k  / " 2.910 e-09 2.996 e-09 3.477 e-09 2.488 e-09 3.213 e-09 3.311 e-09 3.419 e-09
T 12.40 16.32 12.02 15.51 10.52 31.12 10.01
GDTmed 63.20 62.97 63.20 63.09 63.44 62.38 63.32
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





-1.28 -1.29 -1.17 -1.35 -1.57 -1.34 -1.59
k  / " 2.030 e-09 2.171 e-09 2.134 e-09 2.171 e-09 1.970 e-09 1.377 e-09 2.170 e-09
T 10.84 10.67 10.07 10.45 10.56 10.22 10.23
RMSDmed / Å 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 3.0 2.8
Table E.2. FLAPS optimization results for XSBM o! c transition of ADK173. OF, objective
function f, ⇢RMSD, Pearson correlation of OF and median RMSD, ⇢GDT, Pearson correlation of OF
and median GDT, k , bias weight, T, temperature, RMSDmed, median RMSD, GDTmed, median
GDT.
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Seed 1800990 1800994 1800995 1800996 1805228 1805229 1805230
⇢RMSD 0.78 0.88 0.83 0.84 0.69 0.87 0.59
⇢GDT -0.75 -0.86 -0.80 -0.81 -0.67 -0.88 -0.56
min (f ) -1.33 -1.34 -1.27 -1.51 -1.82 -1.65 -1.58
max (f ) 6.28 5.45 6.76 6.00 3.59 5.53 5.25
Best simulation in terms of OF
k  / " 1.035 e-09 1.245 e-09 9.913 e-10 9.194 e-10 6.466 e-10 1.252 e-09 7.810 e-10
T 10.25 10.53 10.46 10.01 10.74 10.90 13.23
RMSDmed / Å 2.2 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.2
GDTmed 67.02 69.33 66.91 66.81 65.44 69.33 66.17
Best simulation in terms of RMSDmed





-1.13 -1.24 -1.02 -1.37 -1.50 -1.50 -0.82
k  / " 1.448 e-09 1.473 e-09 1.388 e-09 1.399 e-09 1.503 e-09 1.580 e-09 1.389 e-09
T 11.94 11.66 11.65 10.67 12.74 11.76 17.35
GDTmed 69.44 69.44 69.44 69.44 69.33 69.44 69.22
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





-1.13 -1.25 -0.97 -1.48 -1.41 -1.50 -1.35
k  / " 1.448 e-09 1.285 e-09 1.328 e-09 1.070 e-09 1.386 e-09 1.580 e-09 1.160 e-09
T 11.94 12.62 13.65 10.92 16.06 11.76 12.35
RMSDmed / Å 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Table E.3. FLAPS optimization results for XSBM a! h transition of LAO protein173. OF,
objective function f, ⇢RMSD, Pearson correlation of OF and median RMSD, ⇢GDT, Pearson correlation
of OF and median GDT, k , bias weight, T, temperature, RMSDmed, median RMSD, GDTmed,
median GDT.
Seed 1799347 1799348 1801030 1801031 1801032 1801033 1801034
⇢RMSD 0.41 0.65 0.79 0.62 0.65 0.71 0.56
⇢GDT 0.29 -0.15 -0.53 -0.17 -0.31 -0.29 -0.11
min (f ) -1.86 -2.50 -1.98 -2.61 -1.84 -2.37 -1.49
max (f ) 4.75 7.42 6.30 6.08 4.76 6.54 5.68
Best simulation in terms of OF
k  / " 1.071 e-10 3.888 e-11 6.902 e-11 4.917 e-11 3.563 e-11 6.541 e-11 3.634 e-10
T 26.58 41.99 11.82 37.45 45.43 15.06 10.53
RMSDmed / Å 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.2
GDTmed 43.11 45.33 45.44 44.27 44.57 45.44 43.46
Best simulation in terms of RMSDmed





-0.36 -0.50 0.26 -0.38 -0.52 0.38 -1.00
k  / " 8.490 e-10 8.294 e-10 8.194 e-10 6.801 e-10 6.623 e-10 1.039 e-09 1.117 e-09
T 31.22 34.12 27.42 43.01 44.02 28.40 17.73
GDTmed 49.71 49.65 49.65 48.83 48.95 50.12 49.94
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





4.75 -0.50 -0.63 0.43 0.34 -0.11 -0.73
k  / " 3.122 e-11 8.294 e-10 3.134 e-11 2.229 e-11 5.289 e-09 3.515 e-10 2.163 e-09
T 22.77 34.12 13.00 42.58 27.35 30.33 13.43
RMSDmed / Å 4.9 3.5 4.9 4.9 5.3 4.0 3.5
Table E.4. FLAPS optimization results for XSBM c! o transition of ADK173. OF, objective
function f, ⇢RMSD, Pearson correlation of OF and median RMSD, ⇢GDT, Pearson correlation of OF
and median GDT, k , bias weight, T, temperature, RMSDmed, median RMSD, GDTmed, median
GDT.
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Figure E.2. OF with and without regularizer versus median GDT for ADK. o! c transition
(left) and c! o transition (right). GDTsys, GDT between initial and target structure, OF, objective
function with regularizing   2av , OFNoR, objective function without regularizing  
 2
av , ⇢, Pearson
correlation of each quantity and median GDT, k , bias weight. Data from all runs combined
173.
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E.2 Analyzing Swarm Convergence
In the context of PSO, convergence can refer to (i) the sequential convergence of solutions, i.e., all par-
ticles have reached a particular and possibly (but not necessarily) optimal position, or (ii) convergence
of either the personal bests or the global best to a local optimum, independent of the swarm’s behavior
as a whole. I considered the first convergence concept. Analyzing sequential convergence has issued
guidelines for selecting PSO parameters that presumably cause the particles to converge to some point
in the search space177. A common view is that the swarm varies between exploration and exploitation,
which involves adapting the algorithm and its parameters to properly balance these behaviors. This
is important to avoid early entrapment in local optima yet allow for a reasonable convergence rate.
A primary focus of past research thus was increasing the algorithm’s adaptability by making it more
complex. However, it is still not clear how the swarm’s behavior a↵ects the actual optimization perfor-
mance, in particular for dynamic environments. This renders the opposite approach, i.e., implementing
PSO setups that perform well regardless of how the swarm’s behavior is to be interpreted, equally valid.
Inspired by Occam’s razor, this view is based on the principle that PSO should be simplified to the
greatest possible extent without compromising its performance. As a metaheuristic, PSO can only be
proven correct in the sense of demonstrating its e cacy empirically by a finite number of computational
experiments. This poses the risk of making errors in its description and implementation. Simplifying
PSO was first suggested by Kennedy in 1997175. The concept has been studied more extensively184,212,
where the optimization performance was found to improve across di↵erent problems and the parameters
were easier to tune.
Following the “simplifying PSO” paradigm, FLAPS rests on a slim PSO core with only few parameters. In
the velocity update, cognitive and social influence have random components limited by their associated
acceleration coe cients  1 and  2. The latter are hyperparameters of the algorithm (see Algorithm 2).
Originally,  1 and  2 were chosen as 2 because this leads to unity weights for cognitive and social
influence on average, which makes the swarm contract to the current gbest. Adding this velocity to a
particle’s current position introduces a stochastic tendency to return towards the previous best positions
that have demonstrated promise175. This randomness keeps the particles from moving directly toward
the global and personal best. It facilitates the exploration of new solutions near the current best positions
and diversifies the particles for more e↵ective searches. I find that further diversity enhancement is not
needed for the presented application. Supplementary Figs. E.3 to E.6 show the swarm in the current
OF topology after each generation. For all protein systems, the swarm converged to a stable topology
and contracted around a functional parameter combination. Quantitative swarm diversity measures
include position diversity, velocity diversity, and cognitive diversity. Based on the particles’ positions, I
calculated a relative swarm spread with respect to the swarm’s initial state,
SwS =
std (normT ) + std (norm k )
SwS0
, (E.1)
after each generation (see Supplementary Figs. E.3 to E.6, bottom left). std (x) is the standard deviation
of quantity x, normx is the min-max scaled quantity (x minx) / (maxx minx), and SwS0 is the
absolute initial swarm spread. Starting from a value of 1 by definition, the swarm spread significantly
dropped down in the first two to five generations. Depending on the system, it stabilized at fractions of
0.2 to 0.4 of each initial swarm spread with a tendency to further decrease.




, from that of each previous generation, norm gg 1best (see Supplementary Figs. E.3
to E.6, bottom right). This gbest fluctuation minimized clearly for only one of the considered systems (see
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Supplementary Fig. E.5). As di↵erent parameter combinations can equally yield useful results in physico-
empirical SBMs, this is no surprise. Many factors influence the convergence behavior and performance of
particle-swarm based algorithms, including selection of the acceleration coe cients, velocity clamping,
and the swarm’s communication network. As a metaheuristic that implements a form of stochastic
optimization, PSO is not guaranteed to find the globally optimal solution. It rather is a practical
strategy that guides the optimization process in order to e ciently explore the search space and find near-
optimal solutions. While built on the “simplifying PSO” paradigm, FLAPS can easily be complemented
by concepts such as inertia weight176 and swarm constriction177, diversity increasing mechanisms, or
flexible termination criteria based on, e.g, the swarm spread or the global best’s fluctuation. If desired,
the communication pattern can also be adapted towards local geometrical or social topologies.
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Figure E.3. Swarm convergence for XSBM h! a transition of LAO protein (seed 1790954).
Top: Dynamically evolving OF topology after each generation. The current global best position,
gbest, and the swarm’s centroid are marked. k , bias weight, T, temperature. Bottom: Evolution of
swarm spread SwS (left) and gbest fluctuation (right) during the FLAPS optimization. Reproduced
from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.4. Swarm convergence for XSBM o! c transition of ADK (seed 1795691). Top:
Dynamically evolving OF topology after each generation. The current global best position, gbest,
and the swarm’s centroid are marked. k , bias weight, T, temperature. Bottom: Evolution of
swarm spread SwS (left) and gbest fluctuation (right) during the FLAPS optimization. Reproduced
from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.5. Swarm convergence for XSBM a! h transition of LAO protein (seed 1800994).
Top: Dynamically evolving OF topology after each generation. The current global best position,
gbest, and the swarm’s centroid are marked. k , bias weight, T, temperature. Bottom: Evolution of
swarm spread SwS (left) and gbest fluctuation (right) during the FLAPS optimization. Reproduced
from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.6. Swarm convergence for XSBM c! o transition of ADK (seed 1801030). Top:
Dynamically evolving OF topology after each generation. The current global best position, gbest,
and the swarm’s centroid are marked. k , bias weight, T, temperature. Bottom: Evolution of
swarm spread SwS (left) and gbest fluctuation (right) during the FLAPS optimization. Reproduced
from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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E.3 Comparison to Grid Search
I performed comparative grid-search optimizations for the presented protein systems. In swarm-based
approaches like FLAPS, each generation depends on the particles’ positions and fitnesses attained in
the previous generation (see velocity update in Algorithm 2). This recursive dependency limits the
intrinsic parallelizability of such algorithms. In contrast, a grid search is embarrassingly parallel, which
hinders a direct speed-up comparison. To ensure comparability of the two approaches, I considered
nk  ⇥nT = 15⇥ 10 = 150 equidistant grid points within  11  log10 (k )   8 and 10  T  90. Such
a grid equates to the sample size and computational demands of the presented FLAPS optimizations. A
grid search does not include prior information about the optimization task. Hence, it lacks an intrinsic
quality measure to rank di↵erent parameter combinations in terms of their performance. The best
solutions must be manually identified from the set of evaluated grid points using independently defined
quality criteria. PSO implements an intrinsic quality measure in form of the OF that is key in selecting
the parameter combinations to be tested during the optimization process.
I employed my flexible OF (see Eq. 6.2) to evaluate the simulated ensemble of protein structures at
each grid point. As anticipated, the grid searches yielded several acceptable or equally functional MD
parameter combinations as FLAPS (see Table E.5). As proteins are intrinsically dynamic, I am interested
in conformational ensembles rather than in single static structures. A PSO search guided by the collective
experience of all particles cooperating in a swarm will always yield an overall greater proportion of
usable parameter combinations, i.e., meaningful simulations and thus molecular structures, than an
exhaustive grid search on a predefined set of parameter combinations. While PSO tends to remember
and return to promising regions in the search space, a grid search always takes the risk of evaluating
a significant number of ill-suited parameter combinations that would be dismissed on the basis of the
swarm’s experience.
To illustrate the advantages of a swarm-based approach over classical grid search, I considered the
distributions of the simulations’ median GDT, GDTmed, in each grid search and FLAPS optimization.
The distributions are shown in Supplementary Figs. E.7 to E.14. For all systems, I find the FLAPS
distribution to be shifted to higher GDTs compared to the grid search, indicating an overall greater
proportion of accurate structural ensembles in FLAPS. In addition, I calculated the fraction of simulations




for each optimization run,
which was consistently larger in FLAPS.
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Figure E.7. Grid-search optimization for XSBM h! a transition of LAO protein. Top:
Final topologies of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the
OF, gbest, and the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency
distributions of OF (left) and median GDT (right). 73% of all simulations had a median GDT




. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.8. FLAPS optimization for XSBM h! a transition of LAO protein. Top: Final
topologies of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF,
gbest, and the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency
distributions of OF (left) and median GDT (right). 99% of all simulations had a median GDT




. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.9. Grid-search optimization for XSBM o! c transition of ADK. Top: Final topologies
of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF, gbest, and
the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency distributions





. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.10. FLAPS optimization for XSBM o! c transition of ADK. Top: Final topologies
of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF, gbest, and
the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency distributions





. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.11. Grid-search optimization for XSBM a! h transition of LAO protein. Top:
Final topologies of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the
OF, gbest, and the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency
distributions of OF (left) and median GDT (right). 59% of all simulations had a median GDT




. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.12. FLAPS optimization for XSBM a! h transition of LAO protein. Top: Final
topologies of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF,
gbest, and the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency
distributions of OF (left) and median GDT (right). 98% of all simulations had a median GDT




. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.13. Grid-search optimization for XSBM c! o transition of ADK. Top: Final topologies
of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF, gbest, and
the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency distributions





. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Figure E.14. FLAPS optimization for XSBM c! o transition of ADK. Top: Final topologies
of OF (left) and median GDT (right). The global best position according to the OF, gbest, and
the best position according to the median GDT are marked. Bottom: Frequency distributions





. Reproduced from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
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Table E.5. Grid-search optimization results173. OF, objective function f, k , bias weight, T,
temperature, RMSDmed, median RMSD, GDTmed, median GDT.
System LAO h! a ADK o! c LAO a! h ADK c! o
Best simulation in terms of OF
min (f ) -2.60 -2.14 -2.24 -2.74
k  / " 4.394 e-11 1.390 e-09 8.483 e-10 7.197 e-11
T 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
RMSDmed / Å 2.2 3.0 2.2 4.3
GDTmed 69.70 62.62 66.49 45.44
Best simulation in terms of RMSDmed





-2.24 -1.66 -2.11 -1.36
k  / " 3.162 e-10 3.728 e-09 1.390 e-09 1.390 e-09
T 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
GDTmed 70.91 63.20 69.33 50.00
Best simulation in terms of GDTmed





-2.24 -2.03 -2.11 -1.97
k  / " 3.162 e-10 2.276 e-09 1.390 e-09 4.394 e-11
T 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00
RMSDmed / Å 2.1 2.7 2.0 4.9
E.4 Implementation
“The last good thing written in C was
Franz Schubert’s Symphony Number 9.”
Erwin Dieterich
FLAPS is implemented as a stand-alone solver in Hyppopy1, a Python-based hyperparameter optimization
package. Hyppopy provides various tools for black-box optimization. It has a simple, unified API which
can be used to access a collection of solver libraries. My implementation of FLAPS213,214 is available
on GitHub23. I implemented an MPI-parallel version of the code using a sophisticated parallelization
architecture described in Supplementary Fig. E.15. Available compute nodes comprising a given number
of processors are divided into blocks. Each block corresponds to one particle in the swarm. Within one
block, the simulation itself runs on a single core while all the others process the generated frames in the
trajectory on the fly. This results in a massive reduction in runtime.
The experiments were run on the ForHLR II cluster system located at the Steinbuch Centre for Com-
puting at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. The system comprises 1152 purely CPU-based compute
nodes. Each node is equipped with two 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2660 v3 Haswell CPUs at 3.3GHz, 64GB
of DDR3 main memory and 4x Mellanox 100Gbit EDR InfiniBand links. The software packages used
were a RHEL Linux with kernel version 4.18.0 and Python 3.6.8. Each run used 51 compute nodes
(overall 1020 cores). Due to the heavy I/O workload and many metadata operations, I used a private
on-demand file system (BeeGFS On-Demand) with a stripe count of 1, where one node was reserved for
its metadata server215. Each block in the underlying simulator-worker scheme consisted of five nodes,














Figure E.15. Simulator-worker parallelization scheme used for FLAPS in Hyppopy. Reproduced
from Ref. 173 under CC BY 4.0.
application of FLAPS to the optimization of XSBM parameters, I used a cognitive acceleration coe cient
 1 = 2.0 and a social acceleration coe cient  2 = 1.5 in the particle update (see Algorithm 2). The
complete setup203 including all PSO hyperparameters used is available on Github4.
4https://github.com/FLAPS-NMI/FLAPS-sim setups/releases/tag/v1.0
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Figure E.16. The sweet BeeGFS bee. Summ, summ, summ! Bienchen summ’ herum ,!
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